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HEALTH: KEEPING DOWN COSTS IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR 

• I attach an article from Forbes Magazine, which the Chancellor 

thought might interest the Chief Secretary and others. 

KA__TN,v 

MOIRA WALLACE 



The Up & Corners 

Negotiators 

HealthCare Compare's Dr. Robert Becker 
used to treat patients for allergies. Now he 
treats employers for sky-high medical bills. 

Now about that 
appendectomy, 

Doctor 

For the name of the Peterbilt dealer nearest you call: 1-800-447-4 700 

By Ruth Simon 

F OR FUN, Dr. Robert Becker col-
lects fountain pens, rare coins 

and mounted sharks from his 
fishing trips. For profit, he collects 
sizable savings on corporate em- 
ployees' health care costs. Becker's 

staff of doctors call physicians and ask 
if they really need to hospitalize a 
patient six days for, say, routine gall-
bladder surgery. Aren't three days 
enough? Okay, four, but that's it. "I 
like jousting at windmills," says 
Becker. 

Becker's company, HealthCare 

Compare Corp. of Downers Grove, 
Ill., is now one of the largest players in 
the burgeoning business of "utiliza-
tion review." In this business, doc-
tors' and hospAals' prospective treat-
ment plans are scrutinized on behalf 
of customers—usually corporations 
or health insurance carriers—by peo-
ple who know how to spot excessive 
medical services and hospital stays. 
"We try to manage costs 'a dollar at a 
time," explains HealthCare Compare 
President James Smith, a former Tex-
as Instruments marketer who joined 
the company in 1984. "We don't be-
lieve there's one big easy remedy out 
there." 

With health care costs and medical 
insurance premiums still on the rise 
and threatening to soar, such dollar 
pinching is urgently needed. "Our 
concern is that we're starting to enter 
one of those spirals of 15% to 30% 
price increases," frets Randall Berg, 
director of compensation and benefits 
for Libbey Owens Ford, which will 
pay HCC about $24 per employee 
($192,000 all told) this year to review 
its employees' medical care. Also 
among HCC's 11,000 clients are Mu-
tual of Omaha and General American 
Life Insurance, which market HCC's 
services to their customers, and large-
ly self-insured corporations such as 
McDonald's and Control Data. 

WHEN COMPROMISE IS OUT OF THE QUESTION 

A ONGION OF MOOR 
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HealthCare Compares James Smith and Dr. Robert Becker 
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We try to manage costs a dollar at a time." 

Under HCC's basic review program, 
employees contemplating hospitaliza-
tion for, say, a gallbladder operation 
must call HCC's toll-free number a 
few days before being hospitalized (or, 
in the case of emergencies, within two 
days of being admitted). One of HCC's 
200-plus reviewers—all trained 
nurses—takes down basic patient in-
formation, creating a computerized 
chart used to determine whether the 
proposed treatment—six days of hos-
pitalization for that gallbladder opera-
tion—falls within national standards. 
If it does, the treatment is approved. 

And if the proposed treatment ex-
ceeds the HCC norm? Then the case 
is bounced to one of the company's 15 
staff physicians for review. If the phy-
sician decides that six days' hospital-
ization for the gallbladder operation is 
too much, he calls up the patient's 
physician and, doctor-to-doctor, tries 
to negotiate the proposed treatment 
down to three or four days. If the 
physician refuses to negotiate, the pa-
tient may wind up paying a bigger 
chunk of the bill. 

Becker says HCC refers 40% of its 
cases to its physician-reviewers, far 
more than competitors do. And that, 
says Dr. Alan Korn, the director of 
HCC's medical department, is an im-
portant edge. "A doctor will never be 
accountable to insurance clerks and 
will occasionally be accountable to 
nurses," says Korn, "but he will al-
most always be accountable to peers." 

Becker, 65, spent 26 years treating 

allergies. In the early Seventies, he set 
up the Foundation for Medical Care in 
Joliet, Ill., which provides medical 
peer reviews for Medicare and Medic-
aid. In 1982 he decided the time had 
come to sell peer review to corpora-
tions. "There was," he recalls, "great-
er [medical] cost shifting to the pri-
vate sector, which created a greater 
need for cost management." 

To start HealthCare Compare, 
Becker raised $850,000 by selling his 
medical practice, mortgaging his 
house and cashing in his pension plan. 
Still undercapitalized, he turned to 
his best friend, Ronald Galowich, a 
lawyer who now manages the real es-
tate holdings of Chicago's wealthy 
Pritzker family. Galowich put up 
some money and persuaded the 
Pritzkers, Indianapolis shopping cen-
ter developer Melvin Simon and other 
well-heeled friends to put up $2 mil-
lion for 61% of HCC. Galowich also 
brought in Jim Smith, a strong opera-
tions executive, as HCC's president. 
For his trouble, Galowich today owns 
6.2% of the company's 4.2 million 
shares outstanding ;  Becker owns 
12.5% and the Pritzkers 24%. HCC 
went public in May at $11 a share. 
After sinking to 73/4 in October, the 
stock, 65% owned by insiders, recov-
ered to a recent 15. 

Clearly this is a good business. In 
fiscal 1987 (ended last Aug. 31) 
HealthCare Compare Corp. earned 
$1.2 million, or 37 cents per share, on 
revenues of $11.6 million, more than  

double its results in fiscal 1986. For 
fiscal 1988, Vivian Wohl of Robert-
son, Colman & Stephens expects the 
company to earn $2.5 million on reve-
nues of $27 million. 

These results may be attracting 
some potentially tough competitors—
health insurance companies, includ-
ing the very carriers using HCC, who 
might bring the utilization review 
business in-house. "It could be a po-
tential thrust for us," agrees Alana 
Cox, manager of cost containment for 
General American, a big insurance 
company now buying HCC's services. 

But Becker and his HCC colleagues 
figure they can handle the competi-
tion. The company is bringing out 
new products like reviews of outpa-
tient surgery and chiropractic and 
dental work. It also intends to use its 
data on doctor and hospital practices 
to set up preferred provider organiza-
tions (PPOs), which negotiate reduced 
fees for medical care. In February 
Becker announced plans to acquire 
Affordable Health Care Concepts, a 
Sacramento-based data supplier and 
PPO organizer, in a stock deal valued 
at $13.5 million. 

"We're now helping to control the 
use of units of care," explains Smith. 
"The next step is to go to hospitals or 
groups of doctors on behalf of our cli-
ents and negotiate prices." 

With the country now spending 
around $500 billion a year on health 
care, there is no end of fat to be pared 
away by companies like this one. • 
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AUDIT FOR THE NHS 

My note to the Chancellor of 2 March said that I would 

put forward separate advice on how we might press on with 

sharpening up and opening up audit of the NHS. The Prime 

Minister's last meeting had concluded that further discussion 

on this subject should take place bilaterally. As a first 

step I followed this up myself with the DHSS. 

You are well aware that the DHSS find our ideas 

extremely difficult to swallow. This partly presents itself 

in genuine worries about relations with the NAO, and 

accountability, if the Audit Commission was allowed into 

the NHS. (I believe that those issues can be solved provided 

that the handling of any decision to go for independent 

audit is tackled sensibly in relation to the NA0). 

These concerns however may prove less difficult to 

handle than the two real underlying issues, namely 

a fear of opening up VFM information in comparative 

terms in the public domain and 

a great deal of defensiveness about the quality 

of their own internal audit. 
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4. 	DHSS have said to me that our paper left out of account 

all the work being done on performance indicators dnd 

management accounting which in their view was where the 

important information about comparative performance rested. 

I did not contest that the information might be relevant, 

although I believe it is different from the main thrust 

of what we had in mind. 

	

5. 	I have asked DHSS for a note in response to ours which 

would 

set 	out 	briefly 	what 	their 	pertormance 

indicator/management accounting information is, 

and how its availability and use relates to the 

work now done by DHSS internal audit and the 

NAO; 

say what, if anything, in our paper is in their 

view factually incorrect, and 

focus on the policy objective - open, published, 

comparative, audit based VFM information. 

If we can get these points clarified we should be able 

to move more easily to the means of achieving the policy 

objective, on which they are well aware of our starting 

point. 

	

6. 	If you and the Chancellor are content, I suggest we 

might have one round of talk at official level on the basis 

of their piece of paper and ours, preparatory to a 

Ministerial discussion. 

7. 	My own impression is that the DHSS recognise that 

they will find if extremely difficult to argue against 

the policy objective. This may be why they are tending 

to make accountability their apparent primary concern. 

We shall continue to make it clear that you and the 

Chancellor are committed to see change in this area and 

that the issue will, at the end of the day, be how the 
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policy objective is achieved rather than whether it is 

achieved. I left with the impression that once they have 

nerved themselves to accept the policy they would be likely 

to be ready to go along with the sort of compromise that 

Sir Anthony Wilson had earlier suggested. We do not need 

to take a decision about nor display that option at this 

stage. 

8. 	Are you content for me to take this work forward on 

 

this basis? 

• 

 

HAYDEN PHILLIPS 

• 
• 

• 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY CPF SEt.:RETARY 

Richmond House, 79 Whitehall, London SW1A 2NS arzc,  I 
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From the Minister for Health 

The Rt Hon John Major MP 
Chief Secretary to the Treasury 
H M Treasury 
Parliament Street 
London SW1P 3AG 

I recently attended a meeting which Hal Miller MP had with the Prime Minister 
to discuss difficulties faced by the West Midlands Regional Health Authority. 
An outcome of the meeting was that I was asked to write to you about the 
present restrictions on health authorities' access to private sector finance. 

Overall, health authorities remain seriously short of capital, despite the 
success of their land sales programme in recent years. Major new schemes, 
which offer potential for savings from rationalisation, are not able to go 
ahead as quickly as they should in managerial terms, and there is considerable 
political pressure to move more quickly. There is a serious backlog of 
maintenance and an even worse problem over equipment, where we fall short of 
standards achieved in most developed countries. We are also unable to take 
advantage, on anything like a satisfactory scale, of opportunities for savings 
through energy conservation, or the use of the information technology to 
improve managerial efficiency. Now, too, we are becoming aware that shortage 
of capital is restricting the scope for income generation schemes. There is 
also, as you know, a particular problem of transitional costs associated for 
example with our programme for closure of large mental illness and mental 
handicap hospitals, which will in time yield both substantial capital sums and 
revenue spending, but which require an interim capital investment and a period 
of double running costs. 

Our policy objectives depend on an adequate level of capital investment, 
and we are not achieving this. The money which the Exchequer has been making 
available for health authorities capital spending has been falling in real 
terms. Land sales have helped, and there remains potential for at least the 
next two or three years for income from this source. Authorities themselves 
for a number of years supplemented their capital allocations by transfers from 
revenue, but the forecast for 1987/88 is for a lower transfer than in previous 
years, and the short-term programmes for 1988/89 show that for the first time 
authorities envisage being obliged to transfer from capital to revenue in order 



to balance their books. If anything, therefore, capital spending is set to 
fall, despite the benefits that are potentially available from higher capital 
spending. 

Against this background it is doubly frustrating to health authorities to 
observe a greater willingness than ever before from the private sector to 
invest capital in the health service which is being frustrated by the rigidity 
of the Treasury rules on so—called unconventional finance. Indeed that 
rigidity is so apparent that most authorities, recognising the cost in 
managerial time of trying to work up a case to be considered by the Treasury, 
have regretfully to turn down an offer of capital without even putting it to 
the test. 

There are, as we see it, three obstacles to be overcome before a scheme can 
qualify under the present rules. First, except in a de minimis situation, the 
Treasury rules require an offsetting reduction in publicly financed provision. 
Thus by definition the problems arising from shortage of capital finance are 
not addressed. Secondly, a full investment appraisal has to be carried out in 
order to demonstrate that the privately financed scheme provides better value 
for money than one financed by the public sector; this, even if there is a 
prospect of public money being available, which is usually not the case, means 
that any element of profit or recovery of interest costs in the privately 
financed scheme will rule it out regardless of its potential contribution to 
future efficiency. Thirdly, the requirement for case—by—case consideration by 
the Treasury acts as a major deterrent to the investment of managerial effort. 

I fully understand the Treasury's wish to ensure that other parts of the public 
sector do not follow the example of those local authorities which exploited 
unconventional forms ot finance in order to borrow money to sustain levels of 
revenue spending that they could not afford. I think, however, that the 
extreme rigidit of the rules now being applied goes well beyond what is 
necessary, and simply a 	 ra e e overnment's wider policy objec- 
tives of improving harmonisation between the public and private sectors in an 
area, such as the National Health Service, where we surely agree that the 
outcome of greater private sector involvement can only improve the management 
efficiency of the service. It should suffice to operate an approval mechanism 
on the basis that health authorities wishing to take advantage of private 
capital should be able to demonstrate that the scheme fits within their overall 
strategy and that they would have the means to meet whatever revenue costs 
ensue. If we make this change it would follow that there would not need to be 
any offsetting reduction in publicly—financed capital but we should have the 
benefit of both private capital and flair at an acceptable cost to the 
taxpayer. The NHS and the Government would undoubtedly benefit. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to the Prime Minister. k 
TONY NEWTON 

YdS/D.27 

2 
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The Prime Minister's meeting on Tuesday will take 3 papers, 

together with a covering note by the Cabinet Office. 

Options for change (HC15)  

Despite its somewhat cursory treatment in the Cabinet Office 

note, this is the key paper, and you should try to ensure that the 

meeting concentrates on it. Its five options are not exhaustive. 

They illustrate the range of possible alternatives, and further 

variants feature in the other two papers. 

One would probably never get to the most extreme model - the 

"patient as buyer" in paragraphs 4-8. The US experience suggests 

that the costs and perceived unfairnesses of this sort of model 

are not sustainable, and mechanisms need to be introduced which 

bring it back towards the other, slightly less radical models. In 

terms of the paper, that means "local health funds" (paragraphs 9- 

12). It is useful to consider how one might get to that, starting 

from the present system, and taking in other models on the way: 

Stage 1 - An internal market with more delegated budgetting 

and better and more widely disseminated information about 

cost and performance. (This is coming on stream but needs to 

be accelerated.) Districts would be encouraged to buy 

services from each other and collaborate with the private 

sector, with more competitive tendering and more formal 

financial arrangements than now. 
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Stage 2 - Districts would lose responsibility for running 

hospitals. They would become responsible for buying services 

on behalf of patients within their geographical boundaries, 

with public and private sector hospitals competing for their 

custom. GPs would be on contract to the district rather than 

to separate family practitioner committees, and the districts 

might provide them with facilities for treating some 

conditions outside the hospital system. Districts would 

receive direct per capita funding. At this stage, NHS 

hospitals would continue to be owned by the Crown, and 

regional health authorities might continue to plan the 

provision of public hospitals. 

Stage 3 - Change the ownership and management of hospitals to 

induce greater competition in the supply of services to 

districts. Regional health authorities would be abolished. 

Hospitals would be under a variety of ownership - public and 

private sector, charitable foundations, etc. The position of 

teaching hospitals would need to be considered carefully. 

This would get us as far as the "independent hospitals" model 

described in paragraphs 13-15 of the paper. 

Stage 4 - Patients could opt out of the public sector, and 

enrol instead with competing private sector intermediaries. 

An individual GP might be on contract both to his individual 

district and to a private sector intermediary. There would be 

Government regulation of access to, and range of services 

offered by, the private sector. Opting out might, but need 

not, be accompanied by a contributions rebate or other 

subsidy. The mechanism for financing opting out is discussed 

in paragraphs 16-18 of the paper. 

Stage 5 - The growth of private sector competitors 	to 

district health authorities might eventually reach the point 

where the system is akin to the "local health fund" model. 

Such a system could be publicly financed initially but could 

be capable of an eventual switch to compulsory private 

insurance. • 



• 
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The important thing is that short term improvements should 

not close off options for further evolution along the lines 

Ministers want in the longer term. A switch to an internal market, 

with reorganised districts and FPCs (Stage 2) might be possible 

within this Parliament. A general move to independent hospitals 

(Stage 3) might be something for the next, although pilot 

appointments might be possible sooner. 

The Cabinet Office cover note concludes by suggesting we work 

up further the "opting out" and "local health fund" models. This 

will illuminate a lot of the issues by analysing the most radical 

of the models. This seems to us a sensible way to proceed, 

although it will throw up difficult issues for the Treasury. Our 

discussions at official level suggest that they are going to take 

quite a bit of arguing through. They will include the following: 

a. 	The deadweight cost of extending subsidies (whether in 

5/1/4. 1  the form of tax relief, a contributions rebate or vouchers) 

to private treatment that people already pay for themselves. 

Depending on the form of the subsidy, this could be up to 

Elbn a year. 

• 

Adverse selection under any opting out scheme. No matter 

how the scheme is constructed, those who opt out of the NHS 

will tend to be the lower risk people within their age group. 

The more expensive people (including the senile, the mentally 

ill and the mentally handicapped) will tend to stay in the 

public sector. This would inevitably push up the costs per 

head of the NHS, leading to pressure  for a correspondkpl_ 

increase in subsidieS—for the private sector. If these were 

in the form of tax-financed vouchers, there would be direct 

upward pressure on public expenditure. 

Competition between suppliers would tend to break up the 

monopsony buying power of the NHS, particularly on pay. New 

financing systems (eg "fee-for-service") risk cost escalation 

and over-provision. This would tend to drive up costs for 

both privately and publicly financed treatment, as the USA 

have found. 
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Opting out with a contributions rebate would reduce the 

Government's revenue, but might not lead to a corresponding 

reduction in public expenditure. Those who opt out would no 

longer be placing demands on the NHS (at least in respect of 

the treatments for which they had opted out) but other demand 

would come in to take their place. 

The Government will be unable to divorce lLself fLom the 

question of funding. The three previous points risk a system 

in which the Government relinquishes control over the volume 

of health provision, 	hut is obliged to finance it itself 

through vouchers or the like. 	The continuing public  

expenditure pressures could be at least as great as the 

initial deadweight cost. 

A hypothecated health tax raises several questions. 

There would be a wide margin of error in setting the rate ot 

the tax, and it would need to be agreed how any over- or 

under-shoot relative to health expenditure would be handled. 

If based on national insurance, there would be implications 

for income distribution and work incentives. It would also 

exempt the elderly, who are the biggest users of the service 

- the Chief Secretary has pointed out that this is directly 

contrary to the principle of wider accountability that the 

Government is trying to introduce elsewhere (eg the community 

charge). 

Categories of treatment (HC16)  

This paper picks up the Prime Minister's suggestion that 

services could be divided into those which should, might be, and 

should not be provided by the NHS. Although the distinction is not 

fully brought out in the paper, this really means provided at 

public expense - it would presumably be open to NHS hospitals to 

continue to offer services for a fee. The theme is developed 

further in the Cabinet Office cover note. 

Category 3 (services which should not be obtainable on the 

NHS) is very small and highly contentious. Its main component is 

family planning, including things which it would be indefensible 

not to offer in a continuing NHS - for example, sterilization of 

women for whom further pregnancies would be positively dangerous. 
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• 	And abortion is a sufficiently controversial issue without setting 

up new categories of those which would and would not be carried 

out by the NHS. I suggest that the savings in all this are not 

worth the candle, and the idea of category 3 should be dropped. 

The distinction between categories 1 and 2 (those which 

should be universally available under the NHS and those which 

could be insurable) is relevant to models involving partial opting 

out. The paper's suggested classification looks superficially 

plausible, but conceals horrible problems of definition and 

enforcement ("much" mental illness, etc). A lot more thought is 

needed before we can say this is workable. I suggest the meeting 

should simply note the paper and conclude that these definitions 

would have to be worked up more fully later if a model of this 

type came under active consideration. 

Waiting lists and times (HC 17)  
	

C iN (A 	6-(1Crio 

• 
This is a DHSS paper, and not a good one. It only just stops 

short of saying that the existing waiting list initiative has had 

relatively little impact on lists (even though it has succeeded in 

treating more patients) because not enough money was made 

available, and that more waiting list money would be the answer. 

Waiting lists are an inherent feature of the system. The only 

way to get rid of them would be by the sort of over-capacity found 

in Germany (where costs are now of course a matter of deep 

concern). They have been remarkably constant (about 14% of annual 

cases treated, with a median waiting time of 7 weeks) for many 

years. When waiting lists have gone above this (eg following the 

industrial action in 1978 and 1982) they have returned to this 

equilibrium position within a year. In the same way, an attempt to 

clear the waiting list by a blitz over a year or two would reduce 

it temporarily, but it would then drift back up to the equilibrium 

number when the pressure was taken off. 

11. The present waiting lists reflect a broad balance of supply 

and demand. From the Treasury's point of view, that is a 

satisfactory position. Indeed, increases in supply tend to be 

offset by higher demand (more GP referrals and switching from the 

private sector). 

• 
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Nevertheless, there is scope for reducing lists by better 

management: better use of operating theatres (the recent NAO 

report may help here); more information for GPs and consultants, 

etc. One or two of the ideas in the second part of the paper may 

also be worth pursuing: giving consultants financial incentives to 

increase activity over the year (though not relating such 

incentives to length of queues, because of the scope for "window 

dressing"); and giving patients the choice of a different surgeon, 

who may have a lesser reputation, but whose waiting lists are 

shorter. DHSS might be invited to carry these forward. 

The paper offers two more radical options. 

Compulsory opting out for elective surgery. This is in 

essence a further model drawing on elements from the main 

options paper. It would have the merit of a probably very 

significant impact on waiting lists, together with improved 

consumer choice. But it suffers from some familiar problems: 

cost control; Exchequer cost; definition; and enforcement. If 

you think it worth pursuing, we can pick it up with the other 

• 	options. 

Guaranteed time limits within which given conditions 

would be treated. This has a potentially open-ended public 

expenditure cost. Unless other initiatives were to bring down 

waiting times generally, the low priority waiting list cases 

would be treated at the expense of higher priority cases, or 

by additional expenditure. One response to this is that there 

would be a further category of cases with "indefinite" 

waiting times which would in practice take up the slack. It 

is unlikely however that there would be much of a reservoir 

of such cases - just as the third category in the previous 

paper turned out to be small and contentious. There may also 

be supply side problems in honouring such guarantees. 

• 
R B SAUNDERS 
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Mr Saunders is providing a main brief on the three papers before 

the next  meeting  of  the  Ministerial  group. This  note highlights 

some  particular issues which I think  you  will wish to  consider  as 

well, and comments  on handling  and timing. • 	
2. 	The Cabinet Office cover note give  more  prominence  than  we 

think is desirable to the short paper on categories of treatment 

rather than the main options paper.  This is because  both the 

No.10 Policy Unit and the Cabinet Office want to ensure that the 

Prime Minister can pick up a direct connection between the end of 

the last discussion, when  she  introduced an approach through 

categories of treatment, and  the  next one. Mr  Saunders's  brief 

sets out our  concern that  discussion  should  focus  primarily  on the 

options paper rather than on  these  distinctions.  I agree  with 

that.  There is a real risk of diversion of effort  if  we go down 

the  road  of trying  to classify,  in  any  operational sense, the 

types of condition contained in each treatment category. 

3. 	The  Cabinet Office paper suggests that, subject to the way 

the  discussion goes next week, officials should  be  asked to work 

up papers on what we are now calling local health funds and on 

opting out. We  agree, but  you may  also like  to  consider  whether 

we  should not now be doing some work on two identifiable gaps in 

these, and previous papers,  namely 
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the respective roles of managers, professionals, and 

consumers; 

payment systems for hospitals, doctors and other service 

providers. 

Both issues are of critical importance to any scenario. Even 

under the least radical of the models, the roles of the doctors, 

and the monolithic nature of the present pay systems will come 

under pressure. 

Work on those two additional issues will also contribute to 

what the Chief Secretary in his minute to you of 28 February, 

described as an Action Menu. 	There are papers 	already 

commissioned from DHSS on some aspects of doctors conLracts, 

medical audit, costing and budgeting systems and "the ten best 

hospitals". It is interesting that one NHS region, East Anglia, 

has gone public in its desire to be an experimental internal 

market. 	(The DHSS didn't much like this declaration of UDI but 

may find it very difficult to prevent them going ahead.) 

We are also making progress with DHSS on better audit and the 

role of the audit commission. I hope we can agree at official 

level next week the objectives of change in this area although we 

will differ on means, and probably on speed of implementation. 

You or the Chief Secretary will want to have an early meeting with 

the Secretary of State for Social Services on this subject so as 

not to lose the momentum for change that we now have. 

Finally, on timing, Ministers 	have planned two meetings 

close together. 	There is the meeting next Tuesday 22 March and 

then another planned for Monday 28 March, with the 

Prime Minister's "doctors" lunch at Chequers taking place on 

Sunday 27 March. There is probably too little time between 

meetings for the production of new good papers (the list in 

paragraph 4 above is planned for 28 March) and you may feel there 

is already enough material around to carry Ministers through 
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two discussions, especially if you also include a report from the 

Prime Minister on the results of her Sunday lunch. You may 

therefore want to ask the Secretariat, at the end of Tuesday's 

discussion, what they propose to serve up for the following 

meeting. 

 

 

HAYDEN PHILLIPS 
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HC 14 

LONGER-TERM OPTIONS FOR THE NHS 

Note by the Cabinet Office 

At its last meeting the Group commissioned a paper on the 
longer-term options for radical reform in the NHS. This is 
attached (HC 15). 

FIVE BROAD APPROACHES 

The paper illustrates five broad approaches. 

Patient'as Buyer  would aim to put the main responsibility 
for arranging health care on to individuals, who would buy 
what they wanted in the market place. The Government's role 
would be primarily to regulate the market and finance health 
care for those who could not look after themselves. 

Local Health Funds  introduces the idea of free-standing 
bodies which in return for an annual subscription from members 
ot the public would negotiate on their behalf with providers 
of health services - whether public or private - to secure a 
package of health cover which would meet their needs. 

Independent Hospitals  switches attention to the providers 
of health care and outlines in particular the possibility of 
putting hospitals on to an independent footing (eg by 
management buy-outs, selling them or giving them to chari-
ties). Public bodies such as health authorities would be 
responsible for buying health care for people in their areas, 
and the hospitals would compete for business from them. 

Opting out  would be a major innovation in the financing 
of health care which would allow individuals to choose to 
finance some parts of their health care themselves (eg through 
private insurance or belonging to a local health fund) rather 
than through the State, in return for a rebate on, say, their 
National Insurance contributions. 

NHS refurbished  is the present system with organisa-
tional improvements designed to improve cost control and 
efficiency and to encourage trading both within the health 
service and between the NHS and the private sector, with the 
money following the patient. These improvements could be seen 
both as an end in themselves and as stepping stones to 
longer-term reform. 
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These approaches are not necessarily alternatives. It would 
be possible to combine elements of all of them in any final 
package of reforms. The following paragraphs show how they tie in 
with some of the ideas explored at the Group's last meeting. 

CONTINUED NEED FOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING 

First, one feature common to all approaches is the need for 
the Government to continue to finance - though not necessarily 
provide - certain basic forms of health care which would be 
available to anyone who needed them. This covers in particular 
those illnesses and conditions which private individuals cannot 
insure against at reasonable cost and cannot reasonably be 
expected to afford to pay for themselves: for instance accidents 
and emergencies, mental illness, mental handicaps and other 
long-stay conditions, chronic diseases, and geriatric conditions. 
There is no precise definition of what such essential health care 
covers, but paper HC 16 sets out in crude form some of the main 
headings, together with public expenditure on them. 

Central Government is also likely to continue to have 
responsibility for financing measures directed at the health of 
the community generally including preventive care, the control of 
certain infectious diseases and community health care. 

On any basis therefore there is likely to be substantial 
continuing expenditure by Government. But even within this 
category of Government-financed health care, there is scope for 
important reforms. 

There could still be greater independence for hospitals. 
Although the Government may finance essential health care it 
does not necessarily have to provide it. Such care could be 
seen as a baseload of work for independent hospitals. They 
would carry it out to a required standard under long-term 
contracts in return for a guaranteed annual payment, while 
still competing against other hospitals to carry out other 
types of health care on a repayment basis. 

There could still be a drive for greater consumer choice, 
eg for those who wished to buy privacy or other facilities, 
financed either by private insurance 'topping up' or out of 
their own pockets. 

More generally, there could still be organisational 
reforms on the lines suggested in 'The NHS Refurbished', 
designed to secure greater efficiency and cost consciousness 
in the provision of essential services. 

• 

• 
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HEALTH CARE FINANCED BY THE INDIVIDUAL 

At the other extreme there may be some forms of health care 
which the Group considers should not normally be available at the 
taxpayers' expense. Here again paper HC 16 lists possible 
headings, together with present expenditure on them. There are 
two particular points to note. 

First, there is an important distinction between the NHS not 
financing certain kinds of health care, and not providing them. 
It may well be reasonable, or indeed necessary, for the NHS to be 
able to provide a particular treatment without necessarily being 
required to do so free of charge. In some cases (eg some forms of 
cosmetic plastic surgery) the expertise may be needed within the 
NHS for other purposes but the individual should be asked to pay 
because the treatment is a matter of personal choice, not a 
medical necessity. In other cases (eg sports injuries) it could 
be argued that there should be compulsory private insurance to 
finance particular types of treatment, even though the actual 
provision of that treatment might best be carried out within the 
NHS. 

Second, although this category is relatively small in 
financial terms, it is a potential source of controversy. There 
can be cases under almost any heading where the doctors would 
advise that treatment is a medical necessity and where the patient 
is for one reason or another unable to pay. This suggests that 
there needs to be some form of medical discretion, carefully 
defined and regulated, to cater for the financing of such cases. 

HEALTH CARE FINANCED BY THE TAXPAYER OR THE INDIVIDUAL 

In between these two extremes there is a wide range of health 
care where treatment for the sick and injured must be available 
but its financing could be a matter either for the taxpayer or for 
the individual, and its provision might in principle be in the 
public sector or the private sector. Here again paper HC 16 
indicates the main headings and their costs. In essence, they 
cover some 'acute' cases and most 'elective' treatment (that is, 
conditions with no medical need for immediate treatment). 

This is the area where the private sector and private 
insurance are most active. It is also the area where the range of 
options is widest. The Group may in particular wish to consider 
three aspects. 

First, waiting lists. Almost all treatments subject to long 
waiting times fall under this heading. Paper HC 17 describes the 
action now in hand to tackle the problem of waiting times and 
suggests two options for improving the position, which could be 
explored further if the Group wished: 

i. compulsory insurance funding for all elective surgery, 
with the Government paying the premiums for those who could 
not afford to pay; or 

• 
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• ii. requiring health authorities to give guaranteed maximum 
waiting times, backed by vouchers where the waiting times 
could not be observed. 

The Group may wish to commission further work on these options. 

Second, the concept of opting-out is primarily of relevance in 
this area. It would be possible to switch the funding of health 
care to a national insurance (or a separate social insurance) 
system, and to allow individuals to opt out of that system in 
favour of private insurance cover for a range of acute and 
elective treatments. Paper HC 15 outlines some of the main 
factors  -  not least the costs  -  which would need to be assessed. 
The Group may wish to commission further work on this option as a 
priority. 

Third, the introduction of Local Health Funds is also relevant 
in this area. One of the main concerns about allowing greater 
consumer choice in the present structure of health care, which is 
largely monopolistic, is that it would lead to a spiralling of 
costs. One of the main attractions of Local Health Funds is that 
they would have the bargaining power to help hold down costs and 
encourage competition between different providers of health care. 
They are a flexible concept which could be used with either 
private or public sector providers of health care. Here again the 
Group may wish to commission further work as a priority. 

There are many ways in which these concepts might be developed 
and explored. One possibility, for instance, would be to combine 
opting out with Local Health Funds as one of the approved 
procurers of health care. Individuals who wished to opt out would 
be allowed a rebate on their national insurance contributions 
which reflected their age and, perhaps, medical history; and 
these rebates would be calculated so as to enable them to buy a 
health care package from a Health Fund or private health insu-
rance. Tailoring rebates in this way would help counter the risk 
of Health Funds and private insurance creaming off only the most 
profitable and healthy sector of the public. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These papers are intended to develop the main lines of 
thinking which have emerged from the Group's work so far. Much 
more detailed work is needed on the public expenditure and other 
implications of the options. As a next step the Group may in 
particular wish to commission papers on: 

a. opting out; 
and 	b. Local Health Funds. 

Cabinet Office 
18 March 1988 

• 
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• 	OPTIONS FOR CHANGE 	 HC 15 

A range of options 

1. 	Models of health care delivery need to cover: 

the buying of services. This may be undertaken by a public 
monopoly or near-monopoly (as now, by health authorities), by 
a private sector intermediary, or by the individual consumer. 

the provision of services. This may again be either mainly in 
the public sector or mainly in the private sector. 

the method of financing services. The three main 
possibilities are: 

predominantly tax, as now. 

some form of social insurance, perhaps with provision for 
people to opt out - either partly or fully - in favour of 
private insurance. 

predominantly private insurance, with some form of state • 	support for the poor and uninsurable. 

2. 	The various possibilities for buying, providing and financing 
health care - ranging in each case from radical to no change - can be 
combined in different ways, including radical solutions in any one or 
two of the three dimensions coupled with less fundamental changes in the 
others. This paper discusses five broad models, chosen to illustrate, 
not exhaust, the range: 

i. 	Patient as Buyer: the most radical option overall, maximising 
individual responsibility and a market-based approach. 

Local Health Funds: also involving major change, but using 
mechanisms akin to US-style Health Maintenance Organisations. 

iii. Independent Hospitals: major transformation in the provision 
of services, coupled with relatively modest changes in buying 
and financing. 

Opting Out: a significant change in the method of financing, 
with some related changes in buying and provision. 

The NHS Refurbished: essentially the present model, but with 
scope for significant improvements. 

DD/B:98 
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3. 	The following paragraphs describe each of the models and outline 
some of their advantages and disadvantages. The issues raised would 
need to be explored more fully if the Group wished to pursue further any 
particular option, or any of the many possible variants. 

Patient as Buyer 

4. 	The central feature of the "patient as buyer" would be that of 
giving people responsibility for arranging their own health care and the 
maximum scope for choice between competing providers. Government would 
have only a limited role in buying or providing services, but would 
regulate the market and give financial support to those who could not 
look after themselves. This is the most radical model. 

5. 	Among its key characteristics would be: 

a range of free-standing suppliers of services. As with the 
"independent hospitals" model (see below), hospitals could 
become public trading bodies, in competition with the profit 
and non-profit hospitals currently in the private sector. 
There would be a need for supervision of hospital standards, 
including a licensing system. 

as many people as possible would buy services themselves on a 
fee paying basis, using private health insurance cover or 
out-of-pocket payment. Bills would be paid either directly by 
the insurer or by the patient subject to reimbursement. Many 
would probably look to employers, trade unions and so on 
either for information or to negotiate with insurers and 
suppliers on their behalf. Insurance cover might be on either 
a group or an individual basis. 

Government would need to finance - but not necessarily to buy 
or provide - a substantial body of provision for the old, the 
poor, the chronically sick and perhaps others, possibly using 
vouchers or credits to maximise choice. 

hospital doctors could be free to work independently if they 
wished, although some might choose to be employed by 
suppliers. GPs would no longer necessarily be the 
"gatekeepers" to hospital services. Government would probably 
need to regulate the professional market, in order to prevent 
restrictive practices and facilitate competition. 

6. 	The main advantages of this model are maximum choice for the 
consumer and maximum competition among both insurers and suppliers of 
medical care. It would introduce dynamic market mechanisms into health 
provision, with in theory large potential gains in efficiency and in 
consumer responsiveness to patients. 

DD/B:98 
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110 	7. 	On the other hand, control of costs would in practice tend to pass to the suppliers, with competition on quality of service rather than 

price. Overseas experience has shown that this can resulL in an 
expensive system, but also that the market is capable of generating its 
own mechanisms for containing costs. The most notable of Lhese 
mechanisms - HMOs in the USA - would tend to transform this model into 
something closer to a "local health fund" approach (see below). 

The "patient as buyer" model would also incur social costs. It 
would be difficult to enforce compulsory insurance (would treatment be 
refused to those to who had not insured themselves and did not have the 
means to pay the full cost of treatment?), and to ensure a full range of 
services. There would be risks of a "two-tier service". Insurance 
premia would not be related to income, and this would bear heavily on 
low to middle income families who were not poor enough to qualify for 
government finance. Careful consideration would need to be given to 
ways of mitigating these disadvantages. 

Local Health Funds 

• 
The "local health fund" (LHF) model would also give people 

responsibility for arranging their own health care and provide for 
competition between providers. Its main distinguishing feature would be 
the existence of free-standing bodies (LHFs) which would be responsible 
for securing health services for their subscribers. People would be 
free to decide to which LHF they subscribed, and then, once enrolled, 
would be effectively committed to choices made by the LHF on their 
behalf. To stay in business each LHF would have both to attract 
customers and to contain the costs of providing them with services. 

Among the key characteristics of this model would be: 

i. 	everyone would be expected to subscribe to an LHF (with 
sensible provision for those who did not do so). LHFs would 
compete for subscriptions. 

LHFs might be all publicly owned, or in a mixture of private 
and public ownership, or might evolve from public to private. 

each LHF would have to offer comprehensive health care 
services for its subscribers, whether provided by the LHF 
itself, purchased from other LHFs, or purchased from 
independent suppliers. 

the subscription would be set in advance, unaffected by the 
actual service consumption subsequently. 

DD/B:98 
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there would be various structural alternatives: GPs and 
hospitals might contract with LHFs; groups of GPs and 
paramedical staff might form themselves into LHFs and contract 
with hospitals; GPs might combine with particular hospitals to 
form an LHF; and so on. 

the method of financing could be from general taxation as at 
present, or might move towards social or private insurance. 
With both tax and social insurance, payment could be made 
either through vouchers to individuals themselves, or direct 
to LHFs on a capitation basis. The value of vouchers or 
capitation payments could reflect the individual's likely 
consumption of health services, for example by being made 
age-related. People would be free to top up these payments if 
they wished, to pay for additional benefits. 

Government would need to regulate private sector LHFs, both to 
ensure that they offered the required level of service and to 
prevent them from creaming off people with higher incomes and 
low health risks. 

This approach would have a number of advantages by comparison with 
the "patient as buyer" model. It would offer greater incentives to 
efficiency, cost-effectiveness and good preventive care, together with 
potentially better access to health care and less risk of a "two-tier 
service". On the other hand, whilst there would still be an element of 
choice, at least in those areas covered by more than one LHF, patients 
would be committed to the terms of, say, annual contracts; this could 
limit their options at the time when care or treatment was sought. 

Relative to the NHS in its present form, the advantages of the LHF 
model in terms of efficiency and effectiveness are less clear. It might 
mean an increase in costs overall, and, if publicly financed or 
subsidised, there would be an initial "deadweight" cost to the Exchequer 
in that some privately financed treatment would in future be funded 
publicly. The value of capitation payments or vouchers would be subject 
to considerable political pressure if financed by government. On the 
other hand there would be a bigger private sector, and perhaps scope for 
people to spend more on their own health. Public funding through 
vouchers or capitation payments would be consistent with LHFs themselves 
being partly or wholly in the private sector; and, whether publicly or 
privately owned, an LHF would be free to offer additional benefits in 
return for "topping up" private insurance. 

Independent Hospitals 

The central features of an "independent hospitals" model would be 
twofold. First, public bodies - possibly based on present health 
authorities - would be retained as the buyers of services on behalf of 
their resident populations, funded either from tax or through social 

DD/B:98 
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insurance; and would be responsible and accountable for ensuring that 
the health care needs of their resident populations were adequately met. 
Secondly, such health authorities would not normally provide services 
themselves but would contract with competing, independent suppliers. In 
short, the buying of services would be kept broadly as now, unlike the 
position with the first two models; but the provision of services would 
be opened up to competition. The financing could remain tax-based, or 
could be changed to some form of social insurance. 

14. Among the key characteristics of this model would be: 

I. 	hospitals and other facilities currently run by health 
authorities would (perhaps with limited exceptions) be 
contracted out through charities, privatisation or management 
buyouts, or perhaps leased to operating companies formed by 
staff. They would then be in competition with each other and 
with existing private sector facilities. There might be a 
mixture of public and private sector contractors, with new 
suppliers emerging over time. 

health authorities would monitor the performance of their 
contractors. 

the present management structure could be streamlined. For 
example, separate Family Practitioner Committees might 
disappear, with GPs on contract to or employed by health 
authorities. 

GPs would remain the "gatekeepers" to hospital services. 
Their freedom to refer might be constrained by an authority's 
decision on who should supply particular services, but they 
might also be given a major role in taking those decisions. 
Little change would be noticeable by patients in the short 
term. 

hospital doctors might be either employed by suppliers, or 
under contract with them, or both. 

Government would continue to hold health authorities directly 
to account for the exercise of their buying powers, and would 
have a substantial interest in ensuring that contracts with 
providers were consistent with national policies for health. 

15. This approach should widen the options available to health 
authorities. It would provide incentives to increase both 
cost-effectiveness and customer satisfaction, and competition between 
suppliers might encourage more "topping-up". On the other hand, this 
same competition might lead to increases in pay rates for scarce, 
skilled manpower, and would depend on a degree of surplus capacity. 
Also, consumer choice - at least as exercised through GP referrals - 
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might be reduced, and access to local services could deteriorate if 
particular facilities or services failed to survive in the face of 
market pressures. 

Opting Out 

The central feature of this model, unlike the others, is a change 
in the method of financing. The publicly financed element of health 
care provision would be funded from hypothecated NI contributions, with 
individuals or groups free to opt out of part of their contribution in 
favour of private insurance for, say, elective surgery or other readily 
insurable risks. This approach would need to be combined with the 
organisational features of one of the other models. 

The freedom to opt out would inject a significant element of 
choice, more private money, "added value" for those opting out (as with 
pensions), and - relative to "NHS refurbished" (see below) - a 
substantial encouragement to private sector growth; in short, more scope 
for people to invest in their own health. On the other hand, the costs 
of this approach would need to be addressed. There would be a 
"deadweight" cost in giving a contributions rebate in respect of 
treatment previously financed privately. It would also be necessary to 
consider how far those who opt out would tend to be lower risk people 
from higher social classes; how far this would tend to push up the cost 
per head of providing services for those who remained; and what the 
impact would be on public expenditure, and on total Exchequer costs. 
including the contributions rebate. 

A switch to an NI-based financing system also needs further 
thought. The financing base would be much narrower than the present 

if 
\:t 	

system, with the biggest users - the elderly - paying nothing. 
Moreover, Government would still have to take separate decisions on both 
the level of expenditure and the rate of contributions. An alternative 
- although one with its own complexities - would be a separate health 
insurance system. 

NHS Refurbished 

The "NHS refurbished" model is fundamentally the present one: 
health authorities plan services for their populations and continue to 
provide directly a substantial proportion of these services. But there 
is considerable scope for improvement. This would need to be fully 
exploited in the interests of, for example, better health outcomes, more 
consumer choice and greater efficiency. "Refurbished" in this way, the 
present system could be considered either as an option in its own right, 
or as a staging post from which more radical change could be implemented 
or might evolve. 
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The main advantages of retaining the present model are 
accessibility, comprehensiveness and strong central control over 
overall, if not particular, costs. Also, improvements can be sought by 
building on demonstrable successes within a system which is understood 
by those who work in it. The main disadvantages, by comparison with 
more radical models, are that the scope for increasing consumer choice 
and expanding the private sector is relatively limited; that 
Government, and not the market, would still be responsible for 
allocating money; that services would still be rationed by queues, and 
not by price; and that there could be only limited market-type 
incentives to increase efficiency and improve customer satisfaction. 

Some of these weaknesses might be tackled in part by means of major 
organisational changes within essentially the same model. Two 
possibilities, which could be pursued either individually or in 
combination, are: 

I. 	decentralised budgeting: pushing budgets down to the lowest 
possible operational level, and holding budget-holders 
accountable for delivering the required outputs within those 
budgets. This should sharpen decision-taking on priorities 
and cost-effectiveness, and act as a further stimulus to 
greater efficiency. But it depends on having enough people 
with the ability to exercise such responsibilities, and on 
adequate mechanisms for avoiding disabling conflicts between 
budget-holders. 

more "trading" between health authorities, and between health 
authorities and the private sector. This might include ways 
of ensuring that the money follows the patient where, for 
example, temporarily excess capacity can be used, and might 
also encompass some competitive tendering for clinical 
services. The effect on consumer choice could be mixed: 
potentially improved for those able and prepared to travel 
further, but reduced if inter-authority "deals" were 
effectively to constrain referrals. Trading should encourage 
more cost effective patterns of service provision by 
stimulating authorities to turn to more economic providers. 

All these possibilities depend in part on improved costing information. 
But that is needed anyway. 

Conclusion 

This paper is not intended to point to particular conclusions - 
except perhaps that, under any conceivable model, government retains a 
major role of some kind and cannot entirely divest itself of financing 
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• responsibilities. The five models discussed do not exhaust the options, 
nor do they necessarily exclude each other. There could, for example, 
be different solutions for different categories of treatment; or various 
combinations of features from different models. 

23. Subject to supply side constraints (including medical and other 
skilled manpower), there may also be scope for moving from less radical 
to more radical solutions over time, either as part of explicit plan or 
through a process of evolution, provided that shorter term developments 
are carefully chosen for consistency with longer term objectives. For 
example, it might be possible to develop trading between health 
authorities under an "NHS refurbished" approach (paragraph 21(ii)) in a 
way which helped a subsequent transition either to "independent 
hospitals" or to "local health funds"; and "independent hospitals" might 
itself be a useful stepping stone to "consumer as buyer" - "freeing" the 
provision of services first, and then moving on to open up the buying of 
services too. 

• 
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HC 16 

CATEGORIES OF TREATMENT 

At the Group's meeting on 29 February it was suggested that, in 

considering methods of financing health care, it might be helpful 

to think in terms of three categories of treatment: 

*category 1:  services which, it could be argued, were always 

reasonably likely to be financed by the taxpayer. These were 

primarily those forms of treatment which could not be insured 

against and which the individual could not reasonably be 

expected to afford. 

*category 2:  conditions requiring treatment which people 

might wish to choose to provide for themselves. 

*category 3:  forms of treatment which individuals were not 

normally entitled to expect from the NHS. 

The attached Annex lists some of the main headings which might 

fall within such categories, together with the associated revenue 

expenditure. 

The dividing line between the categories is not easy to draw 

and a lot more work would be needed before it could be used for 

any practical purposes. At this stage its main value is as an aid 

to policy formulation with particular reference to Category 2 and 

the scope for opting out. There may well be a case for letting 

the insurance market itself help to determine the scope of 

category 2. In the case of category 3, some services are already 

only partly funded by the taxpayer and expenditure is relatively 

0 small. 



• 	4. The Annex only covers that part of Hospital and Community 
Health Services which is directly related to the treatment of 

illness: a total of £8 billion out of £9.7 billion. It does not 

for instance cover expenditure directed at the health of the 
community such as: 

Preventive care £45m. 

Community hP,alth services £756m. 

18 March 1988 
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• CATEGORY OF TREATMENT 

Nature of Expenditure 
Treatme,nt 1985-86 figures 

Elderly+ 867 

Physical/Mental 
Handicap 497 

Mental Illness+ 1,078 

Chronic Illnesses n .a. 

Alcoholism/Drug 
Addiction 	 124 

AIDS* 
	

[100] 

Accidents and 
	

454 
Emergencies 

if  
Poss.]. le 
Category 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 (or 2 since 
accidents can 
be insurable) 

• 

Blood transfusion 

Emergency Patient 
Transport 

Maternity 

Acute (less 
accidents and 
elective 
surgery) 

54 

129 

562 

2,781 

1 

1 

1 or 2 

Some 1, most 2. 
Information not 
available to 
break down. 

Elective surgery 	 1,196 
	

2 

• 

Non-emergency 
public transport 

Aids for disabled 

Sports injuries 

Family Planning** 

Chiropody (under age 60) 

Sex change 

"Aesthetic" cosmetic 
plastic surgery 

125 

73 

n .a. 

75 

5 

1 

2 

1, 2 or 3? 

1, 2 or 3 

3? 

3? 

3 

3 



• Includes chronic diseases, defined as conditions which cannot 
be cured, but can be alleviated, by medical intervention. 

In 1985/86 expenditure on AIDS was nominal. In 1988/89 IL is 
expected to be in excess of £100 million. 

** Family planning has been defined in its widest sense to 
include routine family planning services in family planning 
clinics, infertility treatment, sterilisation and reversals 
and abortion (other than for foetal handicap). 

• 
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HC 17 

HOSPITAL WAITING LISTS AND TIMES - OPTIONS FOR PROGRESS 

Introduction 

After considering Paper HC(3) which sets out details of the composition of 
waiting lists and their distribution, the Ministerial Group asked for a 
further paper on waiting lists and times. In this paper:- 

Part I 	sets out the nature of the problem (developed further in the 
Annex), the action now in hand to tackle it, and it-6 
limitations; 

Part II 	suggests a range of means of intensifying the current 
initiative within the current structure of the NHS; 

Part III 	sets out two more radical options that could flow from the 
current Review. 

• 
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PART I 

Basics 

2. 	The problem is waiting time. The size of the list would be irrelevant 
if it did not contain anyone waiting longer than desired for treaLment. 
Nearly all waiting lists are for elective (cold) surgery. 

3. 	Over time the number of patients referred for hospiLal treatment has 
increased broadly in line with the number of patients treated. This has 
allowed waiting time to remain constant. If a significant and lasting 
reduction in waiting lists is to be made the rate at which patients are 
treated has to rise faster than patients come forward. That means either 
increasing activity (without increasing demand) or reducing demand. ("Demand" 
in this case is however expressed through the decisions of doctors, themselves 
the suppliers, about the patients' medical needs). 

4. 	Increasing the amount of surgery carried out (whether in the NHS or 
privately) the better to meet levels of demand, seems the obvious step. But 
any action, including the provision of any additional resources, needs to he 
dirccted in ways that encourage the successful and efficient, and produce 
permanent reductions in waiting times. Waiting lists can be cut by surgeons 
carrying out more operations: but the increase in activity needs to be 
dramatic, and the effort needs to be sustained over time if the impact on the 
waiting list is not to be a temporary improvement. Modest increases in 
activity may simply encourage more patients to come forward for treatment, and 
doctors to increase their waiting lists. When the short term effects of 
industrial action in the NHS at various times are discounted, there is a 
long-term consistent trend for waiting lists to grow, in step with the rising 
number of treatments given. 

5. 	The other side of the equation, demand, in fact tends to rise because, 
inter alia:- 

trends in the population and in medical technology are increasing 
the scope for surgery; 

by international standards our rates of surgery per 000 population 
are low, and there is undoubtedly a large reservoir of untreated but 
operable illness in the community; 

doctors, especially surgeons, rather than managers (or even 
patients) are necessarily the arbiters of whether and when treatment 
should be given, what form it should take and how it should be handled. 

	

6. 	Most patients on the waiting list are (medically) non-urgent. By 
definition they represent for the doctors concerned a lower priority than many 
other patients. Attempts to treat non-urgent cases ahead of cases they 
consider more urgent are unlikely to succeed. 

Current policy 

	

7. 	Since July 1986 making improvements in the time patients wait for 
treatment has been a high priority. The policy behind the current initiative 
is to try to increase the amount of surgery done by:- 

(a) 	modest injection of additional funds to permit more operations to 
be done; 
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particular concentration on "blackspots" where waiting times are 
especially bad; 

setting local targets for waiting time and standards of service; 

agreements between managers and surgeons aimed at reducing waiting 
times; and 

providing information to GPs and the public about waiting lists to 
encourage referral to those places with the shortest lists. 

8. 	This policy will not lead to markedly increased rates of trcatment and 
is essentially long term. It can by no means be certain that it will produce 
early dramatic results, because:- 

the acute sector generally is under considerable pressure and 
constraints and when something has to give it is non-urgent (waiting 
list) work that suffers; but also 

as particular waiting list problems are solved that stimulates 
additional referrals from GPs. 

When the figures for September 1987 become available next month thcy will need 
careful interpretation because of changes in the basis on which the data is 
now being collected. It is probably as the result of the present initiative 
that they will show a slight reduction in the numbers waiting for inpatient 
treatment. But for that, increasing demand and present constraints would 
probably have led to an increase in the waiting list. Nevertheless, the 
visible impact will be small. 

9. 	To achieve more impact the existing initiative could be reinforced. 
Part II of this paper sets out suggestions - some of them fairly radical - for 
strengthening our attack on waiting lists within the existing framework of 
financing and management. But none of these ideas is likely to shorten 
waiting times to the extent that the problem is removed. For that more 
radical options need to be considered in the context of the review as a whole. 
These options raise questions about the methods of financing health care which 
are discussed more generally in the paper on "Options for Change (HC 15). The 
options also have the advantage of providing a practical illustration of how 
changes on a broader front might affect current NHS problems. 	Two such 
possibilities are considered for illustrative purposes in Part III 

* funding elective surgery through insurance 

* guaranteeing a maximum waiting time, backed by vouchers. 

• 

• 
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• PART II 

INTENSIFYING THE WAITING LIST INITIATIVE 

10. 	The present waiting list initiative looks likely to be effective in its 
limited objective of treating an additional 100,000 waiting list cases. It 
has: 

been useful for managers by giving them an entry into discussions of 
clinical practice; 

fostered cost effective forms of care; 

probably prevented waiting lists increasing further. 

It could, in time, turn the trend but is, at best, a long term solution and is 
unlikely to change the nature of the problem. There are however a number of 
ways in which the present initiative might be intensified as discussed below. 

General practitioners 

• 
11. 	The present initiative has concentrated on the supply side - additional 
patients treated by hospitals. The Primary Care White Paper made it clear 
that the Government intends to introduce an incentive into the remuneration 
system to encourage general practitioners, with the appropriate training, to 
carry out minor surgical operations, and this could take some pressure (though 
limited) off hospitals. 

The rates of referral of patients to hospitals by GPs vary very widely. 
Just as with the prescribing of drugs, GPs could be provided with information  
about their referral rates to hospitals, and, in appropriate cases, counselled 
by an independent doctor. The Primary Care White Paper proposes that Family 
Practitioner Committees should use independent medical advisers to encourage 
good practice in the referral of patients to hospital. This could lead to an 
easement of the problem - particularly for long waits for out patient 
appointment and diagnosis. 

The present initiative encourages provision of better information to GPs 
and patients about waiting lists and times. Most regions have reacted well to 
this aspect of the initiative. Several are using information technology and 
are evolving local systems. Experience so far shows that better information 
does enable some GPs to make better referrals but the benefit is marginal. 
Waiting lists change only slowly and GPs appear to be more interested in 
details of the names and special interests of consultants. Patients are not 
usually keen to travel far, especially when they are elderly. With tighter 
budgets, hospitals and doctors are not keen to receive other districts' 
patients without any additional funding. 

Many GPs would nevertheless welcome better information for them to make 
appropriate referrals for a few difficult cases. It would be feasible to 
develop a regional or national network to provide each general practitioner 

111 	with a VDU capable of displaying waiting list and time information as an aid 
to decisions on referrals. This could be done in a number of ways. The 
better systems would allow other information to be presented to GPs including: 
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prescribing rates and costs; 

adverse reactions to drugs; 

relative costs of drugs; 

specialties of consultants; 

private sector availability. 

The more flexible the system the higher the costs are likely to be. Using 
existing Prestel systems (not itself recommended) would mean an initial 
capital cost, for giving some 24,000 GPs and 500 hospitals a basic terminal, 
of some Elm. The annual revenue cost would be some £6m. There is scope for 
private sector co-operation which could reduce costs. However in terms of 
significant improvements in waiting times this option alone is unlikely to bc 
cost effective. 	The extent of its effectiveness could be tested on a pilot 
basis. 

Incentives for consultants 

It would be possible to give consultants financial incentives to do more  
waiting list cases, eg by payments related to the volume of work done or by 
altering or adding to the distinction award system so as to reward high 
activity rates. Such systems might well prove very costly; they could lead to 
distorted priorities and to problems with other groups of staff not so 
favoured; and the outcome could be to push up activity levels through 
unnecessary surgery but not to reduce the waiting list. Payments to 
consultants linked to short waiting lists unless firmly linked to high 
activity rates might well be represented as an incentive to idleness. 

It is sometimes said that the possibilities of private practice give 
consultants a wrong incentive, ie to have a long waiting list. It has been 
suggested that any consultant with a long waiting list (say over three months) 
should be precluded from undertaking private practice. Alternatively, such 
consultants might be precluded from treating as private patients any patient  
whom they had previously seen or treated under the NHS. Both options would be 
extremely contentious with the medical profession. Disincentives rather than 
positive encouragement might actually retard the development of a 'mixed 
economy' in which the private sector played an increasing role. 

Offering patients the right to go elsewhere/common pooling 

Some GPs and patients prefer particular consultants despite their long 
waiting lists because of high clinical reputation. However most patients have 
little option. It would be possible to introduce a standard practice whereby 
patients who have:- 

already waited a set period; or 

were likely to wait a considerable time, 

were automatically offered an alternative. This could either be referral to  
another consultant with a shorter list or entry to a common pool. Patients 
entering the common pool would be given a high priority for treatment and all 
consultants in the specialty would be expected to treat a proportion of "pool" 
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patients each month. 	This option would probably be unpopular with the 
medical profession though it would increase consumer choice. It would have 
only a limited effect on waiting times.- 

Targeting funds to deal with waiting lists  

The present waiting list initiative has provided £25m (30m in 1988/89) 
for targeted action to reduce waiting lists. In principle this technique 
could be used more extensively, even to the point of hypothecated district 
budgets for agreed rates of elective surgery. In practice the protection, by 
earmarked funding, of waiting list work at the expense of other work which is 
probably of higher medical priority would be difficult - and in extreme cases 
impossible - to justify. 

A variant could be to make use of under-used capacity in the NHS and 
private sector to stimulate expansion for selected, high priority treatments 
of proven health benefit. A defined list of cold surgical procedures could 
attract direct central government funding, based upon marginal costs. Such a 
scheme could be piloted for a narrow range of defined procedures. Overall 
costs would be likely to rise. 

• 

• 
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PART III 

20. 	Within the context of the review the Group will consider more radical 
options for the structure and funding of the NHS. It is possible, however, to 
limit the coverage of a change in the structure of funding. Elective surgery 
is not entirely separate from other surgical and medical treatment but it is 
possible to consider options for change limited to this category of treatment. 
It accounts for some 2 million NHS inpatients a year (one third of all in 
patients) and almost 1 million day patients. The options set out in Part III 
are examples. Others can also be explored by the Group members. 

Option 1: Insurance funding for elective surgery 

The NHS does not have a monopoly of elective surgery, particularly for 
routine procedures. The private sector already does over 13 per cent of 
elective surgery and this is rather higher for some procedures (25 per cent of 
hip replacements are done by the private sector). However the private sector 
is mostly used by the insured population, which does include very few of the 
elderly, the major users of the NHS. It would be possible to remove most 
elective surgery, say, 80 common surgical procedures, from tax-funded 
provision. There would need to be a requirement for compulsory insurance. 
Those who could not afford to pay would be bought in by the Government. The 
cost of premiums would not be very high for those of working age, since cover 
would fall short of full BUPA type cover*. The cost to Government of insuring 
the elderly and others unable to pay the premiums would be much higher but 
there would be significant offset to Government through a reduction in health 
authorities' allocations since these would no longer bear the cost of elective 
surgery. Overall control of public expenditure costs would be through control 
of rates of subsidy for insurance premiums. 

This proposal would enable NHS and private sector hospitals to compete 
for elective surgical work. The private sector would not have the capacity at 
least initially to carry it all out. NHS hospitals would continue to carry 
out elective surgery to the extent that they could attract the business. 
Funding would go with the patient. The NHS would continue to provide all 
other medical services, including emergency acute care, psychiatric and 
geriatric services, free of charge as it now does. 

Some pros and cons 

• 

Pros 

Amount of elective surgery would 
rise sharply - probably to the point 
at which waiting lists ceased to be a 
problem. 

Money would travel with the 
patient, enhancing consumer choice. 

Cons 

Some of the surgery done would 
be of doubtful value. Shortages of 
surgeons and support staff might 
either frustrate growth of elective 
surgery or lead to problems in 
coping adequately with more urgent 
work 

Defining the procedures to be 
covered and fixing the rates would 
be new bones of contention with 
hospitals and doctors. 

*BUPA are about to market a cut rate scheme for elective surgery at markedly 
less than normal premium rates. 

CPC:RFT 
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• Payment of premiums and billing 
for individual procedures would make 
costs visible to all. 

NHS and private hospitals would 
compete for business. 

Total costs to the community 
would almost certainly be higher, 
and probably much higher. 

The necessary financial 
administration and insurance 
enforcemenL would mean extra 
costs. 

If NHS hospitals lost large 
amounts of work the viability of 
individual hospitals could be 
impaired (eg trauma work, which the 
NHS would continue to do, depends on 
routine orthopaedic work to be 
economic). This is unlikely in 
early years. However the best staff 
may no longer be there to do 
emergency work. 

The system could result in large increases in earnings for surgeons and 
private sector attractions could force up NHS salary rates. A new form of 
contract would be needed, at least for some groups of consultants. 

Option 2: Give guaranteed maximum waiting times, backed by vouchers 

	

24. 	Under this option the existing arrangements for financing and providing 
elective surgery would stay intact, except that health authorities would be 
required: 

to give a guaranteed minimum level of service to patients in their 
catchment area, eg no one need wait more than six months for any of a 
centrally determined set of procedures; and 

to offer a voucher, equal to the cost of obtaining the procedure 
he needs, to any patient who does not get treated within the guaranteed 
period. The patient could then, if he chose, obtain treatment elsewhere, 
using the voucher to pay for it. 

	

25. 	It is impossible to judge precisely what impact such a scheme would have 
on waiting lists and times. On the assumption that NHS hospitals would have 
to finance the vouchers from within present budgets, these hospitals would 
have a strong incentive to cut out long waiting at least for those treatmenLs 
for which maximum waits had been set. However this could be done in ways that 
did not necessarily benefit patients eg by simply refusing to accept GP 
referrals or by accepting them but then distorting priorities so that all or 
nearly all patients got treated within (say) 6 months but urgent patients 
waited longer than before (say on average 2 months rather than one month). If 
the set procedures for which maximum waits were prescribed were few, the 
health authority would need to look for reductions in other elective surgery - 
with consequential increased waiting for low priority treatment. 

SECRET 
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• 	26. Some pros and cons 

Pros 

 

Cons 

   

   

(a) Takes some of the political sting 	(a) Impact on waiting lists and 
out of waiting lists, and puts pressure 	times problematical: might be 
on hospitals and doctors to ensure 	cosmetic rather than real. 
waiting times at least for high 
priority treatment are reasonable. 

• 

Gives guaranteed level of service 
and strengthens patient's rights. 

In some cases money travels with 
patient, enhancing consumer choice. 

Voucher system makes costs visible 
to all. 

To a limited extent encourages 
competition between NHS and private 
sector. 

Further work 

Budgetary control very 
difficult: doubtful if compatiblc 
with a cash limit system. 

Would probably require 
significant additional funding to 
ensure vouchers did not erode 
hospital budgets unacceptably. 

Increased administrative costs. 

Very difficult within present 
structure for management to achieve 
savings in low priority treatment to 
achieve short waits for high 
priority procedures. 

The detail of the options could be readily adapted if necessary: for 
example, funding of elective surgery could be through social insurance with 
provision for reduced contributions if private health care arrangements are 
made instead. 

The options need to be worked up in more detail in the context of the 
review as a whole, if Ministers are attracted by either of them. Officials 
could do this in the light of Ministers' response to the general options paper 
(HC 15 ) and any further work put in hand as a result of this paper. 

• 
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ANNEX 

WHY THERE ARE WAITING LISTS 

• Introduction  

1. 	This annex discusses:- 

the significance of waiting lists; 

their relationship to numbers of patients treated; 

their function; and 

some of the reasons why some patients wait excessively. 

A measure of unmet demand? 

2. 	Waiting  lists have been a feature of the NHS since  it  began. By 1949 they 
--stood—at---:iiiiilag:L500,000 Arid- they have-nut been significantly below that figure- _. 

-‘.  Mince. 	The public regard -EEe waiting list as the measure of the gap between ■ 	..._ 
supply and demand in the health service and so focus on movement up and down as 
an indication of success or otherwise. The Korner statistics from June 1987 
will do this better by comparing numbers of patients treated in a quarter with 
patients entering the list. Up to April 1987, however the waiting list had 
severe limitations as a measure of this sort. These include:- 

It is a snapshot at a census point. 	Within the total list it 
does not distinguish between people who have been waiting a very few 
weeks (quite acceptable) and those waiting many months (probably less 
so, but it depends what they are waiting for); 

It overstates the problem. At any census point people waiting a 
long time are likely to be disproportionately represented. A 
patient's expectation of early treatment when entering the list is far 
better than the 25 per cent on the list for more than a year suggests; 

It is inaccurate. Experience has shown that lists - particularly 
long lists - contain many people who no longer require treatment. They 
may have moved, changed their minds, been treated already elsewhere or 
as emergencies. They may have died, normally of other conditions. 
Experts believe this inflation could be as high as 10% though health 
authorities are now strongly encouraged to keep lists accurate; 

They do not actually reflect need. 	There are two clinical 
decisions before a patient reaches a waiting list - the GP's decision 
to refer, and the consultants to treat. 	Different clinicians reach 
different decisions, taking account of clinical factors but also, to 
varying degrees, of priorities and available resources. This level of 
expressed demand is likely to be quite distinct from underlying need. 
It will differ markedly geographically. 

At best the waiting list is an indication of the number of commitments to 
treatment entered into by the NHS which at given date had not been met. The vast 
majority will be honoured within a very few weeks of the census date. 

• 
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A queue? 

3. 	The waiting list is not a simple queue. "Last come" is not "last served" - 
often quite the reverse. The waiting list is a pool. Patients are selected 
from the pool on grounds of:- 

clinical priority; and 

the special interests of the consultant; and 

available operating slots; and 

the training needs of junior medical staff. 

In the main most patients treated will be at the high clinical priority end of 
the spectrum of need. High priority patients on the waiting list will have a 
rapid turnover. The extent to which low priority cases are also treated depends 
upon clinical practice which can differ. For instance, a balanced operating list 
for one consultant could be one major operation and two minor. For a second it 
could be two major cases. The second is likely to have a longer waiting list. 

4. 	The fact that the rapid turnover from the waiting list can be limited to 
high priority cases means that for a given consultant there is no 
necessary link between increased numbers of patients treated and the size of the 
waiting list. 

Categories of patient  

5. 	High clinical priority depends on the patient not the condition. As 
explained in HC(3), already considered by the Group, the waiting list comprises, 
in the main, patients who do not wait excessively. Yet the urgency of an 
individual patient cannot simply be judged by the condition. For instance most 
patients with prostates or hernias are capable of waiting many months. But some 
become emergency admissions in a matter of hours. Some cancer treatments do not 
need "emergency" - that is immediate - admission. But their treatment is not in 
any real sense elective.  

6. 	On the waiting lists, at least in theory, are life-threatening cases which 
need very early admission but also other urgent cases. In this latter category - 
which could include for instance glaucoma cases - the urgency is that there is a 
limited window for successful intervention. Once that window is missed, the 
patient lives but the resulting disability can no longer be treated. These are 
extreme examples of the high priority cases that will always be treated in favour 
of other "waiting list" cases. 

Long waiting lists inevitable? 

7. 	Some list and some waiting is inevitable within a health care system if 
facilities are going to be used efficiently. Yet there is no underlying reason 
of principle for excessive waiting time, even as a rationing device. Nor is the 
current size of the list necessary for efficiency. Different sizes of districts 
and different specialties will require different sizes of pool for efficiency but 
the regional and national totals would be far less than current levels. 

8. 	Over time the total waiting list has increased in line with numbers of 
patients treated. In part this may be the effect of supply stimulating demand. 
Given that total potential demand greatly exceeds current levels of supply, such 



a relationship could be expected. 	An analogy however can be made with an 
efficiency supermarket. As the supermarket increases numbers of customers each 
year, the number of customers in the shop before reaching the till at any time 
would be higher. Yet if the supermarket increases its efficiency then no 
individual customer waits longer. On a national level that is apparently what 
has been happening with waiting lists and patients treated. 

Yet the analogy breaks down at regional level. 	Over the last four years 
several regions have experienced rapidly increasing rates of elective surgery 
which have allowed waiting lists to be reduced and waiting times reduced. There 
is, apparently, no necessary link between increased activity and increasing 
demand at least in the medium term. If clinical practice could be influenced to 
the extent that additional patients treated were at the low priority end of the 
spectrum, that is patients who had already waited excessively, this is likely to 
produce a slight stimulus to demand but there is no reason why the improvement 
once achieved could not be sustained. 

Other than as a rationing device, long waiting lists are not inevitable. In 
countries such as Germany with far higher numbers of surgeons and beds, there are 
no waiting lists. The high cost paid is not just inefficient excess capacity but 
probably also unnecessary surgery. In England, the numbers of surgeons available 
in the foreseeable future would be a brake on any tendency towards unnecessary 
elective surgery. 

Causes  

Experience in analysing several of the longest lists in the country, has 

III suggested to some experts that there is no single cause of excessive waiting 
time. The cause of each list needs local investigation. HC(3) listed some of 
the possible causes:- 

efficiency (a poor workrate, low throughput of beds, 
discharge or admission procedures); 

bottlenecks (anaesthetists, specialised nurses, beds, 
sessions etc); 

minor capital. 

inadequate 

operating 

The cause could also be clinical practice (a consultant with a special interest) 
or even the condition in question (tonsils and adenoids represent 4% of the total 
waiting list and yet there is considerable clinical doubt as to its worth as an 
operation). 

12. 	In the main, however, the waiting lists are their current size because they 
have been traditionally accepted as a necessary rationing device to enable high 
priority cases to be treated. Clinicians when seeing patients at out-patient 
clinics tend to decide not that every patient is a priority for treatment within 
available resources, nor that the patient can be treated within a reasonable 
time. Rather they decide that a patient can be aided by their clinical 
intervention. It is later, when operating theatre sessions are being 
planned, that decisions on relative priority are taken. This can leave patients 
capable of being aided but of low relative priority on the list for a long time. 
The cost of that approach is that hidden within the low priority cases are many 
with increasing disability or in pain and discomfort. 

• 
• 
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23 March 1988 

The Rt Hon Mrs Margaret Thatcher MP 
The Prime Minister 
10 Downing Street 
London SW1 

Dear Prime Minister 

As promised, I enclose a paper suggesting a possible reform programme 
for the NHS. 

The paper is intended solely as a confidential contribution 	to the 
internal Whitehall discussions which you are leading. 	It will not be 
published either in its original or a revised 	version without your 
explicit agreement. 

As I mentioned to you, we have been pursuing research on the health 
sector for some six months; this is not long as these things go but some 
results and preliminary papers of possible interest are available even 
though the research is by no means complete. I would be very happy to 
present the ideas here and some of our results at an informal seminar if 
that would be helpful. 

I have copied the paper to Bryan Griffiths and to Michael 	Grylls 
(together with the other associates mentioned in the opening footnote). 

Yours sincerely 

Patrick Minford 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS 

Health insurance contract to be drawn up and costed (the 'NHS 

premium') for a basic curative service. Maximum waiting times to be 

scheduled initially for different services, but expected to drop off sharply as 

the market works. 

NHS costs in National Insurance to be earmarked; one part as the NHS 

premium, the other as the 'NHS tax' supporting the poor and those not 

insurable at the normal premium. 

Basic contract to be compulsory. Contracting out permitted to wider 

contract (if so, NHS premium rebated but access to NHS services only at full 

cost). 

Privatisation of supply of medical care; possibly on a regional basis, with 

each regional company forced to divest one major hospital or district. 

Privatisation of insurance, again possibly by region. NHS premiums 

rebated. Private companies quote directly to consumers. 

Income support (approximating to a voucher) implemented by existing 

Family credit and income support system. 

Those not normally insurable to have premiums topped up by 

governme A to whatever necessary for basic contract. 



Government left in role of regulator (for contents of basic contract, for 

competitive process and for consumer standards); and provider of income 

support to poor and of topping-up premiums to those not normally insurable. 

Exchequer cost self-fmancing if no efficiency gains; but these are likely 

to be considerable because of competition in supply and insurance and free 
consumer choice. 

Waiting times likely to fall dramatically because the gap between the 

cost of NHS treatment and privately-insured treatment will fall to the true 
difference 

so that more people will opt for enhanced insurance. 

Increased resources will flow into health care,for the same reason that 

the extra cost of enhanced insurance will fall to its true cost. 

• 



A POLICY PROGRAMME FOR THE HEALTH SECTOR 

by Patrick Milford (University of Liverpool)* 

The NHS is in crisis. Yet those who call for more resources for it without 

reform carry little credibility. In 1947 the NHS boldly attempted to sever the 

connection between access to health care and the ability to pay. But even 

some sympathetic academics (eg. Le Grand and Titmuss) have documented 

its failure in this attempt. Unfortunately it has failed expensively and is 

prone to chronic problems which cannot be solved simply by more funding. 

The problems were inherent in the removal of health care from the market 

place. If a commodity is offered free at the point of consumption, there will 

be excess demand; some rationing device must be found. The NHS uses 

several; some patients are not treated, some join waiting lists or go private, 

and more urgent cases are treated according to informal and often arbitrary 

* This is a personal paper; no responsibility attaches to other individuals or 

to institutions providing financial or research assistance to me. I would 

however like to thank my colleague Richard Stevenson for excellent 

comments and Paul Ashton for diligent research assistance; and last but by 

no means least Sterling Winthrop PLC, together with George Margetts, 

Dennis Boyles and Michael Grylls, for funding research in this area and 

providing most useful advice. 
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priority schemes. Not only does this cause inefficiency in the allocation of 

resources, but it is also a cause of constant political embarassment; the 

government is blamed for waiting lists and for particular failures of 

treatment, as recently we have seen with children in intensive care and 

constant claims by doctors of resource inadequacy. 

On the supply side, there is monopoly power and politicisation of 

management, whose main object must be seen as coercing government and 

taxpayer to provide extra resources. Monitoring of costs by ministers is 

handicapped by lack of power over management, who will have an interest 

in denying proper information for control and can engineer a headline-

grabbing scandal of closed wards and so on to frighten off too enthusiastic a 

search for economies. 

Economic efficiency and political considerations both point to a greater role 

for the market, with government intervention reserved to ensure effective 

protection of the weak, the poor and the unfortunate. This paper argues that 

this can best be achieved within a privately organised insurance system. 

In 1984 ('State expenditure: A study in Waste' - Economic Affairs, 1984), I 

argued for privatisation of supply, charging for health care supplies, 

compulsory basic health insurance, and direct cash help for those unable to 

afford this insurance. Individuals would then choose freely to spend extra 

private resources either directly on health care supplies or indirectly through 

more expensive insurance. This solution still I believe offers the best 

prospert. 

• 



The practical questions are how precisely to arrange this eventual solution in 

detail and what steps are politically viable to achieve it. 

Background: the health industry 

Health expenditure falls into three main categories. There is spending to 

maintain or promote good health; this is a wide spectrum covering diet, 

exercise, constructive leisure activities, preventative medicine, and anything 

else that forms part of a healthy regime of living. While much ink has been 

spilt on the government's duty to spend on preventative health measures, 

beyond obvious things like free inoculations and public information 

campaigns, there is no case for intervention. Nevertheless, in a reformed 

NHS public health, hygiene and information on health issues would remain a 

key area of government activity. 

The second category is care for those who are old or disabled or in some 

other way unable to look after themselves, but who do not require active 

medical assistance. There is already an important private sector and there is 

no good reason why the rest should not be privatised subject to safeguards 

against fraud and exploitation. 

The idea of giving vouchers or cash help to those in need is also quite 

natural here; the gain would be that clients can shop around, and that they 

will find the most appropriate solution for their needs. Their own families 

may be in some cases the best source of home and help; the cash or voucher 

would not discriminate against this. 
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The last category is the NHS core - curative medicine dispensed by GPs and 

hospitals, both in the NHS and the private sector. This is the difficult part to 

reform. In the appendix I list the traps awaiting the unwary reformer. The 

most dangerous is the morally charged nature of curative medicine; many 

feel it is wrong that an ill person should be denied treatment because he or 
she cannot afford it. 

There is misunderstanding and confusion about the nature of most sorts of 

medical care. Some is urgent and unpredictable - such as accident medicine. 

But much of NHS work is elective. Most therapies are a complex bundle of 

skilled medical inputs, care and hotel conditions. This allows considerable 

flexibility and choice. Many people, and not only the rich, may wish to 

exercise choice over qualities of treatment. This would not mean, as some 

opponents of reform have argued, variation in medical standards, with 
poorer people getting inferior treatment; rather the non-essential elements in 

the package including its timing would naturally be tailored to individual 
choice. 

The moral charge does not extend to waiting for certain periods or to being 

denied non-essential treatment, such as much cosmetic surgery, or to hotel 

conditions in hospital. This limitation on the universality principle gives 

some flexibility, fortunately. 

Politically, a major problem is the length of waiting times and waiting lists. 

As we shall see, the efficient economic solution will dramatically reduce if 

not totally eliminate this as a problem. 



From a purely economic viewpoint, there are three main sets of problems. 

Efficient insurance and effective consumer choice require good information 

on claimant patients, on rival medical services, and control on the costs of 

satisfying insurance claims. Competition, efficient resource allocation and 

minimising the burden of taxation on incentives point to privatisation and 

charging. But finally, if direct help is given to those who cannot afford to 

pay directly or through insurance, it should not worsen the poverty trap. 

A reform proposal 

What follows describes first the eventual structure being aimed at; later we 

look at possible phasing. 

To satisfy the universality principle as seen by the typical taxpayer, a basic 

insurance contract should be devised, which provides essential curative 

medicine. It should define clearly what is expected to be paid for in different 

contingencies; presumably, from nothing for routine doctor's visits to all of 

bills for serious operations, but this aspect, the degree of coinsurance, would 

need to be carefully thought out, especially initially in the transition period. 

The contract would also specify maximum waiting times in these 

contingencies; again from long to short depending on the essential urgency 

of the treatment. In fact, as argued further below, we would expect these 

waiting times to disappear as the industry organised itself to meet demand 

efficiently; waiting is essentially a feature of a planned and rationed health 

care industry. However, writing in maximum times would be a reassuring 

feature for a transitional period. 
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This contract should then be priced, on the assumption that it is compulsory 

for the whole population (some will add to it, as we shall see). Compulsion 

is necessary to enable a fair actuarial premium to be charged (this requires a 

large pool of insured persons). It also ensures proper personal cover; health 

insurance can be compared to having third party motor insurance, in that it is 

a 'public good' that people should be obliged to purchase. 

Payment of this insurance premium should replace one part of National 

Insurance contributions currently devoted to the NHS; the other part 

represents the implicit tax being paid to support the poor and those not 

insurable on normal terms. The precise way in which this support would be 

given, essentially as now, is dealt with later. 

Some will wish to take out bigger policies and will pay accordingly as they 

do now; only they will be able to contract out of, or convert, their basic 

policy and so pay only the extra cost of the policy enhancement, whereas at 

present they pay to some degree twice. 

So far the proposal mirrors a number that are circulating. But more radical 

action is needed to make the new framework work much better than the old. 

Merely relabelling N.J. and allowing partial contracting-out of the NHS 

could mean that the NT-IS would be left with the poor and the less cheaply 

insured cases so raising the average cost per case in the public sector. There 

would be improvement of some aspects, notably waiting times, and 

resources would flow into medicine through the private sector, less total 

resources would be needed in the NHS because of the lower number of 
cases. 
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But there could be difficulties politically in having the NHS seen as a lower 

class service. Also, the service would still be bureaucratic and politicised, 

without competition either in the insurance process or the supply of the 

medical service. These problems are confronted by the move to full private 

supply and insurance, to which we now turn. Besides competition, this will 

ensure that no one part of the insured population is concentrated with one 

company or in one part of the industry. 

We now accordingly hand over to the private sector the operation of the 

basic insurance contracts, as well as the bigger contracts which are already 

private. A competitive insurance industry would keep costs and premiums 

down by shopping around the medical sector and by competing on the 

premiums offered to the public. Premiums would be paid directly to these 
companies. 

The government's role would be limited to that of policing the compulsory 

insurance and vetting policies for compliance with the compulsory minimum 

contract; this would include regulating competition between companies to 

ensure no creaming off merely of good risks from a rival company's market. 

It could be argued that the state itself should remain as the provider of the 

basic insurance contract, since regulation would be complex in practice. 

However, it should be possible to design rules of fair competitive practice 

for this area, much as is done in other areas raising complex issues; for 

example, takeovers and insider dealing, Lloyds underwriting, and the 

investment industry generally. 
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The precise details of design require careful attention and are not gone into 

in this paper. Essentially, the basic contract implies not a single normal 

premium but a lifetime premium structure rising with age, with designated 

renewal dates corresponding to these age points; companies would compete 

by offering a complete schedule of premiums for each age group, and would 

have to accept anyone who applied. Those falling outside normal risk 

categories must also be covered on the schedules with a relevant price; as 

discussed later, the government will top up their premiums (just as now it 

pays for them directly) according to politically agreed criteria of social 

support. Regulation would in this way ensure that companies competed 

across the whole population, offering a complete service. 

We now turn to the structure of the medical industry itself. This has no need 

of public intervention, since the insurance contract has done all the 

necessary work. GP services are already private partnerships, but hospitals 

would need to be sold off to private organisations (including charities) in 

combinations that gave no group a monopoly in any region. 

It is tempting to think of selling whole regions off as they stand. This would 

avoid breaking up current administrative units, with all their local expertise 

and data-bases. The disadvantage would be the lack of competition within 

regions, which could be serious. Nevertheless, competition could be ensured 

by divesting each regional group of at least one major hospital (or possibly 

of one whole centrally placed district); the divested units would be sold 

separately to one or two major private firms operating across the country, no 

doubt already in the business of private sector medicine. 
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It is hard to predict what final structure would emerge from this sell-off. But 

probably, as in the I TS, links would be formed between GP practices, 

hospitals and insurance companies to minimise administrative and 

monitoring costs. These links need not be ownership however, they could be 

merely contractual. Probably, too, Health Maintenance Organisations would 

grow as in the US, offering as they do to the consumer the advantage of 

paying his or her GP a fee for health maintenance and not for treatment. In 

any case, subject to the control of regional monopoly, this restructuring is 

best left to the private sector to work out through market forces. 

The break-up of the industry should ensure that firms negotiate with their 

own doctors, nurses and ancillaries as in a competitive labour market. 

Attempts might be made by some unions to exert monopoly labour power. 

But the existing and new labour laws should be sufficient to break any such 

attempts; there is an international market in doctors, ancillaries are easily 

recruited from the unemployed, and there is a large potential supply of 

trainee nurses among non-working women. Below, I argue for the opening 

up of the medical schools to competition, to ensure free entry into the 

medical profession; ultimately the only way to break its monopoly power. 

Finns will also have strong incentives in the competitive environment to 

resist labour power, as the alternative is to go out of business. 

Very likely however the new arrangements would benefit workers in the 

industry without any monopoly exertions, as the health care business will 

undoubtedly expand rapidly once privatised. This is, contrary to what is 

often implied, clearly a good thing provided the labour market is not 

protected from competition by union laws or restricted ent -  ;. The health 
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industry is a potentially dynamic part of the economy (as in the USA) and it 

is not allowed currently to realise this potential for jobs and wealth. 

Income Support and the Exchequer implications 

The last element in this reform is the system of support for the poor upon 

whom the extra costs of the compulsory insurance contract would fall as an 

extra burden compared with their current NHS-related National Insurance 

payments (including those made on their behalf by their employers); also 

they would now have to pay for those elements of health care not paid for by 

the insurance contract- for example doctor's visits and medicines up to some 
modest level. 

In my 1984 article, I argued that amounts should be added to supplementary 

benefit and to family credits to offset these extra payments; the extra costs in 

respect of children should be added to child benefit. This is still I believe the 

only practicable way. In that article I showed that it would not seriously 

worsen the poverty trap; the extra child benefit element involves no 

worsening at all, while the adult element does cause a modest worsening 

offset there by large rises in tax thresholds. Even this worsening can be 

avoided if the extra family credit and supplementary benefit payments and 

N.I.rebates are structured carefully to approximate to a voucher system; this 

involves subjecting the extra NHS-related supplement to the poor to 

withdrawal only when they qualify for the full NHS N.I. rebate - see 

illustration in figure 1. 
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However, the reforms should yield a significant fiscal surplus which can be 

distributed in tax cuts or rising tax thresholds to achieve a positive 

improvement in incentives generally. 

While it is not possible to be precise about the arithmetic because there has 

not yet been a serious attempt to price the basic insurance contract or to 

assess the privatisation revenue, one can make up a schedule of public 

fmance gains and losses as follows: 

Gains: Recurrent saving of NHS budget 

Privatisation sale revenues implying a recurrent saving of debt interest 

resulting from liquidating government stocks. 

Losses: Reduction of National Insurance contributions by an amount equal 

to the cost of the basic insurance contract for the whole population (rebate of 

the NHS premium). 

Cost of income support for poor (defined as those currently receiving 

supplementary benefit and family credit) = difference between cost of basic 

insurance contract and the reduction in their N.I. contributions. 

Funding of those not covered by new basic insurance contract - because 

already ill or too old to be normally insurable - can be thought of as paying 

an extra premium on top of the basic premium cost above. Much of this is 

transitional so the recurrent cost is mainly the extra interest on the public 

debt needed to fund these transitional costs, plus an amount for ongoing 

topping-up. This ongoing element will cover those who even when insured 

privately from birth begin with or develop above-normal risks; at each 

renewal date the state will top up premiums for those who move out of the 
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normal risk category, with topping-up being regulated by agreed criteria 

(much along the lines of current sickness and disability benefits). Thus the 

proposal comprehensively covers the population as now. 

This whole operation can be thought of as basically self-fmancing if the new 

set-up makes no efficiency gains; this is because one is simply then re-

arranging things - giving people back the money they are currently paying so 

that they can pay for the same service privately, ensuring that the poor still 

get the service they are now getting at the same cost, and transferring 

operations and assets to the private sector who will presumably set the price 

of the insurance contract so as to cover recurrent costs plus the cost of 

servicing the capital costs of buying the assets (the privatisation revenue). 

The only element that costs new money is the NI rebate to those already 

with private insurance, in so far as this insurance duplicates what is offered 

in the NHS; however, this element of duplication is likely to be quite small 

as existing private insurance tends to provide a supplementary service for the 

most part, leaving the acute and the expensive treatments to the NHS. 

Furthermore, the whole point is to change the system of incentives so as to 

achieve greater efficiency. By introducing competition in supply and 

insurance, by allowing consumer choice,and not least by depoliticising 

management (so that it can take decisions free from media pressure on 

politicians to intervene), the efficiency gains may well be rather large. This 

has been the experience so far in the privatisation programme which has 

covered many varied situations in the public sector. There are certainly good 

reasons for believing the NHS to be inefficient in supply and its obvious 

failure to satisfy consumers is unlikely to be entirely due to the fact that it is 
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free at the point of delivery. There are obvious parallels on the supply side 

with the large (de-) nationalised industries like British Airways, British 

Steel, and Austin Rover. On the demand side, the less close parallels are 

with education and local authority services (increasingly being charged for 

especially with the community charge coming up). The essence of the 

market case is that we do not really know until the market has done its work 

in a way that no central planner can second-guess. 

In short, there is likely to be a significant fiscal surplus, available to raise tax 

thresholds and improve the poverty trap, or increase incentives generally 

through tax cuts. 

How to get there 

The ideas set out above have been designed for maximum flexibility in the 

phasing and details of implementation. In intellectual structure it is a 

privatisation-cum-insurance-voucher scheme. By using the N.I. and income 

support system, however, greater flexibility is possible than with explicit 

vouchers (though these can still be used if politically their simplicity and 

explicitness seems desirable). With such a sensitive area, a step-by-step 

approach seems inevitable. 

From the public finance viewpoint, the privatisation revenue and the phasing 

of N.I. rebates both create a transitional source of financing to meet the 

largely transitional costs of those who will not be normally insurable. 
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Privatisation of hospitals can occur independently of the switch to private in 

place of state insurance. Privatisation could take place by region, starting 

perhaps with the prosperous Southern regions with large Conservative 
majorities. 

Preparation for privatisation could begin at once with 'internal markets' 

whereby hospitals within the NHS become profit-centres competing with 

one another for the custom of Regional Health Authorities and RHAs can 

spend their resources in hospitals outside their region. Restrictions on 

competition between GPs should be lifted. 

Preparation would include proper accounting procedures in hospitals so that 

costs can be allocated across activities and patients. All patients should be 
charged for on a shadow basis, making it possible then to charge other 
RHAs on a real basis. 

Turning next to insurance, the estimated total costs of the NHS should be 

charged explicitly against the N.I.fund. A part of N.I. contributions should 

be earmarked as an NHS charge. Conceptually, this charge is to be thought 

of in two parts, the NHS premium and the NITS tax, and it would be helpful 

to make this clear so that people should not expect eventual rebates of the 
whole amount. 

It would then be possible to proceed region by region. An RHA which had 

prepared full accounts and costings would be in a position to make actuarial 

calculations of insurance premiums for normal and high risk categories of 

patient in its region. It would invite quotations from competing private 



insurance companies for its entire population in the first instance. It would 

then hand over its population to the successful company. People in that 

region would then be rebated their earmarked NHS premium; for those in 

high risk categories the government would also credit them with the extra 

premium over normal. Those in the region on Family credit and 

supplementary benefit would be topped up as discussed earlier. 

One could imagine this as a regional second stage after the region had 

successfully privatised its supply side. The RHA would then be left as 

private hospital-service company, with whatever commercial links it desired 
to GP partnerships. 

The ultimate scheme leaves no room for tax relief, because there does not 

seem to be a case for subsidising health-care expenditure relative to other 

goods and services. Indeed if anything the opposite is the case; we want 

people to remain healthy, so they should spend their money on prevention 

including healthy living, and the curing process should reflect its true 

expense to discourage careless illness. 

Nor does tax relief play a transitional role, for the same reason. It might 

seem attractive to give tax relief to private medical care in order to 

encourage people to increase their insurance and relieve the NHS of caring 

for them. But this would not in practice relieve the NHS of its core caring 

role for such people; the private sector is basically unable to cope in acute 

operative surgery or expensive treatments. Private insurance as it now is 

provides fast service for elective treatments, relying on the NHS for the rest. 

It is an add-on symbiotic service. People already arc taking out this service 
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precisely to speed up such operations for which there are long NHS waiting 

times. 

Giving tax relief would reduce waiting times for such operations. But it is a 

blunt instrument, not designed to mirror accurately the relative cost of 

private versus NHS care. It could develop into an unnecessarily large charge 

on the Exchequer, and would prove politically difficult ever to remove, 

besides the basic economic inefficiency of subsidising curative as against 

preventative medicine. 

An alternative proposal is to allow contracting-out of the NHS premium in 

return for joining a full private scheme. This is quite different, because the 

assumption is that the private scheme would offer a complete service outside 

the NHS; the contracted-out insuree would forfeit entirely rights to NHS 

treatment, except at full cost. Since in our scheme here it is envisaged that 

the basic insurance contract would be competitively priced, the person who 

pays privately will get no advantage. There is no objection to allowing this 

sort of contracting-out early on. The contract will not undermine the 

capacity of an RHA to offer a large viable population to insurers, since they 

will already have people who have contracted-out on their policies, and can 

put them into the insurable pool. 

Transitional movement towards the fmal structure can therefore be 

envisaged on a variety of fronts. As the ideas and experience spread, the 

pace of change is likely to speed up naturally. The programme enables 

constructive action to be taken now without political storms and yet goes in 

an appropriate lonp term direction. 
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Political issues and government's role 

Once this system is in place, government will have two main residual roles. 

It will regulate the content of the basic insurance contract (not its price 

which will be determined by competition) and will wish to ensure that 

information from medical research flows freely and effectively through the 

population. Other information - about the effectiveness of individual doctors 

and hospitals, for example - is best left to the market, though in its existing 

role of regulator of consumer standards generally it will obviously take an 

interest in professional incompetence and fraud. 

The role of medical education will need to be considered in the context of 

university reforms. It would make sense for the medical schools to be 

privatised and to charge fees, with the government acting solely as a 

provider of scholarships to worthy students. These schools would negotiate 

contracts with private hospitals to collaborate much as now occurs in the 

NHS. By introducing competition in the schools the restriction of entry into 

the medical profession, giving it its monopoly power, would be frustrated. 

The basic insurance contract was to specify all aspects of medical services to 

be made available and the refund structure for them. One aspect of great 

political significance is waiting times. Maximum waiting times are to be 

specified in this contract for different categories of illness. The NHS 

currently operates a policy of urgency ratings to regulate waiting times; 

however practices vary widely around the regions and even within them. 

These disparities cause political embarassment; indeed there is the suspicion 



that waiting times are manipulated to cause such embarassment in order to 

get iesources. 

The private sector gets its business currently from treatments that are not too 

expensive where patients would rather pay than wait the specified NHS 

period. Thus for such treatments NHS waiting time is determined by the 

marginal cost to patients of waiting relative to the cost of the private 

operation. For example if a treatment costs £500 and the cost of waiting an 

extra week is £100 then the average waiting time will be 5 weeks. 

However, under the proposed new system people will opt for extra insurance 

on a much larger scale because its extra cost will reflect only the extra 

resources needed to give a faster or better service. In the previous example, 

it might cost only £100 more to have the operation in 1 week rather than 5; 

then the extra insurance will reflect that, so that waiting time will drop to 1 

week. Another way of putting this is that if you go private now you pay up 

to twice whereas in the new system you will not pay the basic premium if 

you opt out of the basic contract. In other words, the cost of waiting will 

now fall to equality with the true cost of reducing waiting, with a gain in 

consumer welfare and a probably sharp reduction in waiting time. Figure 2 

illustrates. 

It is likely that waiting lists as we now know them will 

be entirely eliminated. They are virtually unknown in the USA for example. 

The extra cost of providing a service essentially on demand subject to 

normal operational delays is probably quite small and waiting time would 
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correspondingly be small too; the NHS operates with large queues not 

because it saves much money but because it is a necessary rationing device. 

In setting the terms of the basic contract, waiting times will initially however 

be set as a reassuring safeguard to reflect the average voter's trade-off 

between waiting for specified treatments and the cost to be paid, in the form 

of the minimum insurance fee plus the NHS support tax. Presumably, it will 

come out much like the average in the NHS today; non-urgent treatment will 

also be largely covered by more expensive policies that buy speed, leaving 

the basic policy to provide such treatment to those who prefer to wait. The 

gain politically is that the maximum waiting times would be known and 

contracted for, so that any delinquent hospital would be actionable. 

Furthermore, politicians would no longer be involved in policing such 

delinquency; they would merely reflect popular feelings about the basic 

contract, pointing out the cost to those who want it expanded. Finally, the 

average voter would - as shown above - take out more enhanced insurance 

than now, have a much lower waiting time, and be more satisfied. 

Thus a private system might not entirely abolish waiting time but it would 

efficiently price and regulate it. Average waiting times would fall sharply as 

a result of efficient pricing; while all including the poor would be guaranteed 
maximum waiting times by the explicit terms of the basic contract. Waiting 

would be depoliticised as an issue. 

A major aim of reform is to ensure that resources move into health care in 

response to people's demands. Again, just as with waiting time, the new 

system will, by bringing down the extra cost of buying enhanced service to 
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the true extra cost,increase the demand for enhanced insurance for this 

purpose too - for example, to pay for more nursing care or better hotel 

services. The argument is exactly parallel to that above; at present the buyer 

of these extra services pays up to twice for them, a considerable 

disincentive. Thus here too we would see a closer correspondence between 

consumer's demands and health supplies. 



APPENDIX 

Traps in health reform 

The free market arguments for privatisation rest on the monopoly power and 

resulting inefficiency of public production, the denial of free choice to the 

consumer with bureaucratic choice inefficiently second-guessing consumer 

needs and creating queues, and the added burden of inefficiency from having 

to raise incentive-reducing taxation to pay the cost of publicly provided 
health services. 

Against this line of attack are ranged two main sets of arguments, which are 

the traps of this appendix. 

First, it is argued that health care is a service that morally should be 

available on an equal basis. Waiting lists, with first-come first-served, not 

price should be used to ration scarce resources. Political difficulties arise, 

reflecting these moral attitudes, if waiting times become excessively long for 
essential treatments. 

These attitudes are a powerful fact. Any reform must not confront them or it 

will risk political destruction. However, the attitudes are subject to 

qualifications, and it is these qualifications that allow elements of a free 

market solution as sketched in the paper. 
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The paper advocates the definition of a basic health care insurance policy, to 

be afforded by all if necessary with income support. Essential, high cost, and 

emergency services would be insured differently from low cost and 

inessential services. Acceptable waiting times will be defined in the light of 

essentiality and cost. To ensure equality in this essential health protection, 

the policy is compulsory with the poor therefore covered, paid for but unable 

to switch the money received into other forms of spending. 

By definition any spending voluntarily above this contract will be politically 

acceptable, since the voters will decide - if necessary they could do so by 

some form of direct consultation - on just what the basic contract should be; 

more they would not wish to pay for, but of course would not stop someone 
paying for on his or her own account. 

The second set of arguments relate to the possible inefficiency of the free 

market in health. It is said information is inadequate for consumers to 

exercise proper choice; doctors have the information and must be regulated 
to prevent them abusing their powerful position. 

Further, in private health insurance two main problems arise. First people 

who are a poor risk conceal their true riskiness and to protect themselves 

against this insurance companies have to charge higher than normal 

premiums; this discourages the normal risk people so that a vicious cirle 

develops, of excessive premiums being charged for the worst risks only. 

This 'adverse selection' problem can be solved by regulation, forcing a wide 
population to insure so that premiums can be kept down. 
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Secondly, private insurance companies have trouble controlling the costs of 

claims, because doctors have an interest in inflating bills via over-

prescribing or over-testing for example, and the insured have no interest in 

limiting them and may have an interest in inflating them in certain ways too. 

This is 'moral hazard' in health insurance in its particularly dangerous form 

of 'third pal ty effects'; doctors are difficult for insurance companies to 

control because of their information advantage. 

These arguments have been deployed over the years by health economists 

eager to preserve the NHS and hostile to free markets. However, they 

neglect the ability of free markets to come up with market solutions. Doctors 

are hired by companies to check applicants; if doctors have better 

information they may well be able to deploy it effectively in this sort of 

screening, so limiting adverse selection. Consumers do not have professional 

information about the qualities of different doctors or hospitals but they can 

consult independent experts who make a living from such comparisons. 

Reputations for good treatment will become an important market force - just 

as for airline or drug safety. Third party moral hazard can be contained by 

insurance companies sending insurees to their own hospitals or by paying 

only according to their own competitively priced scale of charges. 

Competition is a potential force here in both the supply of health care and of 

insurance. Hospitals that are inadequate will eventually go out of business as 

will insurance companies that do not ensure minimum cost in satisfying 

claims. Much has been made of the explosion of health care costs in the 

USA; but this has come about largely because of the growth of Medicare and 

Medicaid, both state programmes where cost control by the state insurer has 



not been subject to the disciplines of competition. The private sector in the 

US has come up with a variety of competitive innovations, including the 

Health Maintenance Organisations designed to protect people against 

doctors' over-treatment in fee-for-service, and the vertical integration of 

insurance, doctors and hospitals in particular companies such as Humana. 

The power of the American Medical Association has been broken not by 

government but by these private developments. The US health system is no 

model but it does exhibit interesting and copiable aspects, that a free market 

here would certainly explore. (The issue of malpractice suits is a US 

problem which is as potentially important here, NHS or no; its resolution 

requires the courts to take into account the full social costs of their 

settlements. Too high awards act as a tax on the whole health care sector, 

because they induce clinicians to over-test and over-prescribe to protect 

themselves and of course the cost of malpractice insurance soars as well.) 

These problems should by no means be dismissed. But they can be 

responded to by market means for the most part. Regulation may also have a 

role to play as a last resort. We have seen in any case that compulsory basic 

insurance, put in our proposal for other reasons, does take care automatically 

of any adverse selection for basic care. No doubt too the government will 

continue to exercise powers of consumer standard inspection in the medical 

as in other areas. A little regulation to allow markets to work over a bigger 

area is preferable to a totally controlled and centralised operation like the 

NHS. 

To conclude, there are indeed traps for the unwary health reformer but they 

can be skirted with a little care. 
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EASURY DELIBERATELY UNDERESTIMATING  
REVENUES BY £3B 

HEALTH , HOUSING BENEFIT AND EDUCATION CAN 
BE FUNDED BEYOND THE £167B PLANS 

WHILE STILL MEETING 
THE CHANCELLOR'S BORROWING TARGETS 

vAQ,  
WI" 

STATEMENT FROM GORDON BROWN M.P. 
SHADOW CHIEF SECRETARY 

"The Treasury should tell the truth about £3b in extra cash 
that it has available for this year's Public Spending Round.The 
Treasury is deliberately underestimating the revenues available 
for public spending by £3b 	--in order to withstand demands 
from Health , Social Security and Education for much-needed 
resources 

1 	"The Treasury have more cash because they are receiving more in 
tax than they are admitting and because they are selling more 
assets than they expected 

"Last summer the Treasury fooled the Health , Education and 
other Ministers by concealing as much as £6b in extra funds 
from asset sales and tax revenues. This summer their attempt to 
hide these additional resources is revealed through 
Parliamentary questions and studies by independent experts 

First, INCOME TAX RECEIPTS ARE HIGHER THAN ADMITTED.The 
Treasury claim that income tax receipts for 1988-89 will 
total £42.1 billions.Yet Parliamentary answers provided by 
the Treasury (enclosed)on 14th Apri1,16 June and 4th and 
5th July, asking for details of how much different sections 
of the population would pay,reveal income tax receipts will 
be much more --£44bb.This figure is in line also with the 
forecasts of expert agencies which suggest revenues around 
£43b or £44b 

Second,ASSET SALES ARE HIGHER THAN ADMITTED.The Treasury 
claim that asset sales -including council house sales and 
land sell-offs - will be £500m DOWN on last year,despite 
the huge increases in house prices. Last year the Treasury 
made a similar and misleading undervaluation, to the tune 
of £1.3b,which had later to be corrected. 

Third, V.A.T. AND OTHER REVENUES ARE HIGHER THAN 
FORECAST.The Treasury claim that VAT will raise £26.2b. 
But all expert agencies now claim that the figure will be 
at least £500m higher,not least because of the huge growth 
in imports. 

"Spending Ministers should not allow themselves to be 
hoodwinked by the Treasury which clearly can afford both to 
meet the all-party Social Services Select Committee demand for 
more health service resources and also improve public 
investment without endangear. ing its borrowing targets. 

"The Chancellor should now be honest about the facts,revise his 
forecasts and tell the public the true figures. Otherwise 
vitally needed resources for the health and social services 
,and for investment in our economic future, will be denied 
through double-dealing" 

FOR MORE INFORMATION GORODN BROWN 219-3429/COLIN BYRNE 701- 6564 



TREASURY'S UNDERESTIMATION 
OF TAX RECEIPTS 

1968 BUDGET FORECAST OF TAX REVENUES 
FOR 1988-89 

ConfirmPd in answer of 5th Ji)ly 1988 

£42.1B 

TREASURY FORECAST OF TAX REVENUES 
FOR 196-89 

Based on answers of 5th July 1988 and others 

£44.5b 

The Parliamentary answers of 5th July and 14th April confirm tht 
hat £12.5b is expected in tax returns from the top 5%. This is 
stated on 14th April to be 28% of the yield. £12.5b is 28% of 
£44.5B 

• 
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Income Tax 

Mr. Harry Barnes: To ask the Chancellor of the 
chequer what is the anticipated revenue from income 

so for 1988-89 expressed as a per capita sum for each 
Oult over the age of 18 years. 

Mr. Norman Lamont: The 1988 Budget forecast of 
iocome tax receipts in 1988-89 is £42-1 billion. This 
w,resents about £960 per head of the projected mid-1988 
adult population aged 18 and over. 

Mr. Gordon Brown: To ask the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer what is the latest estimate of the total amount 
of income tax to be paid by the top 5 per cent. and the 
bottom 50 per cent. of taxpayers in 1988-89. 

Mr. Norman Lamont [holding answer 27 June 1988]: 
The latest estimates of the total amount of income tax to 
be paid in a full year by the top 5 per cent. and the bottom 
JO per cent. are £12-5 billion and £7-5 billion, respectively, 
for 1988-89. 

The calculations are based on a projection of the 
1985-86 survey of personal incomes and are therefore 
provisional. 

•••■•■• 
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Taxation 

Mr. Gordon Brown: To ask the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer if he will give the percentage share of tax paid 
by the top I per cent. and 5 per cent. of taxpayers from 
1970-71 to 1988-89. 

Mr. Norman Lamont [holding answer 10 June 1988] : 
'The information is given in the table. 

Percentage of total Income tax liability paid bi top 
1 per cent, and top 5 per cent_ of income tax -  payers' 

Year Top 
1 per cent. 

Top 
5 per cent. 

1973-74 15-6 28-6 
1974-75 13-9 269 
1975-76 11-9 24-7 
1976-77 11-4 24-6 
1977-78 11-9 24-9 
1978-79 11-2 24-0 
1979-80 104 23-4 
1980-81 10-9 244 
1981-8' 11-3 248 
1982-83 11-7 25-4 
1983-84 11-4 25-4 
1984.85 11-8 26-4 
1985-86 13.8 28-3 
1986-872 14-0 29-0 
1987482 15-0 30•0 
1988-89 2  13-0 28-0 

Counting married couples as one and combining their Incomes. 
Estimates are based on a projection of the 1985-86 Surve of 

Personal Incomes and are rounded to the nearest 0.5 per cent. 
Estimates are provisional 

I regret that information for earlier years is not 
available. 

lit APAiL. 	/965 
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Mr. Norman Lamont: The top 5 per cent. of taxpayers 
paid f13-2 billion income tax in 1987-88. 30 per cent. of 
the yield. while in 1988-89 the tops per cent. of taxpayers 
are expected to pay 12-5 billion. 28 per cent. of the yield. 
The calculation makes no allowance for any changes in 
taxpa ■ ers' behaviour as a result of the changes in the 
Budget. 
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Incomes 

Mr. Gordon Brown: To ask the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer if he will give for each of the: (a) top 1 per 
cent., (b) top 5 per cent., (c) bottom 90 per cent., (d) 
bottorh 60 per cent., (e) bottom 50 per cent., (f) bottom 
30 pet cent. and (g) bottom 25 per cent. of taxpayers the 
total amount of income before and after tax for 1988-89, 
giving for the bottom 25 per cent. and bottom 30 per cent. 
the equivalent .figures for 1978-79 and 1987-88. 

Mr. Norman Lamont [holding ansKer 7 June 1988].-
Estimates for 1978-79 and provisional estimates for 
1987488 and 1988-89 are given in tbe table. All estimates 
are based on information reported to tax offices and 
collected through the annual surveys of personal incomes. 

Estimates for 1978-79 exclude employees' contributions tc.,, 
occupational pension schemes and some investment 
income on which tax is deducted at source. 

Taxpayers' Income IP 198849 

Group of taxpojers' 	Income before far 	Income after tax 

	

a billion, 	 (1' billion) 

Top I per cent 18 2 
Top 5 tier cent 48 5 9' (35.9' 
Bottom 90 per cent 20. 1756 
Bottorr. 60 per cent 98 6 87-7 
Bottom 50 per cent 747 67 1 
Bottorr. 30 per cent 33 5 
Bottom 25 per cent 28 5 26.6 

Taxpayers' Income in 1987-88 and 1978-79 
198'4f 
Bottom 30 per cent 30 0 
Bottom 25 per cent 6 238 

1978-'9 
Bottom 30 per cent 13 2 
Bottom 25 per cent 105 

' 	Married couples arid single peoro- 



,a 	 AND UNDERESTIMATION OF ASSET SALES 

Table 1 • 	Table 1 shov.s how the Treasury are anticipating 
asset sales in land and houses to be 

Eo.5b lower than in 1987-88 
despite the fact that house prices are rising fast 

The figures are: 

OUTTURN(07-08) 	OUTTURN(88-89) 

£2905m 	 £2460m 

Table 2 

Table 2 shows how the Treasury underestimated last year's 
receipts by a cumulative total of £1.3b 

It shows how the underestimate in house sales alone was £614m 

Additional analyses 	 TA/3.-i-  I 
- 

Table 2.11 Public sector capital spending - 	
million 

1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 
outturn outturn outturn outtum outturn estimated 	plans 	plans 	plans 

outwm 

General government gross 
domestic fixed capital 
formation 

Purchases of land and existing 
buildings (net of sales) — 2,143 — 1,763 — 1,769 —1,796 —2,214 — 2,905 — 2,460 —2,520 — 2.600 

(w441. 1:, 	PF wen. AE:PC. ,C7 V L 1 Vini  CO L 39) 

Purchases, net of sales. of land and existing buildings, by 
department, 1987-88 

fnulhon 

Plans 
Cm. 
56) 

Estimated 
outturn 

( Cm. 288, 

Difference 

Defence —31 —63 —31 
Foreign and 

Commonwealth Offiix' 35 36 +1 
Ministry of Agriculture. 

Fisheries and Food —10 —28 —18 
EniPloYment 2 — 

--) 
Transport 75 36 —39 
DOE—Housing 	, -1.236 —1,850 —614 
DOE—Other environmental 

services —463 —830 —367 
Home Office and legal 

departments' —15 —27 —13 
Education and science —51 —98 —47 
DHSS—health and 

personal social services —138 —199 —61 
Scotland —155 —261 —106 
Wales —74 —93 —19 
Northern Ireland -8 -4 +4 
Other departments` —36 —33 +3 

TOTAL —2,105 —3,413 —1,308 

Including Overseas Development Administration. 
Including Intervention Board for Agricultural Produce and 
Folestry Louinussion. 
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THE NHS REVIEW: SEMINAR WIT REGIONAL HEALTH AUTHORITY CHAIRMEN 

I held a full day seminar with Regional Health Authority 

Chairmen at their request on 16 March, in place of one of my 

regular routine meetings, to listen to and record their comments 

on the main issues facing the NHS. Their views were mostly very 

productive and I thought that the essence of this discussion 

would be of interest to you. In summary:- 

i. 	alternative methods of funding 

Their preference is in favour of retaining a system of tax-

based funding. They are concerned about the impact on 

business costs of a switch to National Insurance funding and 

the wider effects on taxation and public expenditure policies. 

They do however see a much greater role for private 

insurance, particularly for elective treatments, and 

potential for attracting private capital into hospital 

building. 

co-operation with the private sector 

The Chairmen saw the need to develop the private and public 

sectors together as a single system rather than as 

complementary but separate systems. 



More generally, they would like to see more trading of 

services between the public and private sectors and a 

closer partnership in key areas such as training. 

internal markets  

The Chairmen also expressed strong support for the develop-

ment of an internal NHS market as a means of increasing 

competition and reducing costs. Much has already been done 

in non-clinical areas and it was important to build on this 

with pilot prolects for selected clinical treatments. 

information needs  

Successful trading depended on better information on 

comparative costs but we should not waste time in striving 

for perfection. The NHS still collected too much information: 

we should concentrate on what was essential, on how we 

should use it better, and on improved investment in 

information technology. 

doctors 

Doctors needed to become much more involved in resource 

management. Medical training should reflect this and 

potential leaders should be identified early in their 

careers. Changes to the consultant contract should under-

pin this process by giving managers a greater say in the 

deployment of their medical resources. Disciplinary 

procedures should be simplified. 

pay 

The Chairmen would welcome the greater financial stability 

that would result if pay deals could be negotiated for 

periods longer than a year. The Government should also 



address the problems being created by the widening pay 

qap between the review body and non-review grades. 

customer service 

The Chairmen recognised the need for better customer 

services. Historically the NHS has concentrated on high 

quality treatment but much more could be done - at relatively 

little cost - to improve overall service delivery. A 

number of local initiatives were underway and we should 

build on these. 

improving performance 

Getting the service's information requirements right would 

not only improve performance at the point of delivery but, 

if the flow of information could be reduced, it would pave 

the way for reductions in staff numbers. RHAs themselves 

could with advantage be smaller and more business-like. 

Better training for NHS staff needed investment 

The Group will want to address a number of these issues in the 

course of the review. For their part, the RHA Chairmen welcomed 

the opportunity to present their views at an early stage. We 

agreed that they would not set out their stall in public but, if 

asked, would welcome the establishment of the review and 

acknowledge the very helpful discussion that had taken place. 

I am copying this minute to the Chancellor of the Exchequer and 

the Chief Secretary. 

0/./._ March 1988 



FROM: MISS M P WALLACE 

DATE: 25 March 1988 7 13 

ps2/4M RESTRICTED 

MR BINGHAM cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Paymaster General 
Mr Saunders 
Miss Sinclair 
Mr L Watts 
Mr Davies - MCU 
Mr Call 

HANDLING OF CHEQUES FROM THE PUBLIC FOR THE NHS 

I mentioned to you that we have been receiving a number of letters 

from members of the public, saying they do not want their tax cuts, 

and enclosing cheques made out to the NHS. Amounts vary from 2p to 

as much as £130. We have mentioned this to the Chancellor who has 

expressed the view that these all ought to be rktict Ct4 

When I consulted you, you said that when members of the public 

send in unsolicited contributions earmarked for some particular 

purpose you normally send the cheques to the Department concerned 

for payment into one of their Votes, rather than the Treasury 

paying them directly into the Consolidated Fund. 	We would 

therefore propose to forward these cheques to Mr Moore's office, 

keeping a record of the precise amounts, and acknowledging all 

those 	over 	El. 	We 	also 	now 	have 	a 	letter 	from 

Tristan Garel-Jones MP (attached) asking how he should advise 

constituents to return their tax cuts to the Treasury earmarked for 

the NHS. Again, I assume the draft ought to suggest they send them 

direct to the DHSS. 

I should be grateful to know by Tuesday lunchtime if you or 

copy recipients see any problems with this. 

MOIRA WALLACE 



1KIJIAN UAittL-JUINtS, M.P. 

• 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 

LONDON SW1A OAA 

21st March, 1988 

4/.4 	ePy, 

I have had a few letters from constituents who find that 
thelevel of tax cuts is troubling their conscience. 1 
would be very grateful if you could let me know what 
they should do in order to return these to the Treasury 
and to earmark them for the Health Service. 

wog 

Rt Hon John Major, MP, 
Chief Secretary, 
HM Treasury, 
Treasury Chambers, 
Parliament Street, 
London SW1. 

- 

1 
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SECRET 

FROM: MOIRA WALLACE 

DATE: 28 March 1988 

PS/CHIEF SECRETARY cc PS/Paymaster General 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Anson 
Mr H Phillips 
Mr Trirnbull 
Mr Parsonage 
Mr Saunders 
Mr Griffiths 
Mr Call 

THE NHS REVIEW: MR MOORE'S SEMINAR WITH RHA CHAIRMEN 

The Chancellor has seen Mr Moore's minute of 24 March, recording 

his meeting with RHA Chairmen. 	He has commented that this is 

relatively encouraging. 	And he has noted that paragraph (i), 

reCorcLing the Chairmen's concern about a move away from tax-based 

funding, is particularly relevant to the Treasury paper 

commissioned at the last No.10 meeting. 

MOIRA WALLACE 
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RESTRICTED 

FROM: P E BINGHAM 

DATE: 28 MARCH 1988 

MISS WALLACE CC: PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Paymaster General 
Mr Saunders 
Miss Sinclair 
Mr L Watts 
Mr Davies-MCU 
Mr Call 

HANDLING OF CHEQUES FROM THE PUBLIC FOR THE NHS 

Thank you for your minute of 25 March. 

I confirm that any cheques received made payable to the NHS, 

or similar payee where the intention is clearly a contribution 

to Health Service funds, should be forwarded to Mr Moore's office. 

We should, where possible, comply with the donor's request. 

The advantage of having one central collecting point is that 

should a question be raised in the House enquiring as to the 

amount of donations received, an authoritative answer can be 

given. If the PQ is addressed to the Chancellor it can be 

transferred to Mr Moore. 

P E BINGHAM 
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tietyd- 14 Tirrep rwt Atra-vtomil  
FROM: R B SAUNDERS 

ATE: 28 March 1988 

PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 

KAAVVI,  .  FNAI 4( k -eia4i Obit( /ow PS/Paymaster General 

Mr L Watts 
Mr Davies, MCU 
Mr Call 

vvigiA tt L 	Lttrp} ? 
HANDLING CHEQUES FROM THE PUBLIC FOR THE NHS 

1. 	Miss Wallace's minute of 25 March. 

I imagine that those people sending in cheques would like 

their contributions to be additional to current provision for the 

NHS, rather than simply helping to reduce the PSBR (or, rather, 

increase the PSDR). This will presumably not be the case with 

funds passed to the DHSS, since there will simply be a 

corresponding reduction in payments to the Votes from the 

Consolidated Fund/. 

I think this is relevant to the line to be taken in response 

to Mr Garel-Jones. Surely he should be advising his constituents 

to pay the money to a medical charity or direct to their local 

health authority, rather than sending it to DHSS as Miss Wallace 

suggests? 

MR BINGHAM to  0_45  k otiet„; 	m$  $ 11- 

p-ce ,-e vvii .t/t, vt.f frvi tikAtiAre w/I 
cc APS/Chancellor 

ot_ utai otit of li(AN lAktrpH 
1NMtlIL (VW (444.e ko  

Miss Sinclair 

   

R B SAUNDERS 
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FROM: P E BINGHAM 

DATE: 29 March 1988 

or:• 
	APS/Channellor 

PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Paymaster General 
Miss Sinclair 
Mr L Watts 
Mr Davies MCU 
Mr Call 

MR SAUNDERS 

HANDLING CHEQUES FROM THE PUBLIC FOR THE NHS 

Thank you for your minute of 28 March. 

I appreciate your point that contributions paid direct to 

central government are going to be lost in helping to reduce 

the PSBR (or increase the PSDR). This would still be the 

case if the Treasury retained the contributions and paid them 

into the Consolidated Fund direct. There will however be 

no reduction in the payments to the DHSS Votes because these 

contributions will be classed as 'Consolidated Fund Extra 

Receipts' and will not affect the Voted sums. 

I see no harm in the reply to Mr Gavel-Jones including a second 

paragraph suggesting as an alternative that his constituents 

may like to consider making a donation to a medical charity. 

P E BINGHAM 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

From the Private Secretary 
	 29 March 1988 

cJ Ge_442,1  

CHEQUERS SEMINAR WITH DOCTORS: 27 MARCH  

I enclose a note of the main comments made by 
participants at last Sunday's Chequers Seminar which your 
Secretary of State and other recipients of this letter may 
care to have. At the end of the meeting the Prime Minister 
invited all those attending to submit any further comments, 
and I am writing separately to a number of participants asking 
them to elaborate particular points raised in the discussion. 

I also enclose a copy of a paper on NHS reform that the 
Prime Minister has received from Professor Patrick Minford. 

I am copying this letter and enclosures to the Private 
Secretaries to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Chief 
Secretary, Minister for Health, Sir Roy Griffiths, Sir Robin 
Butler and to Richard Wilson (Cabinet Office). 

Paul Gray 

Geoffrey Podger, Esq., 
Department of Health and Social Security. 

CONFIDENTIAL 



CONFIDENTIAL 

NOTES OF COMMENTS MADE AT CHEQUERS NHS SEMINAR ON 

SUNDAY 27 MARCH 

Sir John Butterfield opened the discussion. He stressed the 

need to start by looking at patients as consumers. An 

increasing number in future would be in the older age bracket. 

Fortunately a large number had not troubled the primary health 

care sector and relied on self-treatmen t, visits to chemists, 

 

etc. Nonetheless, the hospital service still had to cope with 

60 million out-patients a year, of which 25 million were new 

referrals. 

He said that one of the difficulties for GPs was lack of an 

information system to enable them to refer patients to 

"vacancies" along the lines of an airline booking system; a 

current initiative in East Anglia was seeking to remedy this. 

He stressed the importance of staff costs within total NHS 

budgets. For every doctor employed there were 20 other staff. 

He suggested that much of the "noise" in the recent debate had 

come from the major teaching hospitals. He believed these 

institutions had been seriously underfunded since the days of 

Mrs. Castle. 

Sir John Butterfield was also concerned that there was not an 

adequate career progress for good nurses. Consideration 

should be given to introducing a higher ceiling to which they 

could aspire. 

Sir Arnold Elton made four points: 

initiatives (such as at Northwick Park) in the 

appointment of "bed managers" had been most 

successful. Even though beds had been closed, patient 

throughput had increased by mechanisms such as regular 

meetings with consultants and junior doctors. An 

extension of this trend was a move towards the 

• 
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appointment of theatre managers to increase the 

throughput of operations. 

there were major advantages in formulating greater 

cross-boundary flow of patients. This would put into 

effect the concept of money following the patient and 

improve freedom of choice. Unfortunately, many health 

service administrators were discouraging the process. 

an important initiative in improving economy was the 

introduction of pilot studies of low cost 

post-operative beds. Once patients had adequately 

recovered from operations, there were substantial cost 

savings to be had from shifting patients to a lower 

cost care regime. 

perhaps too much attention was being given to 

alternative funding mechanisms. Greater attention 

should be given to unburdening the NHS through 

greater co-operation with the private sector. 

Dr. Clive Froggatt  stressed that attitudes were crucial. Many 

/  people believed there was an NHS problem only because NHS staff had told them there was. The key objectives were to 

match present needs for health care with the resources 

available; to improve the input/output relationship; and to 

reduce politicisation of health care provision. 

He saw a number of key barriers to progress: 

- poor relationships between health service workers and 

the Government; 

- poor relationships between clinical/nursing staff and 

administrators; 

resentment by those in the hospital services at the 

resources being shifted to the primary care sector; 
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tensions between different tiers of NHS management; 

insufficient incentives in the system for change. 

Dr. Brian Crawley said the major problem was of expectations 

being greater than what could realistically be provided. This 

required patients to be made much more aware of costs, by 

divorcing health care from social security. The message to 

get over was that money had to come from the taxpayer. One 

way of doing this would be to bring payments nearer to the 

point of care, eg by giving the acute sector profit and loss 

accounts. 

One of the obstacles was that NHS managers currently had more 

responsibility than authority, and little power; district 

health authorities did not delegate and their decisions were 

greatly affected by vested interests. 

Professor Cyril Chantler said that the NHS was basically a 

good means of providing health care, which by international 

standards was relatively efficient. Hence the need was to 

remedy the problems in it rather than to destroy it. 

The key requirement was that doctors should get much more 

closely involved in management; that was something that had to 

be done by NHS professionals rather than Government. One of 

the obstacles was confusion between representation and 

governance on health authorities and these two functions 

needed to be separated out. This might be achieved by giving 

the NHS management board a greater role and possibly doing 

away with regional health authorities, at any rate in their 

present form. In short, another major management change was 

required. 

Another problem was the lack of freedom of choice in the NHS; 

this required mechanisms for competition and development of an 

internal market. Such a system could be introduced quite 

quickly (as was already being done at Guys) and then revised 

later. 
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Lord Trafford agreed that medical staff must get more involved 

in management. But management staff also needed to be 

beefed-up. At present, systems were insufficient and 

wasteful; in short, the NHS was administered but not managed. 

The key problem was the lack of authority of general managprs. 

Three separate health roles could be distinguished - to cure, 

/  care and prevent. The NHS was not the best mechanism for 

I delivery of all three, and should focus on cur 	nd 

prevention. A major problem for the acute sector was that it 

/
/ 

 was being overloaded by referrals of non-acute cases by the 

primary health care sector. GPs referred far too many 

G/   people. 

Another hospital sector problem was gross under-

capitalisation. The prospects of remedying this were worsened 

by the long planning cycle and the tendency for capital 

projects to be planned within a given total budget (which was 

always then fully spent) rather than by a bottom-up assessment 

of needs. 

Professor Ian McColl felt that consultants had to share some 

of the blame for too many patients being referred into 

hospitals. Many consultants went out of their way to build up 

and hang on to patients in hospital-based clinics eg for 

diabetics. These were people whose needs could be met by 

health care in the community. He also felt the NHS should be 

looking much more at the quality of provision rather than 

quantity. There was no end to the potential number of 

operations; it was a nonsense that in America there was double 

the quantity of surgery, much of it unnecessary. In the 

United Kingdom, the fact that there were only a total of 960 

surgeons did help to prevent unnecessary surgery. 

In response to a query from the Prime Minister about medical 

audit, Professor McColl said that the Royal College of 

Surgeons had introduced a review procedure in all hospitals 

4 
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which looked at cases where death or major complications had 

resulted. This was a useful form of "general confession". 

In further discussion of the problem of large consulting 

clinics, Sir John Butterfield said that an initiative in Poole 

was under way to return diabetics' clinics to GPs premises. 

Lord Trafford pointed to a number of other similar initiatives 

involving consultants visiting clinics located in GPs' group 

practices. 

Mr. Robin Touquet said that in an accident/emergency 

department there were immediate opportunities for some sort of 

medical audit; it provided a form of shop-window for the 

health service. 

He believed that far too many tests and investigations were 

commissioned by junior hospital doctors, who had relatively 

little experience and who felt obliged to over-test in order 

to ensure that consultants had all conceivable information 

available when they made their tours. This pointed to the 

need for a relative increase in the number of consultants who 

would supervise the amount of work done and cut down testing. 

As a former GP himself, he stressed that the minimum training 

time for a GP was now nine years - five years as an 

under-graduate, one as a houseman and three in some form of 

vocational training. If after that time GPs were not capable 

themselves of dealing with minor problems rather than 

referring to the hospital service it was a bad job. But at 

present the system did not provide sufficient incentive to GPs 

to do work themselves that they could do much more 

cost-effectively than hospital emergency services; so changes 

had to be considered in the GP system. 

He agreed with comments by others that NHS administrators were 

ham-strung by left-wing health authorities - the reason for 

many empty beds in Paddington. 

4 
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In response to a question from the Prime Minister Mr. Touquet 

said it would be helpful if hospitals were able to opt-out of 

DHAs. Sir John Butterfield mentioned that this was how 

teaching hospitals had been run until 1974. 

Mr. Richard Packard agreed with earlier comments that doctors 

in hospitals were reluctant to take responsibility for 

decisions: it was for instance much easier first to tell 

someone to come back again after a period than to tell them 

not to come back again. He also agreed that consultants were 

the most efficient form of hospital doctor. Their throughput 

was greater and they were more likely to discharge patients 

quickly. At present, however, there was no financial 

incentive for consultants to treat more patients and to work 

harder; this had implications for the nature of the 

consultants' contract. 

Professor Lee disagreed and argued that there were incentives 

for consultants to work hard. But one particular audit that 

was necessary was an investigation of where consultants were 

1  working; a significant number abused the NHS system by putting in minimal hours and concentrating their activities in the 

private sector. For this reason, he saw a strong case for 

maintaining a firm line between the private and public 

sectors, rather than allowing this to become blurred. 

He thought the health authorities that worked well were those 

where doctors and administrators co-operated. He saw a case 

for spending more on administration in the NHS in order to 

secure an adequate flow of efficient cost information; he 

noted that in the private sector administration typically 

accounted for 10 per cent of costs as against only 3-4 per 

cent in the public sector. One way to improve cost-efficiency 

would be to have greater reliance in the NHS on centrally 

determined cost norms and formula. 

Mr. Michael Dutt agreed on the need for better costing 

information and for managers to have greater authority. One 

AAWIrm ommo ■ ma ■ 
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way the second point could be achieved would be to have more 

managers coming from a medical background. 

He saw strong arguments for fundamental changes in the NHS 

financing system to get away from the present monopoly 

structure. He advocated a system of compulsory insurance with 

patients free to choose the level of cover they wanted. In 

considering this means of increasing freedom of choice, it 

might be appropriate to look at the German and French systems, 

while avoiding the problems experienced in those countries of 

over-provision. 

Dr. Pereira Gray said that GPs were presented with a major 

opportunity for influencing the health of the population; on 

average every person consulted their GP four times a year. 

Although it might be true for the hospital service, he 

believed that in general practice there should not be a 

divorce between caring and curing. GPs had great opportunity 

to improve levels of preventative care. 

He agreed strongly with the need for medical audit. The Royal 

College of General Practitioners had been the first to support 

this system, but help was needed to get it going. This 

included keeping GPs in touch with latest developments in 

medical research and development. Another desirable trend was 

the adoption of micro-computers by GPs which would build on 

the medical information benefits provided by the UK 

registration system (which few other countries had). He also 

pointed to the importance of the development of team 

practices, which greatly increased the opportunity for the 

primary care sector to avoid referrals to hospitals. 

Mrs Packard made the point that not all doctors were good at 

research, or needed to be good at it. The important thing was 

to keep them up-to-date with the latest developments. 

Dr. Froggatt agreed with the importance of increasing output 

from the primary care sector. Steps could be taken to widen 

the scope of GPs' responsibilities and so achieve their full 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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potential. Much of the material in the Primary Care White 

Paper was helpful in this direction, although it would be 

difficult to implement because of the strength of 

anti-Government feeling. He thought that the links between 

GPs and hospitals could be improved by greater devolving of 

responsibilities and removing steps in the hierarchy. He 

thought the idea of an independent medical audit authority 

should be considered. 

The Secretary of State for Health invited further comments 

about the present nature of the consultants' contract - was 

the principle of tenure right? 

Professor McColl and Sir John Butterfield thought that tenure 

should be abolished and agreed with the Prime Minister's 

suggestion of a rolling five year contract. (No one demurred 

at this suggestion.) 

Sir Roy Griffiths said that the NHS depended on a consensus 

view of what it was expected to deliver; that was now breaking 

down. It was therefore necessary to clarify what the NHS 

should provide. 

He noted that the NHS management enquiry had not been invited 

to make any recommendations which had legislative 

implications. But he thought it was too easy to talk about 

the advantages of eliminating tiers of management. The NHS 

was a very big business and he doubted whether RHAs could be 

removed. But he agreed it was certainly necessary to look at 

levels of authority and delegation. Attitudes had to be 

changed, although it was a time-consuming business. In 

response to a query from the Prime Minister, Sir Roy Griffiths  

said that the special targeting of funds through waiting list 

initiatives was an example of how management should work more 

generally in the NHS. 

On the opting-out of hospitals, Mr Packer commented that if 

people felt that the local hospital was theirs, they would 

take much more interest in it and its running. 

• 
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Mr. Robin Touquet said that he supported the notion of money 

following the patient. But it was important to follow this to 

its logical conclusion that, if hospitals failed adequately to 

serve their local GPs, then money should be taken away from 

them. 

The Prime Minister asked if there was strength in the argument 

put to her that it was necessary to retain private patients in 

NHS hospitals to safeguard the teaching function. Mr. Dutt  

said this was only partly true; NHS hospitals could for 

example rotate different types of work through private 

hospitals. 

Professor Chantler said he had been struck by just how 

primitive most existing budgeting systems were. It was 

essential to move to a system where every budget was the 

responsiblity of one individual. This is what had been 

achieved at Guys on the basis of a relatively simple system. 

The basic accounting requirements for such systems could be 

spread quite quickly, and there was nothing to prevent it 

being done. 

kcc 
PAUL GRAY 

27 March 1988  

PMMAUP 
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PRIME MINISTER'S NHS SEMINAR 

I attended the Prime Minister's NHS seminar at Chequers on 

Sunday. The main purpose of the occasion was for various 

doctors and consultants to give their views on what reforms 

needed to be introduced. A list of the medical attendees 

is attached. Others there included John Moore, Tony Newton 

and Sir Roy Griffiths. 

2 	The seminar produced an interesting exchange of views 

and a number of the ideas put forward are worth following 

up. Particularly good contributions came from Professors McColl 

and Chantler and Drs. Froggatt, Packard and Lord Trafford. 

3 	Surprisingly little was said on the question of funding 

- on the other hand, all the doctors had plently of suggestions 

for reforms in the structure of the NHS or practical 

improvements in the running of hospitals. One theme was the 

need to devolve more responsibility for running the NHS. It 

was felt that the lines of communication were too long and 

that the functions of district and especially regional health 

authorities needed to be examined. The Prime Minister suggested 

at one point that hospitals should be able to opt out of DHAs. 

I had the impression that this was considered a very radical 
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s gestion by some of the doctors but, once they had recovered 

from their surprise, it did nevertheless get quite a lot of 

support. 

4 	There was also considerable support tor involving doctors 

more in the management and running of hospitals clinical 

departments. The resource management experiment at Guy's 

Hospital was quoted with considerable approval. NHS managers 

came in for a lot of criticism both for their poor quality 

and lack of authority. Budgeting in the NHS was also dismissed 

as primitive. But there was also some trenchant criticism 

of the medical profession itself. Ian McColl referred to 

consultants' believing that they had a divine right of 

expansion. He was also concerned that consultants were dealing 

with cases which should have been handled at a more junior 

level or treated by GPs. Professor Lee noted that doctors 

also had a tendency to order the latest materials and equipment 

when their existing supplies were perfectly serviceable. He 

suggested that cash limiting equipment budgets was the answer. 

There was general support for the idea of rolling contracts 

for consultants, with suggestions for their length varying 

between 3 and 7 years. The doctors not unnaturally favoured 

the longer end of this range. 

5 	Some other points worth noting are: 

one or two of the doctors emphasised the need for 

the results of the NHS Review to be presented in 

terms of how patients would benefit; 

Lord Trafford questioned whether scarce NHS beds 

should be tied down by the care of long-term patients 

such as geriatrics who need relatively little 

nursing. He was keen to divorce care from curing 

and prevention. 

I know that in the Peterborough area the health 

authority have a scheme in which such people receive 

care at home rather than as in-patients. 

understand this is a more cost effective method 

of care and I have asked officials to look further 

into it. 
2 
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III (iii) Lord Trafford was also firmly of the opinion that 

the NHS was badly under-capitalised and that capital 

controls were poor. 

Several people suggested that GPs should be given 

greater incentives to treat patients themselves 

rather than referring them to hospitals. 

Sir Arnold Elton raised the issue of how we can 

improve the partnership between the public and 

private sectors. 	One suggestion he made was to 

allow private sector hospitals/wards to be built 

in the grounds of NHS facilities. 

Another doctor emphasised the importance of improving 

outputs rather than concentrating on in-puts. 

Professor Chantler was very concerned that we should 

develop the NHS internal market and consumer choice 

(although he did not define either of these). 

(vii) And finally there was the question of the mechanism 

for making clinicians more involved in management 

to encourage them to exercise more budget discipline. 

6 	I have suggested to Richard Wilson that we might invite 

doctors who put forward credible ideas to let us have their 

thoughts on paper in more detail. 
( 
(No (0 IANV-IL 

JOHN MAJOR 

kAmo 	 kv-) 

3 
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31.3.1 
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CC 

'1 1 13 
1. 	I attach a hurriedly put together redraft of this paper, 

seeking to take account of your initial reactions as passed to me 

by Moira Wallace. I have sidelined the main changes. 

ImmtuKlaik4 
("row No! 

V Wit/ aittt45  
OtefilotIVetEir 

kle 0111174 
amok pytztj 

You will wish to look at this again. In addition, we need tc 

say a little more about the income distribution and supply side 

effects of these options, with more quantification if at all 

possible. ETS are considering this. If Mr Moore is successful in 

moving the date  of  the next meeting back a week to 19 April, we 

shall obviously be able to do more justice to ,;this. 
PM F--0 ec, 	time, w4.-E IA a 

' 1 ' A  0-1  a -Intl ( vu) 4 me t v\ 	IA tin 77/4 )LePa'>411 vr-41 "414' DHSS P-A3PA4  

In the tax relief section, I have flagged up your su es gg 	 gg 
of limiting the relief to those over pension age, but have not had 

time to get a Revenue view. Mr Kuczys will no doubt comment 

direct. 

1.-.‘chaCt9v1  

p 

4. 	You may like a report on our discussion with DHSS, Cabinet 

Office and Policy Unit officials yesterday. The paper came under 

attack from all sides on the grounds that it was too negative. The 

Policy Unit and Cabinet Office tended to argue that the 

difficulties were overstated (though without saying how they would 

get round them). The DHSS appeared not to like the emphasis on 

public expenditure control. There appeared to be difficulties in 

understanding concepts like adverse selection. In redrafting the 

paper, I have therefore tried to spell these out even more 

plainly. 
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Some more specific suggestions were made, to which I should 

welcome your reactions: 

veTcove 

	

Am44, I 	object to our using the term "contracting out" instead? 

tievi iNk 
b. 	There was some support for the idea of a new income- 

related hypothecated health tax (which you struck out of the 

	

%‘ 	
earlier draft) on the grounds that it would reduce the costs 

	

4% 	of reliefs elsewhere in the system. Do you want to reinstate 

	

41:Q:4? 	
any discussion of this point? The idea of a whole new tax for 

largely presentational reasons seems absurd. 

0 	c. 	
Issue was taken with the argument (paragraph 14) that a 

'N 
vitt 4 kk . fixed NIC rebate was really just a variant of the health 

voucher idea. It was argued that it is one thing to make a _ s* 

	

V 4 	payment on an individual's behalf to a private insurance 
Ot.trivbr  (2,,, Ischeme, but quite another to put money in his own hands to 

690"#■ c4,:te;WWL-Liuse as he sees fit (even though he would be obliged to enrol 

with a private sector scheme in any case). The financial 

f("1""rr- fAr) effects seem to me virtually identical. Are you satisfied 

with the treatment of this point now in paragraphs 14 and 15? 

As I said in my note of 29 March, you will also need to 

consider whether you want to put a covering note on top setting 

out the main conclusions you draw from this analysis (as drafted, 

the paper avoids explicit conclusions). And you will also wish to 

consider how much you want to say at this stage about the 

possibility of a new tax relief. 

di) 
4A—( 	ivkl 

	

tvi,v 	rvil  • 	 ttri 

A  ( N 

("C  4iCIr 
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R B SAUNDERS 

a. 	It was felt that the term "opting out" might give rise 

to 	confusion with the Prime Minister's suggestion of 

hospitals "opting out" of control by district 	health 

authorities, on the analogy of schools. "Contracting out" was 

suggested as an alternative, 	notwithstanding possible 

confusion with competitive tendering and pensions. Would you 
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NHS REVIEW OPTING OUT 

At the present time anyone wishing to make use of the 

private sector for health care has no financial incentive 

to do so. Indeed, given that the NHS is overwhelmingly 

free at the point of use, and is financed out of general 

taxation which all have to pay, the reverse is the case. 

This [arguably] frustrates the development of private 

health care and adds unnecessarily to the burden on the 

NHS. 

There are, in principle, three ways in which this might 

be tackled. They are in no sense mutally exclusive: 

Lndeed, they could be mutally reinforcing. The first is 

the wider use of charging in the NHS, so that those who 

choose the private sector at least avoid this expense. 

The second is the intoduction of some form of tax relief 

for private health care. The most frequently canvassed 

method would be tax relief for private health insurance 

premiums, which would logically be accompanied by the 

exemption of private health insurance premiums paid by 

employers under a company scheme from tax as a benefit in 



kind in the hands of the employee. 	Indeed, given the 

growth of such company schemes, any tax relief for 

private health insurance premiums paid by individuals 

might be confined to those over the age of 60, to meet 

the problem of those who, on retirement, lose the 

coverage they have previously enjoyed at the time of life 

when they are most likely to need it. (The Goodhart 

scheme.) 

The third way is to provide for some form of remission of 

general taxation for those who contract out, in whole or 

in part, of the NHS. This paper is chiefly concerned 

with the third of these three routes, although it also 

touches on the second. 

The obvious model for the remission of general taxation 

route is the system for contracting out of NICs for those 

who contract out of SERPs and opt for private pension 

provision instead. 

This points to having, as a starting point, the whole of 

NHS spending (net of charges) financed out of NICs 

instead of the 16 per cent at present notionally financed 

in this way. This could be readily achieved by 

increasing the Treasury supplement to the NIF from its 

present level of 5 per cent to the [19 per cent] it stood 



1 

1 

at in [19?]. This would mean that only Y per cent of NIC 

revenue would be required to finance the NI benefits, 

leaving the remaining (100 - Y) per cent to finance the 

NHS. It is for considcration wheLhei the two Componenets 

of the NIC should be split into an NIC and an NHC. A 

split of this kind would be indicated if it were felt 

that there was any practical advantage to be gained from 

having in place an explicit income-related hypothicated 

health tax, irrespective of whether or not there was any 

contracting out from it. 

(Elaborate how scheme would work.) 	One obvious 

disadvantage of building on the existing NIC system is 

that contributions are paid only on earned income, and in 

particular not on pensions, dispite the fact that 

pensioners are proportionally the biggest users of the 

NHS. This need not detract from the 'income-related 

hypothecated health tax' approach, since pensioners will 

have paid their whack earlier in thcir lives. But it 

would mean that there was no advantage to pensioners from 

contracting out. But (a) they are least likely to want 

to do so, anyway and (b), the only conceivable 

alterative, a remission of income tax, could be met most 

readily by the Goodhart scheme. 



iko 
Bigger problems, however, are (a) heavy dead weight cost, 

and cost to Exchequer generally. (Quantify). If it is 

desired to spend an extra EX billion of taxpayers' money 

on improving the provision of health care, is this the 

most cost-effective and desirable way of using the money? 

distributional effects: the El billion deadweight 

cost would be a tax remission to those who already use 

private health care, who tend to be the better off 

section of the population. 	This would be politically 

difficult to defend, especially in the light of this 

year's Budget and with the need to gain acceptance tor 

the community charge. 

"adverse selection": those who newly contracted out 

would tend to be the lowest health risks, since they 

would be charged the lowest premium by private health 

insurers and thus have most to gain. This would minimise 

the relief to the NHS. 

Although contracted out rebates could, on the analogy of 

pensions, be income related, they need not be: there 

could be a fixed cash rebate, perhaps related to age. 

Covering note: no country does this (check) 

)nb. tax relief for full cost of health care: pros and 

cons.) 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL OPTING OUT FROM THE NHS 

iv) e 
v'-  vo tA/-  

Xf  

People can already "opt out" of the NHS in the limited sense 

that they can choose to pay for private medical treatment while 

retaining their right to NHS treatment. Put at its loosest, 

further opting out could simply mean encouraging people to do this 

more, perhaps with some financial incentive. An alternative - and 

more rigorous 

- 

interpretation would mean that people would be 

given a financial incentive actually to give up their rights to 

NHS treatment in whole or in part. This paper looks at both. 

The purpose would be to achieve some mix of the following 

desirable objectives: 

enhancing individual choice about how much and what sort 

of health care people want 

encouraging the growth of private sector health 

provision and greater competition between public and 

private sector hospitals 

bringing more private sector finance into health care 

relieving some of the burden on the public sector as 

those patients in a position to do so go elsewhere. 

Note by HM Treasury 

What we mean by opting out 
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Whatever form they take, formal arrangements for opting out, 

with rebate or other financial incentive to individuals, will face 

inherent problems. While schemes would have to be set up in such a 

way as to mitigate them so far as possible, they will never be 

completely overcome. 

LAArileteit,o,v-6 ,ai otrAtA.,) 

The first is that ilhe biggest beneficiaries') would ANa those 

who already use private health care, who in turn tend to be the 

better off. To the extent that the better off were able to opt out 

of the redistributive effects of the NHS as it is now, there would 

be additional pressure on the social security system.‹::-  I g4urycF4) ti10-e 
Cc e kANNt 

Secondly, there will be adverse selection against the public 

sector in any voluntary system. Those who opt out will tend to be 

those with most to gain: the better off, and\the better insurance 

risks who would be charged the lowest premiums by private 

insurers. Thus, while those who opted out reduced the income 

available to the Exchequer, there would not be a corresponding 

reduction in the pressure of demand on the NHS. The effects of 

adverse selection could to some extent be mitigated by basing any 

rebate on some broad banding by risk - for example, an age-related 

voucher value. But within  any band the selection principle would 

continue to apply, since individual risk assessment would be quite 

impracticable. 

Thirdly, and partly following from the previous point, costs 

to the Exchequer under any system are almost bound to rise. Some 

schemes could be very expensive indeed. 

(0 v. c-vp44,,s.ivr, 

(I) cave-me seitcticy) 

(3) 0U-14 w :Vi•V c IPAôf 1/6-7A;UL 

lexA6-))/- 

vvateJ4 re c-rokm 
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7. 	This paper examines the three main financing options in turn 
cci,t 

- tax relief, health contributions 4nd rebated, and vouchers - and 

considers how far these problems are encountered for the different 

variants. It concludes with a discussion of regulation and certain 

other matters which are common to all the options. 

i. 	Tax relief  

[To follow] 

wf 

ftlett 1-•0 

0 colott."- 

iv.:5.44-44eA 

The first question is what form the new tax might take. One 

obvious option would be to use the existing NIC system. This would 

VV%-0-A^Cimply_ that the contribution paid by any individual to the cost of 

health care for himself and his family would be related to his 

earned income between the lower and upper earnings limits. The 

retired (who are proportionately the biggest users of the NHS) 

would not contribute, and nor would the unemployed or the non-

working disabled. 

There are several ways in which the extra cost to the 

National Insurance Fund could be met, for example: 

ii. Health contributions and rebates  

ovs_ vy - 	 tf..6 Cre tA's-J? 0,4 OrAinkb V)-‹ 1"0 	).-rariiA Le 

8. [The NHS might be financed fra)a specific health contribution 
-L r (!)  11,44-,64• re4,0,1-rel 

s•C Cov . Lrather than largely out of general taxation At present, a 

proportion of national insurance contributions finances health 

expenditure. This sum is currently equivalent to about 16% of NHS 

expenditure net of charges (and about 11% of NIC revenue). 
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a. 	if the extra cost were split equally between employers 

and employees, the rate of employer NICs would rise from 

10.45% to 14.2% and employee NICs from 9% to 13.2% (the 

different increases reflecting the fact that employer NICs 

are not subject to the upper earnings limit); 

• 
if the cost were met from employer NICs alone, the rate 

would rise from 9% to [19.25%]; 	ex foto 	, 0-Nt cJi QL 

	

S p e-~-ftte 	rel e4 414,../10 
C P Lirt3ELS 

alternatively, there could be no change in rates, but a 

	

OVA" 	fe'va e0-1 +7,-Y 1.-e-ret-L--Q-. 

substantial increase in the Treasury supplement to the 

National Insurance Fund from its present 5% to [ ]%, so that 

a much higher proportion of national insurance benefits was 

financed from tax. 	
Ls3 'co 

	

7. 	The first two would have major distributional and other 
cs tr (eN) 

effects. Increasing employer NICs by 3.75% would more than undo 

the abolition of the National Insurance Surcharge, with inevitable 

	

tA,v, 	s.y.3e-tte 
effects on unemployment and business competitiveness. Loading all 

the increase onto employees would in theory allow a reduction in 

the basic rate of income tax to [12.5]%, if all the extra NIC 

revenue were applied in that way. [Mr Riley to expand on 
e' A,t  

consequences.] The most likely candidate would be the third 

option: switching NIC funding from national insurance benefits to 

the NHS, with no change in tax or NIC rates. Although this would 

undermine the contributory principle of national insurance, the 

disadvantages of the alternatives are much greater. 

k' 
v.JV 

wd)'- 
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An alternative approach would be a flat rate charge per 

person, along the lines of the community charge. The charge would 

reflect the average annual cost of the mg. per person. This is at  
vvLC.Vorksi 	, 

present £375„although it varies widely witgage: 
L- 

births 	 £1600 

£350 

£220 

£230 	bnOte,,It CA-tr)e-fsvi 

£650 	 NvAnet 

£1500 

Any attempt to relate the charge to age would put a presumably 

unacceptable burden on the elderly. Another question would be 

whether it should be payable in respect of children; if it were, 

there would be strong pressure for an increase in child support. 

There would also of course bq, major distributional consequences, 
v\e"3  

with a shift in fhe tax burden froM3those on higher income to 
, e  those on low to middle incomes. If there were assistance for those 
on low incomes, as with the community charge, there would be a 

significant increase in social security expenditure, and pressure 

to extend social security help further up the income scale. 

Under any law  of these options, a specific health contribution 

could incorporate 	ebatefor opting out. The idea of rebates in 

a system based on national insurance contributions, however, 

presents serious problems. 

age 0-4 

age 5-15 

age 16-64 

age 65-74 

age 75+ 
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Those who did not pay NICs (eg the elderly) could not 

benefit from opting out, thus excluding an expensive and 

increasingly affluent section of the community. Those who 

paid a reduced rate (eg(3% between £41 and £70 a week) would 

benefit only marginally. 

A reduced percentage rate of contribution would mean a 

larger cash rebate for higher earners, up to the upper 

earnings limit of £15,860 a year. While this is perfectly 

logical tor pensions, where one contracts out oftarilearnings- 
r 44""a-fir' 

i related(state scheme, 	t is less easily justifiable for 

health care. 

KAAI pirtna, 	 Fri 	cipl, en,tr . 
It wouldCbear heavily on large families. Multiple 

rebates would not be possible for single earner couples with 

children, and so would not cover their private health 

insurance premiums. 

These would be less problematic in a system based on a per 

capita charge: the rebate would be fixed for each individual, 

irrespective of income, and families with children would receive 

rebates which more closely reflected the insurance premiums they 

would face. The actual insurance premiums faced by those who opt 

out would be related to the age and medical history of individuals 

and might not bear a close relation to the value of the rebate 

given. 

A further option would be to combine the desirable features 

of both: the administrative simplicity of using the existing NIC 

system, while making rebates of a fixed cash amount, possibly 

related to age, to those who opt out. In its financial effects, 

this would be a form of voucher system, which is discussed next. 
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iii. Vouchers  

A "voucher" can take different forms (eg a national insurance 

rebate given to the individual, or a capitation fee paid by 

government on his behalf to an approved health provider). But the 

principle is essentially the same in each case. It would be an 

entitlement to a sum of money which could be paid as an insurance 

premium or subscription to an alternative private sector body. (In 

the purest form of the model, the voucher could also be encashed 

with the NHS to buy treatment under the existing system.) The 

premium or subscription charged by the private sector body might 

be higher than the value of the voucher, which the individual 

would "top up" from his own resources. The value of the voucher 

could be set either at a single rate for everybody, or related to 

age and sex. 

This arrangement would maximise individual choice. It would 

encourage private finance to be brought in through "topping up". 

But the cost of vouchers, unlike that of tax relief or NI rebates, 

would count as public expenditure and would probably be heavy. 

First, a universal voucher would mean that the Government 

would immediately pay a large portion of the cost of private 

treatment which is at present financed privately. About Elbn a 

year is spent on private treatment, insured and out-of-pocket. 

Vouchers would cover a substantial proportion of this. 
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In addition to this initial cost, however, there would be 

continuing public expenditure pressures which would in practice be 

difficult to resist. The public expenditure cost would be the sum 

of NHS expenditure and the cost of the vouchers. As more people 

opted out, the cost of vouchers would increase even if their value 

individually was strictly controlled. It is most unlikely that 

full offsetting reductions could be made to NHS expenditure. 

Certain demand-led costs of the Family Practitioner Service (eg 

drugs and GP capitation fees) would fall, but demands on the 

(cash-limited) hospital service - the main component of NHS 

expenditure - would be unlikely to abate. 

There would moreover be pressure to increase voucher values 

as time went by, in response to rising medical costs. Adverse 

selection is important in this context. The cost per head to the 

NHS of providing services to non-optants would accordingly rise. 

In a system where vouchers were "cashable" either with the NHS or 

with private providers, this would put great pressure on voucher 
4 

values. Even where there was no explicit link, there would still 

be pressure to relate voucher values to the per capita cost of the 
'T 	 •)% 	 "..k6 611(X 

NHS.ZNItezeLmight-alsO-be new pay and other costcpressures on both 

 

the NHS and on voucher values. 

 

The The danger is that, under a voucher system, the Government 

would lose control over the volume of health care provided, but 

retain an obligation to finance it. 
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21. A "rigorous" opting-out system would require some Government 

regulation of private schemes. The contributions rebate, tax 

relief or other subsidy would be payable only to individuals who 

had enrolled with approved schemes run by approved intermediaries. 

These intermediaries might be insurance companies, provident 

associations or individual employers who organised private health 

provision for their staff directly. In order to gain and 

subsequently keep approval, they would have to satisfy set 

criteria governing, among other matters: 

the minimum range of services they undertook to provide, 

which would correspond to those which the individual was 

no longer entitled to receive from the NHS; 

any rules they operated about who they were and were not 

prepared to take on. 

22. On the second point, HMOs in the United States who opened 

their doors to all-comers found themselves undercut on 

subscription by those who accepted low risk people only. Such 

people were lured away from the HMOs with wider coverage, thus 

pushing up unit costs and widening the disparities further. The 

response in the US has been to legislate to require HMOs to take 

I 23. Enforcement also needs to be considered. Depending on how the 

system is set up, an individual might be able to claim an opting 

all-comers. Similar rules would be needed in this country. 

out rebate but evade enrolment with an approved intermediary. 

 

101.,-;  
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Assuming it would be unacceptable to refuse to treat him if he 

fell ill, one possibility might be to treat him but then charge 

him the full cost of the NHS treatment. This might however be 

/unduly harsh financially, particularly for a serious condition. 

Full or partial opting out?  

If opting out is to take the "rigorous" form, the question 

arises whether the individual gives up the right to all NHS 

treatment, or only some. In a system based on a health 

contribution, his contribution would be fully rebated in the first 

case, but only in part in the second. 

The first is the easier in principle to specify, but may be 

very difficult to achieve in practice. There would have to be a 

much wider range of services than private insurers are now 

prepared to cover, including geriatric, psychiatric, and other 

long-stay care. Many of the services are already available in the 

private sector, or through pay beds in NHS hospitals, but are not 

now regarded as insurable risks. Many services 7  for example 
--------  

accident and emergency - might continue to be supplied by NHS 
L 

hospitals, who would send bills to the insurers of opted-out 

patients. 

"Partial" opting out would offer something much closer to 
ce-vq-14,-co'Ll; 

what in practice exists now, by covering, say, elective surgery 

and certain other forms of acute care. The individual who 

effectively opts for private treatment now could do so formally by 

signing away his rights for NHS care in these areas. 
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27. But codifying the position in this way would raise problems 

of definition and administration. The patient - and his doctors 

would need to know with precision what services he could not 

expect from the NHS. There is no clear-cut definition of the terms 

"elective" and "acute". There is frequently no unambiguous medical 

diagnosis, nor unanimity among doctors about the appropriate 

treatment for a particular patient. The diagnosis may change in 

the course of treatment. While some cases would be clear, others 

would not. Whatever procedures were devised to deal with cases at 

the margin there would be scope for dispute between insurers and 

health authorities about particular cases, since the sums of money 

at stake would be considerable. If extensive litigation is to be 

avoided, a special arbitration panel would need to be set up. 

Further work is needed before it can be said confidently that 

partial opting out is workable. 

in employment, or perhaps those meeting some other criterion such 

; as membership of an occupational pension scheme. Another method 

employed in the Netherlands is obligatory contracting out for 

those earning above a certain income. This note does not seek to 

7 	explore these further. Clearly, more work would need to be done if 
the Group thought them worth pursuing. 

The response of consumers  

29. Such research as there has been (mainly in the US) suggests 

that demand would increase by about 1/2% for every 1% fall in the 

cost of premiums. In other words, full tax relief at the basic 

US 
k;AviA — vvr■A/? ov-  0J,  avt...„-tikei lARS-  Ctk V-Aft 

[ 

(E4... 	28. For completeness, the option of compulsory contracting out 

OW06 	for certain groups should be noted. This might apply to all those 
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rate would increase by roughly 121/2% per cent the numbers taking 

private health insurance. It is of course highly questionable 

whether this relationship would hold good if the change were being 

introduced as part of a package of health reforms. But it suggests 

that the financial incentive would need to be quite large if it is 

to have a significant effect on the numbers who opt for private 

insurance. 

HM Treasury 
March 1988 
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DRAFT PARAGRAPHS ON TAX RELIEF 

Under this option, premiums Or subscriptions paid to an 

approved scheme would attract income tax relief. This could be 

either at the basic rate or at the individual's marginal rate. 
c 

Administration would be simplified by giving the tax relief at 

source, by analogy with the MIRAS scheme.se-by analogy with 
C-01 	Od 

MIRAS, non-taxpayers too would pay premiums net of tax, thus 

receiving a direct (public expenditure) subsidy. Indeed, a tax 

relief given at a flat rate, which would be administratively the 

best option, would have many of the characteristics of a direct 

subsidy. Payments made by employers to approved schemes (including 

a non-insurance scheme run by the employer himself) would not be 

taxable under the benefits-in-kind legislation. 

It is for consideration whether the relief would extend to 

out-of-pocket payments for private treatment. This in part depends 

on whether one is taking the "loose" or "rigorous" view of opting 

out. If it is seen as simply an encouragement to seek private 

treatment, there are good grounds of equity for extending the 

relief to non-insured private treatment, although safeguards 

against abuse would have to be devised. These might be tricky and 

complicated. If, on the other hand, the strict form of opting out 

was being pursued, the case would be much less strong, since the 

purpose of the relief would be to encourage people to take out 

comprehensive insurance so that they were no longer a burden on 

the NHS. Tax relief for individual items of expenditure would 

however be very much more complex to administer than tax relief 

for insurance - and particularly difficult to police. 
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Another drawback is that a new tax relief would run counter 

to the Government's policy of simplifying the tax system and 

broadening the tax base. It might also stimulate demands for other 

reliefs in analogous areas - for example, for school fees or for 

the cost of child care for working mothers. Tax reliet - 

particularly if confined to the basic rate 	would be only a 

partial 	subsidy, 	and might not be considered an adequate 

compensation for forgoing NHS treatment completely. 

The initial cost of giving tax relief on existing private 

health insurance premiums would be around £200m a year. This is 

probably a reasonably good guide to the initial cost of a tax 

relief for opting out, at least if opting out was confined to, 

say, elective surgery. The cost could be expected to increase as 

the numbers opting out expanded in response to the relief, or if 

people could opt out of all NHS treatment. 

One way to contain the cost and target the tax relief more 

precisely would be to confine it to those over retirement age. 

These are the people who represent the greatest call on NHS 

resources and yet who have the greatest difficulty in taking 

private health insurance: many companies will not take on new 

customers over retirement age, and those who are already insured 

with them face a steep rise in premiums. The deadweight cost would 

come down to [E20m]. [Inland Revenue comments?] 

ver'l 	vv./ 

_ 
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NHS REVIEW 

I enclose an advance copy of a pamphlet on the 
NHS which John Redwood, MP, will shortly 
be bringing out and which he has sent to 
the Prime Minister. Your Secretary of 
State and other members of the NHS Review 
Group may wish to glance at it. 

I am sending copies of this letter 
and the enclosure to Moira Wallace (HM Treasury), 
Jill Rutter (Chief Secretary's Office), 
Jenny Harper (Minister for Health's Office), 
Sir Roy Griffiths and Sir Robin Butler. 



IN SICKNESS AND IN HEALTH 

The Marriage of Public and Private money in a National Health Service 

It seems longer than two months ago that Oliver Letwin and I first wrote 

about the health problem. We attracted considerable public attention 

to the problems facing health policy and the difficulties of running a 

monopoly health service in the United Kingdom. We are delighted that 

the government has responded in setting up a high level inquiry under 

the chairmanship of the Prime Minister. 

Further enquiry has convinced me that the extra money being committed to 

the Health Service needs to be committed on new terms. There need to be 

major changes to guarantee that it will be spent in the interests of the 

patients to improve the level of health care in this country. There will 

still need to be substantial regular increases in public funding for the 

health system. 

There also needs to be extra cash from private sources to supplement 

this public funding. Money is not a substitute for change but it will 

be needed to buy the changes required. The essential principle of care, 

free at the point of use, whatever people's income, should be protected 

and access to that care improved. 

The government in its defence of the Health Service in recent years has 

pointed to many successes. It is true that a large number of extra 
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patients are now being treated. It is true that many health staff are 

much better paid in real terms than they were in 1979 and it is true 

that many extra people have been recruited. It is true that new types 

of treatment are now generally available that either were strictly 

rationed or had not been dreamed of some ten years earlier. The average 

age of the population is growing older, people are living longer and the 

general standard of health of the country is improving. Many babies 

survive their early days where before they would have died at birth. 

Many elderly people not only have a longer but a much better life 

because of a wide variety of new operations. 

Nonetheless, there remains considerable public agitation about the state 

of the Health Service and not all of it is opposition propaganda. There 

are genuine difficulties of access, quality and demand. 	The most 

serious problem that has emerged is the difficulty that some patients 

have in gaining access to the care they require. Limited access is not 

a new problem as Oliver and I pointed out in our first pamphlet. The 

Health Service has survived on rationing ever since its first foundation 

after the war. Waiting lists have always been long and for certain 

kinds of surgery or treatment the Health Service has effectively 

prevented individuals from obtaining it at all. There is a system of 

concealed rationing carried out by general practitioners deciding not to 

refer people to consultants for particular types of operations. There 

is also a form of open rationing which is becoming more obvious where 

people are referred but where there is no realistic chance of them 

getting the treatment or the operation they require within a few weeks 

or months. Many of the most heated debates in the House of Commons have 
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been where the opposition has identified groups of patients in 

particular health districts requiring treatments who have been denied 

access. The most dramatic of these are the cases of the Birmingham 

heart babies needing acute coronary treatment where it was alleged that 

treatment was not available when the patients needed it. In some cases 

this was genuine. 

The second related problem concerns the quality of care. Most people 

are full of praise for the Health Service for the quality of treatment 

it gives. However, there are a growing number of complaints about the 

standards of service in related areas. For example, many patients are 

treated badly over the question of outpatients clinics. They are given 

a common appointment time only to turn up to discover they nay have to 

wait for hours before they see the consultant. Once in hospital 

awaiting surgery there are some criticisms in some hospitals of the 

standard of food and the quality of the hotel services. Some grumbles 

are inevitable given institutional catering and given the pressures 

patients are under. Whilst most patients are careful to say how good 

the nurses are, often working in difficult circunstances, there is 

nonetheless some disillusion with the standards of hotel accommodation 

and care. 

Unlike the US, the question of success rates and the quality of surgery 

has not become an issue in the United Kingdom and there is a general 

feeling that the quality is high. There is little evidence on which to 

base a judgment as to whether this is true or not. The Health Service 

never publishes statistics by district or hospital for the relative 

Yft 
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success or failure of different types of operation. national figures 

suggest that whilst hundreds of people die each year as a result of 

operations or following operations, 11 lb a tiny proportion of those 

undergoing surgery. 

The third general issue of concern is how the Service can cope with the 

growing pressures of demand. There is both the problem caused by the 

relative ageing of the population and those pressures caused by the 

development of new types of surgery and treatment. 

The average cost to the Health Service of looking after someone over the 

age of 75 is over £1500 per annum. This compares with some £200 per 

annum for someone of adult working age. As the population grows older 

these pressures will become more and more intense. At the sane time 

improved surgery and other techniques enable more and more conditions to 

be tackled at ever more advancing years. More surgery is undertaken for 

the ageing population as well as the additional courses of drug 

treatment and more frequent domiciliary visits or hospital stays. There 

are those who are asking whether any system of health care can keep pace 

with this type of demand explosion and certainly whether it is feasible 

for a publicly funded system to keep pace. I believe that it can do 

providing that some greater element of private choice and private 

partnership is introduced. 

Level of Public Funding 
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The level of public funding needs to keep pace with demand and costs, 

after allowing for some offsetting improvements in efficiency. At the 

moment there is no way of telling what is an adequate level Of public 

funding given the style of management and the lack of reliable 

information. Growth of real resources of around 2% per annum would be a 

suitable target, to be achieved unless general economic growth falls 

below such a level. This should meet the rising demand from the changing 

age structure of the population and technical improvements, after 

allowing for modest efficiency gains of around 1% per annum, which 

should be a substantial underestimate. 

Employees 

At the core of many of the difficulties of the Health Service lie a 

series of management and union issues. It is doubtful whether a large 

organisation employing around I million people can ever be run as a 

successful unified whole. There is growing evidence to suppose that 

running very large units with very large numbers of people and trying to 

run them systematically over the whole diversified nation is an 

impossible management task. The evidence of the Health Service would 

certainly bear out this contention. Whilst the National Health Service 

implies through its name that it should provide comprehensive care to 

all the nation on a consistent basis the evidence abounds that there are 

huge differences in quality of care and access to care within the 

different districts and hospital units of the country. The effort to 

address this in purely financial terms by the much disliked RAW formula 
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does not seem to have done a great deal to even out the standard. It 

has created acute difficulties for some of the hospitals in the hard 

pressed South East area experiencing populatiuu dud d_ipand growth in 

London trying to maintain high quality research based and teaching 

hospitals against the background of dwindling reuul ,_.s and declining 

population. 

There are huge variations in costs and efficiencies around the country. 

Staff usage varies five fold betwen different districts. The cost of 

keeping medical records is five tines higher at Charing Cross than in 

Vest Cheshire. The cost of building maintenance at Vest Birmingham is 

five times Korth Hertfordshire. There is no great evidence of national 

management grip on the Service. 

The union problems are becoming serious. The Conservative government's 

union legislation has made great strides in turning the industrial 

minefield of Britain into a much more amicable place. There is a much 

greater degree of co-operation between managers and workforce in many 

companies. There is now a virtuous circle in many sectors of the economy 

with rising productivity leading to rising real wages without the need 

for huge and damaging industrial disputes. 

There has been no such advance in the public sector services. These 

retain the difficulties of British unionism experienced throughout the 

economy in the 1970s. In the Health Service they are now at their most 

difficult because of a damaging battle for membership and support 

between three competing unions. Both NUPE and COHSE are actively trying 

to recruit nurses and others away from the Royal College of Nursing 
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which bases its activity on the laudable premise that nurses should not 

resort to industrial action as this could damage patients. NUPE and 

COHSE have wrestled with this problem along with their friendo and 

colleagues in the Labour Party and have tried to characterise their 

strikes as being days of action or protest. They have also attempted to 

dress them up as being about the level of funding and the national 

Interest rather than being simply about pay and conditions. This in 

many ways makes them more damaging and difficult. 

The unionisation has been parallelled by the growth of an ever larger 

bureaucracy of middle and junior administration and clerks. 	There are 

now so many layers of management within the Health Service that it is 

extremely difficult for central management to communicate a message down 

the line and hope to see it implemented and enacted in the spirit in 

which it was intended. Total administrative costs are in excess of 10% 

of the total expenditure on the hospital services. There are deliberate 

efforts to decentralise the Service within the regional and district 

structure. At the same time there is a general wish to see it 

centralised as everyone looks to the centre for funding and is alwayo 

prepared to argue that the only thing that is wrong with the whole 

system is the particular choice of funding level. Whenever an 

organisation always blames an external force or cause for whatever is 

going on within it we should be extremely sceptical. 

The Health Service has a similar mentality to that of the British car 

industry in the 1070s when the only thing that was meant to be wrong 

with the British motor industry related to government policy towards it 
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- either the tax level was wrong or the exchange rate and interest rates 

were wrong or simply the government did not spend enough on the motor 

Industry. The 1980s has seen a major rebuilding of the British motor 

Industry. This has taken place because managers from within the industry 

have begun to understand that what matters more than all these external 

circumstances are basic things like the design of car, the productivity 

of the manufacturing unit, the way in which the cars are marketed and 

sold and the advantages of the product. This kind of attitudinal change 

has not occurred in the Health Service. 	Tt would not be right to 

replicate in the Health Service a profit seeking mentality. However the 

FRS does need a management style which understands that the patients 

cone first, and a sense that managers in the Health Service endowed 

with substantial resources have the opportunities to solve many of the 

problems themselves. Good hospital and District General Managers need 

to be encouraged and best practise spread more widely. 

There are too many managers, too much badly presented information and a 

strange style of management. It is now commonly argued that the British 

Health Service is a miracle of low administrative costs because the 

seeming administrative cost as measured by the administration at 

district and regional level at only 4% to 5% is quite modest compared 

with some overseas systems, This cost leaves out money spent within the 

hospitals themselves on administration. There are too many statistics, 

never used to manage the Service, whilst essential figures like the cost 

of an operation are not available. Overseas systems often have to 

include the cost of insurance and insurance claims which means that they 

are raising money as well as spending it. To be comparable the British 
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figures should include the costs of the Inland Revenue: over half all 

the income tax collected is needed to meet the costs of the NHS. 

Staff morale is low in mnany NHS hospitals. The common explanation for 

this is that pay is not adequate. Why then when the rates of pay in some 

private hospitals are similar or the sane as the rates of pay in NHS 

hospitals is morale usually much higher? There are no cases uf private 

medical staff going on strike or indulging in days of protest. In 

private units the attitudes of the staff and the good relationships 

between managers and staff immediately strikes the visitor. 

Conversely, in the National Health Service there is now evidence that 

the lower levels of administration are becoming themselves heavily 

influenced by union campaigns. Some see themselves not as managers but 

as instigators of action and protest against the health authority or 

against the government on the grounds that the easy way out for any 

problem is to say there is not enough money. 

Property 

The NHS is one of the biggest landlords in the country. The estate is 

undergoing rapid change. Huge capital programmes expended in recent 

years have built a new group of mega district general hospitals. The 

results have been the closure of a whole series of smaller hospitals in 

the communitie that were often much prized and the concentration of 

staff in very big units where management problems are accentuated and 

unionisation is made that much more intense. 
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Much can be done in terms of estate management and husbandry. 

Mercifully, there are still a lot of small hospitals left and the public 

mood would favour their rehabilitation and u 	whether as GP surgcry 

units or as small residedential hospitals catering for geriatric 

services, maternity services or a basic range of surgical treatments. 

Considerable work remains to be done in rationalising the large estate - 

there are still too many units and plots of land and inadequate use of 

some ofthe better sites. Management is becoming aware of the 

opportunities here as can be seen in the large increase in sale proceeds 

from land and buildings in recent years. Until recently there was 

little interest in doing this. The accounting system still does not 

regard land and buildings as a true cost as there is no depreciation. 

The Health Service got by on a wing and prayer hoping that some day 

somewhere money would be available for necesasry refurbishment. The 

Health Service faces the additional problem that many of the buildings 

built in the 1960s and 1970s were not built to last. Their flat roofs 

and concrete structures and cladding has aged very rapidly and is now 

superimposing on the task of updating Victorian and Edwardian 

institutions the task of rebuilding or renovating comparatively modern 

institutions. 

The main outlines of the problem are becoming clearer. The inquiry 

needs to address itself to the issues of access, quality of care and 

growing demand. It also needs to address itself to the management 

issues of staff morale, management style and the use of people and 

property within our health Service. There are then the broader issues 

which have tended to hog the limelight about the future financing of 
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the Service. Should we continue with the pay as you go tax based 

system? Should we instead move towards some kind of private or public 

insurance scheme or a mixture of the two? Should we move to a system of 

financing within the tax based system that turns general practitioners 

or districts into health management units buying surgery and treatment 

from a variety of providers? These are now firmly on the agenda and the 

correct answer to these wider issues will have a substantial bearing 

upon the prime question of how we get high quality patient care. 

Access to care 

The alluring opposition response to problems of access is to assert that 

everyone can have access to everything if only the government loosened 

the purse strings a little. The opposition conjures out of the air the 

spectre that just for that elusive extra £300 or £400 million or (if it 

is a union representative speaking) the elusive extra £1 or £2 billion 

the public could have all the health it wanted and more besides. There 

is little evidence to support this contention. The last £14 billion 

extra put in since 1079 has not had that desired effect of giving 

everybody access immediately to that which they seek. Indeed, if you 

asked the DHSS how much it would cost to clear the waiting lists, they 

cannot tell you because they do not have the information and because the 

question is not that simple. In Scotland where spending per head is 

materially higher than in England waiting lists are high. 

When the Birmingham children were at the centre of the political debate 

It emerged that it was not merely a question of money. If an extra 
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tlmillion would have sorted the thing out the government should have 

given them the money. But further probing demonstrated that the problem 

lay in a shortage of intensive care nurses and that no amount of money 

in the world could suddenly produce those intensive care nurses in 

Birmingham without taking them away from some other hospital where they 

were already carrying out some other important work. 

The Birmingham experience showed that the problems lay deeper in 

training and other decisions taken over a number of years. They were 

exacerbated by the difficulty within the Health Service for patients to 

move around. Glasgow has a successful child coronary unit with a very 

short waiting list but it was not thought possible that some of the less 

severe cases from Birmingham who could travel might move to Glasgow in 

order to free beds in Birmingham. Not was it thought possible to 

transfer nursing and other resources from less_ acute specialities in 

Birmingham to the acute heart care centre. There are tight union and 

medical guidelines over training standards and over levels of staffing 

needed to carry out certain types of operation. The Inquiry should ask 

whether all these rules are necessary for safety or whether some manning 

levels and training levels are set unrealistically high to the detriment 

of patients wanting care. 

In order to tackle waiting list problems a number of management 

decisions have to be taken and put into place rapidly. The first point 

is that cutting waiting lists has to be made an urgent priority. The 

Health Service needs to compile accurate figures and information on who 

is waiting where. It also needs accurate information on which hospitals 

J 
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have spare capacity to tackle which kinds of treatment or problem and it 

then has to marry the two together. A sitple compute' programme would 

enable the longest wait to be reduced by offering people the opportunity 

to go to a shorter waiting hospital and consultant even if this does 

mean travel. Experience in Scotland shows that people will travel quite 

considerable distances in order to get out of pain more quickly without 

anybody forcing them to do so. 

Breaking down the impenetrable district boundaries would be an important 

advance for evening out the standards of health care around the country 

and for dealing with the most acute waiting list problems. As managers 

became motivated to reduce waiting lists making sure they were accurate 

and giving people choice they would also be able to see from their 

computer screens where the shoe was pinching and where it was not. Then 

they would be able to start to take decisions which might shift 

resources from types of surz,ery and treatment which were relatively over 

provided or not so important into the urgent kinds of surgery where the 

waiting tines were unacceptable. 

Simply pouring more money in in the short term may do little other than 

increase the costs of the system. It takes time for people to respond, 

to go through the very long training necessary and to become nurses and 

doctors. It will need changes of attitude and staff use before extra 

money can immediately ensure more are cured. As the output of the system 

is determined by an amalgam of the number of nurses and doctors on the 

one hand and by the use of their time on the other, extra money may in 

the short term merely increase the costs. This may include giving 
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nurses and doctors a well deserved pay rise but does not do anything to 

Improve patient throughput. In the medium term higher pay can act as a 

signal to the marketplace and attract more people inLu 	plofession. 

There also needs to be a willingness particularly on the part of some 

consultants and hospitals to see more consultants appointed. Given the 

hierarchical structure of medical care in this country the only way long 

waiting lists are going to be cured is by allowing more consultants to 

be put into place or by allowing the new level of staff doctor down 

beneath the consultant the right to carry out his own operation without 

the supervision of a consultant. 

A simple solution to the most pressing problem of waiting lists is a 

national referral system where a GP can see a list of consultants and 

waiting tines around the country and can book his patient in. GPs will 

have to be prepared to refer patients to consultants they do not know if 

the patient regards time as being crucial. The patient should expect to 

be given a choice ranging from the consultant the doctor knows well 

through to a consultant he does not know (but who must be up to general 

NHS standards otherwise he would not be on the system) but who can do 

the operation as soon as possible. 	The same information system would 

allow data to be retrieved at the centre to look at the allocation of 

staff and monies between specialities and districts to tackle the 

problems where they are most acute. 

The quality of service 
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The problem of outpatients clinics could be tackled quite simply by the 

NHS Management Board insisting that every outpatient clinic be based on 

an appointment system where each patient was given a different 

appointment tine. In all reasonable circumstances consultants should 

turn up to do the clinic or some locum would be appointed. This would 

have no resource cost as people are already given appointment tines but 

they are ones that do not work. 

Casualty wards need careful study. People are often sitting around for 

hours in considerable pain and part of the problem lies in the way in 

which their cases are organised. They are moved from pillar to post 

between nurse, consultant, doctor, X ray department, consultant and 

nurse. It should be possible for a casualty department manager or 

general hospital manager to streamline the system with doctors making 

more on the spot decisions about the kind of information that the 

nurses, X ray departments and labs should collect before the patient 

sees the consultant or senior doctor for the decision on treatment. 

There .hould be an aim to complete these tests rapidly once the patient 

has arrived in the hospital. 

The hotel services of the hospital are much easier to tackle. Clause 4 

of the Health & Medicines Bill makes a substantial advance giving 

hospitals powers to introduce private enterprise in the provision of non 

medical services on a wideranging basis. It is to be hoped that they 

will welcome this not only as a source of additional revenue but also as 

a positive means of raising the standards of hotel service within the 

hospital. 
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It is dubious whether hospitals have to organise their day in such a way 

that all patients have to be woken up al, some extremely early hour in the 

morning. Part of recuperation or preparation for an operation can involve 

having a decent night's sleep. Being rudely awakened by neon lights and 

noise at 6 in the morning is not always conducive to this. It might be 

possible to allow private caterers to offer an a la carte menu to those who 

did not like the look of the standard table d'hote offered by the NHS. 

Subject to any dietary restraints that might be imposed on certain 

patients, it might be found that a large number of patients and their 

visitors took advantage of the trolley and kitchen service from the private 

caterer and were quite happy to pay for something different. The private 

sector could certainly take care of the need for televisions, newspapers, 

hairdressing, telephones and other facilities that could improve the 

patient's stay in hospital. At the sane tine, this could make a modest 

contribution to funding the total cost of the hospital service. 

Private/public partnership night extend further, with private monies 

building new amenity bed wings, perhaps in conjunction with good hoteliers. 

Competing pressures on the NHS 

The largest increase in costs is occurring because of the ageing of the 

population and the large number of treatments that are now offered to 

elderly people. The principal cost of taking care of elderly people in 

residential permanent care falls on the taxpayer but is not by and large 

carried out in NHS hospitals. A large number of private residential homes 

have grown up but it remains a problem meeting the costs of these for some 
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of the patients. This matter has been studied recently by Roy Griffiths. 

He recommends centralising the whole Service on the local authorities. 

This could place the government in future difficulties over the level of 

cost and the control of this programme, whilst it will remain a programme 

paid for out of central taxation. The government would be better advised 

to consider a voucher scheme where elderly people in certain categories 

qualified for a voucher from the national taxpayer. This could be encashed 

in a variety of hospitals and homes that could take care of the elderly 

people at the relevant level of care. At the moment provision is patchy and 

in some districts insufficient hones have been registered. 

The second main pressure of technology does produce its own problems. 

However, it also presents opportunities. Given that most of the 192 

districts are now moving to a system where they will have one major 

hospital within their district boundaries in each case this can become a 

centre for high tech medicine. If the districts are sensible enough to 

allow the growth of their community hospitals for the less serious types of 

treatement, the District General hospital can then get fairly intensive use 

out of those items of high tech equipment that are thought necessary. In 

order to intensify the use still further to get the full benefits of it and 

to get an additional source of income to the CRS, these high tech 

specialities could take place on a partnership basis with the private 

sector. Either the NHS hospital could buy the equipment and then sell time 

on it to the private sector in order to get revenue, or there could be 

joint funding arrangments to help carry the initial capital cost. There 

are examples of this now working in practice but the principle could be 

extended much more widely. For the most exotic treatments and machinery 
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there need to be regional centres of excellence. Some services like 

Pathology Laboratories might be better separated and run as free standing 

businesses On a district or regional basis. Mobile equipment of a 

specialist kind could be provided to a number of hospitals by a single 

company or provider. 

The union problem 

The government has to make it quite clear throughout the current troubles 

that it responds favourably to the arguments and the recent submissions of 

the Royal College of Nursing but it does not respond at all favourably to 

the unhelpful orchestration of NUPE and COHSE. The government should think 

through how any structural reorganisation of the Service could break down 

the large NHS labour monolith so that managers can have more direct contact 

with their employees and some of the tensions can be averted at the bedside 

or in the kitchens and elsewhere before it blows up into a major national 

problem. The government should not doubt that it is facing a serious 

challenge in the form of NUPE and COHSE's recruitment programme. Some of 

them closely with vocal opposition in Parliament to try and develop an 

atmosphere of crisis within the Health Service. 

In the ancilliary services it is quite possible to bring in help from 

outside should the unions decide to suspend their work and their co-

operation within the hospital. It would be very easy to find other ways of 

feeding hospital patients, cleaning the hospitals or carrying out the other 

manual tasks where they have not been contracted out. 	The same is not 

true with the medical profession where it is in the interests of both sides 
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to proceed by agreement and where the balance is much more delicate. The 

public might blame the medical profession for precipitating a crisis or the 

government for getting in the position where disruption occurred. 

Some wish to develop a new form of contract for Consultants, stressing the 

extent of their commitment to the NHS and limiting their powers. At the 

moment the balance is weighted in favour of the Consultants, as they have 

tenure and the managers are often on relatively short contracts. It may be 

that this imbalance has to be redressed, or that the system at Guy's has to 

be followed where Consultants themselves are given service and financial 

responsibility. It would be unwise to tamper with GP arrangements, 

especially at a time of change in Consultants' conditions of employment. 

It would doubtless be better for both managers and employees to reduce the 

extent of the management hierarchy, to concentrate on good local management 

and to have units where managers know all the employees by name and where 

there is a good working relationship between them. An example of the 

difference in styles between a small private hospital and an NHS hospital 

lies in the treatment of staff and the attitude towards the return of 

married women to work. In the NHS hospital there are fairly inflexible 

rosters and there can be antagonism towards part time people, particularly 

if those part time women need some flexibility over when they put in the 

hours they have to work because of school and hone arrangements. 

Conversely, in a good private hospital there is an encouragement to part 

time work related to the schedules of the individual consultants who may 
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only be working one or two days themselves in that particular hospital. 

Good managers are willing to allow a given nurse to miss a Tuesday 

afternoon if in return she will do an extra Thursday evening or whatever. 

This kind of flexibility is appreciated and when combined with a pleasant 

working atmosphere in general can make all the difference between high and 

low morale. There needs to be exchanges of patients between public and 

private hospitals. The private sector needs the back-up provided by the 

high technology medicine of the NHS whilst the IHS needs private hospitals 

to shorten waiting lists in some other areas. 

Ianagenent issues 

The hierarchy of the NHS is both too big and too impotent. Following 

enquiries, 1 conclude that the best way of running it is through a 

t(,  centralised National Health Service Management Board which should be the .—......--.____ 	  
principal adviser to the minsister and the main means of communicating 

messages around the country, improving management styles and service 

quality. The regions are well defended by the DHSS and by others. There 

is a feeling that you need regional units to make consistent plans on a 

regional basis for capital spending, for money and for employment. Yet it 

is also the case that if you want to find out what is going on in the 

Health Service it is better to ring up the local hospital or health unit 

where they know what is happening. The confusion between the 

responsibilities of the central NHS, the regions and the districts is quite 

substantial. The Regions should be abolished. 
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There is a rationale in having district boundaries so that each district 

has one major hospital and a group of smaller facilities and hospitals 

clustered around it. There then needs to be clear flows of patients and 

information across district boundaries and centrally determined decisions 

on resources based upon a simple management information system illustrating 

patient need, GP demand, waiting lists and other pressures. Most powers 

for day to day running should rest with hospital managers at each location. 

One most sensitive issue which has emerged is that of nurse management. 

Many nurses and sisters have written in to say that they do not like the 

current system of nurse managers placed over their heads and would prefer 

to go back to the system where the sister was in charge of the ward and 

reported only to the matron. Hospitals need a good general manager and a 

good matron in charge of the nurses. They do not necessarily need a whole 

range of other managers such as has been introduced in the wake of the 

Griffiths' reforms and they certainly do not need a lot of junior managers 

intermediating between the man at the top and the sisters and nurses on the 

wards. /tore good nurses need to be retained as nurses and paid for their 

skills and experience, rather than being promoted into an administrative 

Job. 

It could be argued that the case of the large 1500 to 2000 bed hospital, 

presents a different problem of scale. It may well be that here we need 

smaller management groupings within the hospital. Under this model there 

would still be a general manager of the whole hospital but there might be 

four or five other senior managers responsible for individual blocks within 

the hospital, perhaps with their own separate matrons. 
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The NHS Management Board should collect and use simple information by 

hospital and speciality about cost, quality of service and access for 

patients and use this to manage the service as a whole and to direct new 

resources. 

Property management 

The opportunities in property management are legion. Some major hospitals 

are old fashioned units in the centres of towns where the site is too 

constrained but extremely valuable for an alternative use like retail. 

There may well be a case in these examples for building a unit partly out 

of the proceeds of property transactions which can result once the new unit 

is constructed. Other properties are simply redundant. An example in the 

West Berkshire Health District shows the scale of some of the 

opportunities. A small unit for dealing with autistic adolescents called 

Smiths Hospital near Henley currently looks after 12 young people. The 

total cost is £800,000 per annum or a cost of around of £70,000 per 

patient. Only five of these patients cone from the West Berkshire District 

Health district itself which is a relevant matter given the budgetary 

constraints and the clear boundaries in health care at the moment. These 

children could be relocated at other sites and a major asset freed which 

could not only save substantial running costs but raise an additional sum 

for an alternative use. Similarly, in the West Berkshire District, the 

relatively expensive but not very satisfactory office accommodation at 

Great Western House could be sold for the District has a perfectly good 
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site at Peppard which is no longer needed for medical purposes which can be 

converted into an office block. 

There are occasions when thoughtful health districts like West Berkshire 

wishing to make the most of their property encounter extreme difficulties 

with local authorities. The government should consider issuing a further 

planning circular guideline saying that where there are buildings on an NHS 

site there should be a presumption in favour of change of use and 

redevelopment in view of the Health Service's need for funds. This money 

should be additional to existing health budgets. The government could then 

exercise its discretion on appeal in those cases where the local authority 

was not persuaded. 

The aim of the property redevelopment programme is threefold. Firstly, and 

primarily, it should be concerned to make sure that we have a pattern of 

modern or renovated buildings that match patient needs and include a good 

range of high tech regional and district centres of excellence and of 

community hospitals providing more basic care. Secondly, the property 

management should make sure that office accommodation is kept to a minimum 

and is not a relatively high cost element in the total property portfolio. 

Thirdly, property management should ensure that sensible developments are 

proposed and development value gained for the older buildings and land that 

the hospital Service no longer requires. This could include symbiotic 

development like sheltered homes or day care centres. 

Financing the Health Service - should we move to an insurance system? 
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Much has been made in recent months of comparisons between the proportion 

of GDPs spent on health in the United Kingdom and the proportions spent 

elsewhere. These figures do reveal that the United Kingdom is at the 

bottom end of the scale but they also reveal that the main divergence lies 

not in the costs of the public system but the amount of money contributed 

freely by individuals. In the United Kingdom we have the lowest percentage 

of any advanced country of 0.6% in addition to the 5.6% spent through the 

public sector. A realistic target would be to expand the private provision 

fourfold from 0.6% to 216%. There are two ways that have been suggested of 

doing this. 

The first is to draw an analogy between health and housing. Just as the 

growth of private housing was greatly stimulated by mortgage interest 

relief so, it is argued, the growth of private health insurance above and 

beyond the National Health provision could be stimulated by tax breaks to 

either or both employees and employers taking out private health insurance. 

The Treasury's main argument against this is that there would be a 

"deadweight" cost resulting from the grant of tax relief to the 8% of the 

population who have already made private insurance arrangements without any 

such inducement. This might be a price worth paying to stimulate more 

private health care plans. 

An alternative version could be more accurately targeted and could be 

cheaper. That would be to convert a sizeable proportion of the income tax 

- a little over half - into a National Health tax. This would be 

progressive and income related: the more money you earned the more you 

would pay. Then, modelled on the contracting out from the SERPS scheme, 
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individuals and/or companies could be offered rebates if they were prepared 

to contract out all or part of their risks to a private insurance scheme. 

The government would have to monitor the quality of these schemes so that 

no one was ever in the position where they were uninsured for a major risk. 

The individual would only get a modest rebate as he would still have to 

make a substantial contribution to the pay as you go health system in the 

country to help pay for all those on lower income and the elderly who did 

not have the means to pay for their own health costs. 

1 It might be possible with a 3 or 4% rebate to quite rapidly reach the point 

where 20 million people were contracted out and where the proportion of 

private finance to GDP had risen from 0.6 to around 2W4.. There would still 

be a deadweight cost in this scheme but it might be less than in private 

tax relief depending upon the level of rebate chosen. 	It would have the 

added advantage of making the total cost of health care absolutely explicit 

to all those in employment paying the tax. People would see it now costs 

t30 a week for the average family to keep the YES going. 

Health management units 

There has been considerable interest in the concept of an enlarged health 

maintenance organisation. Either GPs or Districts would receive capitation 

fees in respect of all their patients or resident population and would then 

spend this money with a variety of hospitals and health providers to buy 

the range of care their population needed. The advantage of such a scheme 

lies in the cost control it might exert. The health maintenance unit or 

groups of GPs would be cost conscious because their capitation fee for a 
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given range of patient would not vary; they would have an interest in 

keeping people healthy and in keeping the cost of care down. The scheme 

could introduce substantial competition into the hospital and treatment 

services as GPs or Districts would compete actively to find least cost, 

high quality systems. It would be best if it were done on a GP basis 

rather than a district wide basis: this protects genuine choice for 

Individual patients as to which group of GPs they went to. This might 

prevent health management units becoming too mean, interested only in 

balancing the books or having higher remuneration at the expense of patient 

care. 

There are drawbacks. The level of capitation fee would remain a highly 

charged political debate and there would be a temptation for HMOs to argue 

that problems lay in the inadequate level of the capitation fee rather than 

elsewhere in the health system. The Treasury would use the fee scale as a 

means of spending control. 	This would certainly be the case if the 

Districts were chosen as the unit for the HMO as these would be too large 

to offer people any effective choice and so people would still have to 

accept whatever care was dished out by the District. It would be easier if 

the GP unit was accepted, but this may encounter GP resistance and the 

whole system would depend upon the GPs liking it and welcoming it and 

wanting to make it work. The system might be resource constrained whilst 

the doctors might not like it. With an expanding private sector, if the 

insurance option were adopted, HMIs will probably emerge of their own in 

the private sector where they would not encounter the same problems. 

Public sector HiCs are not recommended. 
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Towards an internal market 

There nrInetheless remains considerable interest in how an internal health 

market in health care night work. The essence of it is patient choice. 

Noney must move with the patient when the patient wishes to change. The 

beginnings of internal market do not have to rely upon the establishment of 

HMUs or HMOs. They could depend upon the following simple precepts. 

27. 

Patients have a right to change doctor whenever they wish. 

Doctors have a right to tell patients of the range of service their 

practice offers and the style of medicine they believe in. 

The patient has a right to a choice of consultant when he needs 

referring to a hospital. 

District General Managers manage the costs and quality of care provided 

to prevent the costs getting out of control. 

District boundaries cease to natter. Patients and GPs between them 

choose where they will go to get treatment and the money will follow the 

patient. 

6 The money following the patient should be the amount of cost actually 

incurred in carrying out that operation or treatment in that hospital, 

subject to maxima laid down by the District and the NHS management board 

based on a figure related to average costs. 

The NHS Management Board should monitor unit costs of operations and 

treatments very carefully hospital by hospital and should call in the worst 

performing 10% every year to investigate and if necessary to change 

management styles or managers themselves for persistent failure to perform. 

Hospitals should be allowed to opt out and establish themselves as 

profit making trusts. 
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9. Hospitals should be encouraged to enter partnerships with the private 

sector, and Treasury rules should be amended to encourage such 

developments. 

Conclusion 

This pamphlet recommends some naJor changes in health care provision. 

Firstly, it recommends a paJor increase in resources for total health care 

by a major expansion of privately financed care through a contracting out 

insurance scheme. Secondly, it preserves the important principle of the 

NHS that all should have access to high quality care whatever their means 

and whatever their circumstances. The NHS will actually be strengthened by 

more partnership ventures between the public and private sector and by the 

breaking down of boundaries not only between NHS districts but also between 

the public and private sectors so that operations can be carried out 

wherever they can best be performed. Thirdly, it will prevent the system 

being totally resource constrained as money will move with the patient and 

will reflect the actual costs of the treatment delivered. Fourthly, it 

will prevent the system becoming massively expensive with a runaway 

inflation of costs because it will introduce new elements of competition 

between hospitals and other health providers and there will be the overall 

supervision of a strong National Health Service Management Board designed 

to change practices or managers in those units where costs are persistently 

high. Fifthly, it will make high quality patient care a prime aim and will 

put at the top of the management's agenda the reduction of waiting lists 

through a combination of good management information systems and the 



targeting of resource on those areas where they are most needed. Sixthly, 

it offers a better deal for National Health Service Managenent staff by 

breaking down units into more manageable groupings and by reducing the hu8e 

management overhead which is as much a burden on staff morale as it is on 

the financing of the Health Service. Finally, it will generate substantial 

new revenues and savings from a bold programme of property renewal and 

disposal, from the additional resources coining in from private sector 

providers of hotel related services and from the administrative savings 

achieved by sweeping away the regions and some of the central overhead. 
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PRIME MINISTER'S NHS SEMINAR 

The Chancellor was most grateful for the Chief Secretary's minute 

of 30 March. He has commented that some useful points have emerged 

from the discussions - especially those set out in paragraph 4 of 

the Chief Secretary's note (doctors as managers, need for more 

delegation to junior doctors or GPs ietc.). 

MOIRA WALLACE 
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The Rt Hon Tony Newton OBE MP 
Minister for Health 
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çt 	 , 

PRIVATE FINANCE FOR NHS CAPITAL PROJECTS 

Thank you for your letter of 16 March. 

As you will appreciate, it is difficult for me to respond 
in any detail to the points made by Hal Miller, not having been 
at the Prime Minister's meeting. But if you have specific 
proposals to put forward, the Treasury will be ready to consider 
them as we have in the past. In the absence of any examples 
it is, if I may say so, a little difficult to respond to concern 
about the "extreme rigidity" of the way the rules are being 
applied. On the contrary, I think the guidance we have worked 
up on contract energy management shows that the Treasury is 
willing to reach sensible and workable solutions to complex 
problems. 

In approaching public sector projects financed by private 
borrowing, there are two points to which we attach importance. 
The first is that public sector projects must be set up in such 
a way as to give the best value for money to the taxpayer. To 
replace public borrowing by private borrowing with no change 
in management incentives would not be good value for money, 
since the taxpayer would be faced with higher capital charges: 
borrowing on effectively hire purchase terms is more costly. 
Indeed, this is a point which John Moore explicitly recognised 
in his letter to me of 21 March about the Cyclotron Trust when 
he said "there seem to be no advantages to us in the Trust 
borrowing money on our behalf". I agree with that. But where 
there is a package on offer including private sector finance, 
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management skills and innovation, which offers better value 
for money overall than a public sector solution, it would be 
acceptable. There are practical examples of this in the health 
area, such as the North West Thames Region's enerw management 
contract with EMSTAR and North West Region's twm-gfe-rigl UlA 
agreement with ICL, both of which the Treasury approved last 
year. 

The second point is that, where a decision is taken to 
finance a project privately, we would normally seek an offsetting 
reduction in planned capital expenditure. This ensures that 
a project is considered on its merits and according to true 
priorities, not simply because the payments are less in the 
early years. For the NHS, the taxpayer has to repay the capital 
however it is financed. As you say, the local authorities offer 
a graphic illustration of the dangers of continuing to spend 
today while building up commitments for the future. But again 
I would not accept that we have applied this presumption too 
rigidly. It is of course open to Ministers to agree that the 
priority attached to a particular project is such that it should 
be additional to the existing programme, as happened in the 
case of the Dartford Crossing. But a decision to allocate more 
resources to a particular programme should be taken separately 
from the decision about the method of finance and preferably 
in the survey. 

I am copying this letter to the Prime Minister. 

siv\r 

ft OHN MAJOR 

Avequezi L cc  

0,3 sre.c 	J■is 
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NHS REVIEW - OPTING OUT 

The Chief Secretary had several comments on the redrafted paper 

attached to Mr Saunders' note of 31 March to the Chancellor, 

as follows: 

The Prime Minister's group felt that tax reliefs 

and vouchers were unlikely to be suitable methods 

to encourage opting out. This should be recorded 

in the note. 

"Opting out" is a confusing term for individuals. 

"Contracting out" with its analogy to SERPS would 

better. 

The Chief Secretary recalls that the Prime Minister 

commented (although only as an aside) that the 

financial incentives for opting/contracting out 

should be limited to the NHS allocations portion 

of NICS. 	Should the paper not set out how much 

that is in cash terms and relate it broadly to the 

cost of private health cover? 
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We need to be clear about what opting/contracting 

out means. What health care is forfeit? How do 

we determine it? 

Paragraph 10(b). Surely this should be employee 

NICS and not employer NICS? 

Paragraph 7 	(last sentence): 	This would end  

the contributory principle, not undermine it. 

Paragraph 12(a). The paper should mention the 

self-employed who do not pay Class I NICS. 	How 

do they opt out? We could abate Class II or Class IV 

NTCS though both these options have difficulties. 

This point should be flagged up. 

viii If we are considering the possibility of contracting 

out from a health contribution then there must first 

be a health contribution. (Only the NHS allocation 

exists at present and this is merely a devise for 

reducing an over-large NI fund). Should the paper 

not set out succinctly the case against hypothecation? 

II 

ZOE EVEREST-PHILLIPS 

Assistant Private Secretary 
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( 
I am writing to follow up the discussions which our officials have 
been having about the prospective financial situation and associated 
implications for services facing health authorities in 1988-89. It 
would be helpful if Tony Newton and I could have an early discussion 
of this with you before all our attentions are distracted by the 
arrival of the Review Body reports. 

As you know Management Board members have now virtually completed a 
most rigorous appraisal of health authorities' plans for 1988-89. 
The results of that appraisal have been shared very fully with your 
own officials as well as with Ministers here. I hope therefore we 
can proceed with a reasonable degree of shared confidence as to the 
facts. I would stress particularly that in our judgement the 
appraisal we have received has minimised the dangers of being misled 
by shroud-waving on the one hand or of complacency on the other. 

The question arises what should we, as a Government, do now that we 
have this appraisal. We have been experiencing a momentary lull in 
pressure as public opinion appears to have come to terms with the 
fact that we are not going to make any additional funds available in 
advance of an announcement on Review Body funding. But that 
pressure has only been relieved for a few weeks until we announce 
our decision on additional resources which is bound then to be 
closely scrutinised. Indeed most observers and many of our 
Parliamentary colleagues now openly take the view that full funding 
of Review Body awards is the minimum. But doing no more than that 
is not in my view going to be politically defensible, given the 
prospect of service reductions and further substantial 
deteriorations in creditor balances and the maintenance of 
hospitals, as will happen when authorities turn what are presently 
for the most part provisional plans into definite decisions. We 

41/ 

	

	should lose immediately whatever political credit we receive by our 
decision on Review Body funding. 

1 
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My view is that the right course is to accept that an additional sum 
needs to be made available in 1988-89 and future years to enable all 
health authorities to balance their income and expenditure without 
recourse to any of the expedients which are presently being 
planned. I am aware that your officials have raised the possibility 
of redistribution of resources between authorities, at the expense 
of those which still have sufficient for some service development. 
I agree that any additional resources would have to be targetted 
where they were needed, but any decisions which could be represented 
as taking resources away from a Region or District would create 
wholly disproportionate political problems from those whose 
expectations were being disappointed or whose financial prudence 
could be seen to be working against their own interests. 

We also have to reach a judgement about the level of additional 
resources that would be seen as an appropriate response to the 
widespread concern on this issue. We have succeeded to a 
substantial extent in discrediting the wilder notions as to the 
level of extra spending that may be needed, but in my view a sum of 
£200 million is required. Once we commit ourselves to a figure we 
shall need to be able to defend it convincingly for the rest of the 
year; we are all persuaded of the undesirability of continual 
drip-feeding. We shall be on stronger ground to defend a figure if 
we are able to say that it has been determined in the light of a 
thorough appraisal of authorities' plans. 

I have considered carefully how this fits in with our work on the 
NHS review. If it were achievable it would be helpful for any extra 

(Th 	
funds to be deployed in the context of review changes; there will be 
a time when we have to look at the overall financial position as 
part of our review proposals. But we have not reached that stage 
yet, and I am clear that we cannot defer the immediate funding 
issues until we have done so. This is another reason why, in 
presenting any decision to make available more funds, it would be 
best to explain that it arises from the further detailed appraisal 
that the NHSMB have now made of the current financial position. 

We must also have in mind the link with the Nurses Review Body 
recommendations. There is obvious advantage in a single 
announcement of additional resources for the health authorities of 
which Review Body funding would be the major part. The link goes, 
however, beyond this. The Review Body's report, particularly as 
regards geographical pay and the costing of the new clinical grading 
structure is of considerable importance to our ability to recruit 
and retain staff in the coming year as well as in the longer term. 
It is essential to tackle both elements in a single package. 

At this stage I am not copying this letter to anyone. But at some 
point before we engage colleagues generally we shall have to cover 
the interests of the other Health Departments. 

2 
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NHS REVIEW - OPTING OUT 

Mr Saunders' note of 31 March invites me to comment on 

the new paragraph in the tax relief section of the draft 

paper, dealing with limiting relief to those over pension 

age. I am sorry for not doing so before now. 

The figure of £20 million, for the deadweight cost of 

relief limited to those over retirement age, is about right. 

(We estimate the cost for those entitled to the age 

allowance - the over-65s - at around £15 million. To this 

must be added the cost of relief for women aged 60-64.) 

Operationally it might be simpler for us if the 

restriction were for those over 65, since they are a group we 

already identify for tax purposes, rather than those "over 

pension age". But the way we envisage relief operating - on 

"MIRAS" lines - would place the burden of checking whether a 

policyholder qualified on the insurance provider (BUPA or 

Mr Battishill 
Mr Isaac 
Mr Corlett 
Mr Beighton 
Mr Kuczys 
Mr McNicol 
Mr Stewart (Stats) 
PS/IR 

cc Chief Secretary 
Paymaster General 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Mr Anson 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Phillips 
Mr Culpin 
Miss Peirson 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr R B Saunders 
Mr McIntyre 
Mr Griffiths 
Mr Scotter 
Mr Sussex 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Call 
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whoever), not on the Revenue. Providers would also need to 

cope with a system in which some people's premiums qualified 

for relief at source, while others' did not. 

	

4. 	It mighL Lheiefore be worth adding to Mr Saunders' new 

paragraph: 

in line 2, after "those over retirement age", insert 

"(or alternatively all those over 65, which would avoid 

discrimination on grounds of sex)" 

at the end add: "Insurance providers would need to check 

whether a policyholder qualified for relief; and would 

have to operate tax relief at source on some premiums 

but not on others." 

	

5. 	I can expand on this at the Chancellor's meeting 

tomorrow morning if necessary. Meanwhile, one more general 

thought: Ministers would need to consider carefully whether, 

having conceded the principle of some relief, they could hold 

the line at pensioners. 

<LX 
A W KUCZYS 

• 

2 
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NHS REVIEW: STOCKTAKING 

Your meeting on 12 April will concentrate on the draft we have 

given you on opting-out/contracting out. But I thought I should 

offer you a note which gets into the stage the review seems to 

have reached, and where it might go. 

The next Ministerial meeting is on 27 April. It will take 

our paper on opting-out, and a paper from Mr Moore which is likely 

to cover where he thinks the review should go. It will deal with 

his views on financing, on enabling hospitals to opt out of the 

NHS and on how an internal market in the NHS (buyers and providers 

distinguished) could be made to work. That paper may therefore in 

any event prompt a discussion on stocktaking by Ministers. The 

PM's lunch for health authority representatives is on 24 April. 

Obviously what is decided on opting out is critical, both for 

what Ministers want to achieve and for the course the review now 

takes. As I understand it Mr Moore's position on financing is 

that 

(a) expenditure on health care (not only on the NHS) has to 

rise; 
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our policies of restraining public expenditure, which he 

fully supports, will not enable the NHS, as presently 

financed, to cope; 

public expenditure will have to support the main baseload 

of health care (the great majority of it); therefore 

the only way to bring in more money is to reduce the 

disincentives on individuals to contribute for themselves. 

He favours a specific health contribution, using the existing 

NIC system. 	I think his opting out would be of the loose rather 

than rigorous variety. It would be designed to beef up private 

spending at the margin. 

The main stocktaking question seems to me to be whether you 

would go along with the line of argument in (a) to (d) above or 

whether progress in reforming the NHS (internal market, tougher 

management, better audit, action on the role and contracts of the 

professionals etc in return for some increasing cash) will be 

sufficient as a result from the review. From the point of view of 

cost control alone there are some very good arguments for a much 

refurbished status-quo, and some telling evidence from abroad in 

support of it. 	But this might look a pretty limp result and be 

politically unacceptable. 

If so then we are probably looking to see which of the 

financing options is the least problematical for controlling 

public expenditure on health while stimulating the growth of the 

private expenditure. 	Given that dual objective there does not 

seem any particular added value in going for a new financing 

option which does not involve some rebate or relief. Health 

contributions with rebates, and vouchers are highly problematic 

and very wide ranging. If you were prepared to contemplate tax 

relief it might be attractive in cost and presentational terms to 

confine it to those over retirement age. 	We should need to 

examine whether this would be likely in itself, and through its 

knock-on 	effects 	for people pre-retirement, to provide a 

sufficient stimulus to private spending. 

• 
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7. 	With rising real incomes it is likely that the proportion of 

people investing in some form of private health care will grow: a 

small subsidy to pensioners alone could be defended on that 

ground. But there is a risk if that was all that was done, and if 

the NHS was significantly made more efficient and effective, the 

stimulus would be too small to make it worthwhile. I wonder 

therefore whether you judge that the introduction of charges for 

some people receiving some NHS hospital treatments, or other 

hospital services, is ruled out politically - as it is, for the 

moment, from the review discussions. If the issue could he 

reintroduced then the financial disincentive against private 

treatment would be reduced, with the prospect of a steep rise in 

private insurance premiums on retirement also reduced. 

I make this suggestion not only because the financing options 

we have considered look pretty unattractive - complex, uncertain 

of effect, with much less control on health-care costs and highly 

regulatory - (and possibly bureaucratic) if opting out involves 

giving up NHS rights - but also because there is a risk that we 

might be tempted to work-up radical solutions without thinking of 

them in the context of an already reformed or reforming NHS in 

which private provision of health care had increased, and of a 

population of patients, and potential patients, many of whose 

expectations and incomes were improving quite rapidly. A package 

that covered something for pensioners (and it need not be tax 

relief), and some charges for the use of NHS hospital services by 

the better off, coupled with some major changes within the NHS, 

might be enough. 

A second stocktaking point, which you and the Chief Secretary 

may want to discuss with us, is how the progress of the review is 

best handled alongside the Survey. We should probably take that 

separately after the meeting on 27 April, but I imagine it will be 

in Mr Moore's mind as he frames his proposals for that meeting. 

HAYDEN PHILLIPS 
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NOTE OF A MEETING HELD AT 9.00AM ON TUESDAY 12 APRIL 

IN THE CHANCELLOR'S ROOM IN THE TREASURY 

Present: Chancellor 
Sir P Middleton 
Mr Anson 
Mr Phillips 
Mr Culpin 
Miss Peirson 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr McIntyre 
Mr Parsonage 
Mr Riley 
Mr Saunders 
Mr Griffiths 
Mr MacPherson 

Mr Kuczys - IR 

NHS REVIEW: PAPER ON CONTRACTING OUT 

The Chancellor began by commenting on Miss Peirson's minute of 

8 April, which warned of a likely DHSS bid for extra cash in 

1988-89. He said that in his view although it would almost 

certainly be necessary to concede extra money for the Review Body 

awards, plus )  if necessary, some extra for NHS ancillaries, extra 

funds for anything other than pay would have to await the outcome 

of the Review. There was no question of increasing the DHSS budget 

gradually by dribs and drabs throughout the year. 

Turning to Mr Saunders' paper on opting out, the Chancellor  

said that he would like to see this restructured along the lines of 

the rough draft he had circulated. The paper should set out the 

problem which contracting out was supposed to solve, flag up the 

question of charges, and then set out the most sensible scheme 

possible, before elaborating its disadvantages. 

The most obvious model of such a scheme would be a rebate paid 



via the NIC system, with the Treasury Supplement increased to allow 

a greater proportion of NHS expenditure to be financed from the NI 

fund. The Chancellor thought it would not be necessary to finance 

the whole of the NHS from the NIF, as the rebate need not 

necessarily cover the full per capita cost of the health service 

(as individuals would probably not be opting out of the whole NHS). 

Mr Anson added that the amount of health spending to be financed 

from the NIF would presumably be less than the total, as it need 

cover only the working population, with the remainder financed from 

taxation as now. The Chancellor said he thought it should 

certainly be possible to b(w3the Treasury supplement back to the 

level the present Government had inherited - 18 per cent. 

In assessing the disadvantages of contracting-out, the paper 

should focus clearly on the question of whether this was how the 

Government would choose to spend an extra El billion of taxpayers' 

money on health care if it had that money available to spend. It 

should also consider whether any other country followed this route. 

Mr Anson added a number of other questions which he thought 

the paper should address. 	For example, should contracting out 

cover children? In a financially neutral scheme the State would be 

subsidising some people to "jump the queue" while those remaining 

in the State system still had to face waiting lists: this should be 

brought clearly to colleagues' attention. 

Mr Saunders asked how the Chancellor thought the level of the 

rebate ought to be set: it could be related either the cost of the 

NHS rights an individual was signing away, or to the cost of 

private premia they would have to pay to insurers. The Chancellor 

thought the rebate could be less than the cost of private health 

premia -it could even be less than the cost of NHS treatment 

foregone. 	This would serve to reduce the cliff edge, but not 

remove it entirely. 

Mr Phillips raised the problems of regulation whichwould 

arise in any rigorous system of contracting out. 	The Chancellor  

said he wondered whether the disadvantages of rigorous contracting 

out were not so great as to rule it out. Mr Saunders  pointed out 



that it would be possible to handle, for example, accident and 

emergency treatment under a system of rigorous contracting out, if 

the NHS were to bill private insurers for the cost of treatment. 

But if Ministers felt that rigorous contracting out was not worth 

considering, then the option came closeYto a system of subsidy(or 

straight tax relief)than to one of real opting out. How would the 

GovPrnmPnt.  justify A NTC rebate if no NHS rights were being 

torigone? The Chancellor said that it might be feasible to design a 

system where some rights were signed away totally, but others 

retained. On the SERPS analogy, it would only be possible to get 

the rebate if one had an adequate alternative. If people had 

adequate private provision, they were unlikely to use the NHS, and 

if they did they would not gain anything financially. Miss Peirson 
tA.vkik G'Y tt4AS 	 0 

pointed out that although the individual might not gain 	NHS 

would also not gain from their contracting out. Mr Anson said it 

would be possible to require those who were privately insured to 

pay for any NHS treatment they took in so far as their insurance 

policies covered it. Sir P Middleton said that it would be 

possible to specify a certain minimum insurance cover that those 

contracting out would have to buy, in order to qualify for the 

rebate. The Chancellor said it would be possible to have a two-

tier rebate, depending on the level of insurance cover an 

individual obtained from the private sector - but for the moment 

the paper should stick with a single-tier rebate. The paper should 

set out two options - a percentage NIC rebate (ie earnings-

related), and a flat rate amount. The former clearly raised 

problems of adverse selection, but should be included nonetheless, 

for completeness. 

8. 	The Chancellor said he had been surprised to see that the 

existing NHS allocation financed 16 per cent of health spending. 

Mr MacPherson confirmed these figures. At 5 per cent of 

contribution income, the Treasury Supplement raised £1.6 billion, 

so an increase to 15 per cent would raise a furtherAF7•2 billion. 

This together with the existing £3.3 billion NHS allocation from 

the NIF would be enough to finance more than a third of total NHS 



spending. 	Taking into account the substantial annual surplus in 

the NI fund, there was scope for an even larger NHS allocation, 

without the need to increase main contribution rates. However, the 

Chancellor pointed out that it was essential to keep the National 

Insurance component of the overall contribution high enough to 

A allow' ke&oom for the SERPS rebate. 

Mr Saunders asked in what terms the Chancellor would like the 

paper to discuss the question of tax relief for health insurance or 

health care bills. The Chancellor said that in principle he was 

not keen to introduce a new tax relief of this sort, although he 

would not resist the idea of doing something on these lines for 

pensioners. 	He would also not regard it as an unacceptable 

outcome .  if the Review were to decide to exempt employer-funded 

health insurance schemes as a benefit in kind in the hands of the 

employees. Mr Tumbull pointed out that any relief would raise the 

same problem as that caused by LAPR/MIRAS relief: where the relief 
CrY v..4) ‘-j.k.„X 	 pe- , 

outweighed the tax actually paidt it would be scored as public 

expenditure. Sir P Middleton asked whether the Chancellor wished 

the paper to discuss the question of tax relief for full costs of 

health care. The Chancellor said that he thought that it ought to 

feature in the paper, although he agreed that it had many 

undesirable features, notably the complete absence of any cost-

limiting mechanism. 

Mr Culpin commented that 	NIC rebates for "non-rigorous" 

contracting out raised one potential awkwardness: the Government 

would now find itself giving rebates to those taking up private 

health insurance, who 444-ey—were not giving up any rights to the 

NHS, but the state would not 	rebate those who paid for private 

education, and therefore by definition did not use state schools. 

The Chancellor agreed that there was an awkwardness. 	But, a 

distinction could be made on two grounds: first, the health rebate 

proposed would be to encourage individuals to insure themselves 

against contingencies, whereas those who paid for private education 
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were merely saving against a fairly certain future outlay. 

Secondly, the demand for health care had a totally different 

character from the demand for education. In the latter case the 

Government effectively boosted demand by imposing a minimum school 

leaving age, while for health care there was limitless demand. 

Generally, he agreed with Mr Phillips' minute of 11 April: 

the whole issue should be approached in the most constructive 

way possible, but the paper should not draw back from pointing out 

the considerable disadvantages. The Chancellor agreed with 

Mr Phillips that it was important to raise once again the question 

of charging. He would not oppose the introduction of tax relief 

for pensioners, and although he took Mr Kuczys' point that a 

concession here would inevitably lead to demands for extension, he 

noted that Mr Goodhart, who had advanced such a scheme in a recent 

early day motion, did not advocate extension to other groups. 

There was some doubt as to whether private insurers would accept 

pensioners - at the moment they usually limited coverage to those 

who have been insured with them during their working lives. They 

would not want to take on responsibility for long term geriatric 

care, but a strong signal from the Government could encourage them 

to offer insurance against other diseases, perhaps again subject to 

a maximum number of days in hospital. 

Finally, there was a brief discussion of the general stock-

taking issues set out in Mr Phillips' minute of 11 April. 	The 

Chancellor agreed that it was important that the Review should not 

be distracted from the key aims of beefing up the internal market, 

introducing more audit into the health service, rationalising the 

regional/district tiers of management, 	reviewing employment 

contracts etc. 	A package of reforms of this kind, combined with 

benefit in kind tax exemption for employer—funded health insurance 

schemes, and tax relief for insurance premia for pensioners, Could 

be worth a significant cash injection in the Survey. The 

Chancellor agreed with Mr Phillips' view that it was to the 
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Treasury's advantage to bring together the Review and the Survey. 

Certainly it would be very difficult to get to the end of the Survey 

without having something fairly positive to announce as the outcome 

of the eview. 

13. The Chancellor  asked for a revised draft paper, on the basis 

discussed, to be submitted to him via Mr Anson for his weekend box. 

MOIRA WALLACE 

Copies to: 

Those present 
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ADDITIONAL PROVISION FOR THE NHS IN 1988-89 

The Chancellor made it clear at his meeting yesterday that he was 

opposed to any extra money being given before the Government was 

ready for announcements on the Health Review. Mr Moore has now 

written with his bid for £200 million (his letter of 11 April), 

and I attach a draft reply turning him down. (The figures in the 

draft reply reflect some slightly revised figures which DHSS have 

now sent us, as foreshadowed in my submission of 8 April.) 

2. 	Doubtless Mr Moore will raise the matter with the 

Prime Minister, probably in connection with the Review Body 

awards. You may wish to discuss the matter in detail with us 

before that. 

MISS M E PEIRSON 
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DRAFT LETTER FROM THE CHIEF SECRETARY TO MR MOORE 

Thank you for your letter of 11 April about the finances of the 

health authorities in 1988-89. I am afraid I have to say that I 

do not think any more money should be announced for the health 

authorities at this stage, beyond what we decide is needed for pay 

following the Review Body recommendations. If necessary I would 

prefer to look at the matter again when we have something to say 

about the health review; otherwise we risk undermining our 

position, which we have defended so vigorously, that what is 

required is a fundamental review of the health service, and not 

simply more money. We also undermine the good case we have made 

that, taking cost improvements and other initiatives into account, 

the HCHS has at its disposal resources increasing at fully the 

rate demanded by our critics. 

2. 	I note what you say about the possibility of service 

reductions. These do however look very much like a self-inflicted 

wound on your Department's part. I understand that, whilst your 

people believe that service reductions of some £60 million are 

possible in what are largely the RAWP-losing regional health 

authorities, the RAWP-gaining regions are planning some £50 

million of discretionary service developments. I suggest that you 
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reconsider the idea - which I raised with you during the 1987 

survey - of slowing down the RAWP process, ie redistributing this 

element of the funds allocated to the health authorities. There 

must in any case be very great uncertainty about the precise 

amounts which will be required by the individual healLh 

authorities for the implementation of the new nurses' grading 

structure, so that, I should have thought, it would be quite easy 

to bias the distribution of the money required for that in favour 

of the RAWP-losing regions. 

3. 	However, it is very much a matter for you whether you 

consider it better to risk some further additional service 

reductions or the postponement of some discretionary service 

developments. 


